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Foreword

. _,..,3:
.,k!...igh of. the metropotilaii 790013':,till'',NIAigan exhibits ecopomic!

charaekeristics' thikt-- l'itct,' bbSiness doliditioils in .;.th'et.-lixele.
flecauge of "difftirence.s 411 ewhothic strqcture,. 'each' area. , .

, experiences varying'.tkorit#Ic hRhavior 'il-, respOn*.10.'bvsleiSs
,. Ocleti, In.. this study,-fotirteen compivable 1,ime;f0j8 hay6 ri!"

, l tO fifill 1 /.7,0 busiiies'e'conditionain:eael4:ka Aii'ter ins of. la ior
w'r

. , that et, cOnstiquetion, .tind-to.iiii6hti tietiity-Oer'aiett,.year. period
...01frpin tbq late 1,960e to' theitite 1970s in,.additiow elements of Cho

eConlirnicIitkoctilre iit 4,e:eleven. Inetropelitan'Artiiie are .outhiied.It

The..inStitizte iii:*9*. pp- tweAltvt,ki PtiliheatiOn,atian ad4itioh'
, ..,., to kha infortha46k:pyliaq ilo' '.tegiti,dipt4 MiChigah al0-, the ,

thefr.opolitan areas. 'and:as ..e#teifeloh ...$)f:tiusiness. caditions
analysis by use.of iocatitiaitatisi*I4.1substate areaS,-2, :,.,

.. , .4.. .

. Vacts and .observiitipris-4prestfed in Wq:ltklciV Bre the sole
. ref..ipenthility'Of the,auth6r.S.,The vieivein :tikareipresented'do

, 2. not .neces'sarily represeht posAino .of t*. -P;: Vp'jiihn',InstitCite: .;
'4

p
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Introduction

- N. .
. .

sThis study focuses on economic actiVity in Michigan metroPOlitan
1

areas over roughly a ten-year peridd, from the late 1960s10 the late
i A 19706. A time marked by a fairtS, high degree of cyclicalihstability,

stubborn inflationary pressures, an energy crisis, and an unsettled
international environment, this period has been a particularly
trying one for many of the older, industrialized urban areas located
in the Northeast and North Central regions. fn fact, as short-run
business j1aclivity in those areas tended to conform closely ,co
national business cycles, the longer term problems associated with
trban decay ahd structural adjustments have been magnified in
some cases by the instability Of the nittional economy. Also, shif
in emphasis towar l income maintenance programa designed to m
immediate hardshpi s associate51 with job losses during busi
slumps have tended to take precedence over urban revitalization
and kildustrial,expansiOn 'programs. As a yesult, a local slump has
oft.en meant that economic redevelopment efforts, limited to sor63

/ degree by economic conditions, have been slow to regain
-momentum. While the main,concern of the study is to provide an
overview of the effects of cyclical swings, growth rates for the

. period, are compared as well.

Bbcause of its heavy dependence on the volatile autoMobile
industry, Michigan has a long history as a cyclically sensitive state.

/ Over the ten-year period,,Ahe state's, Widely recognized boom- and
bust cycle has been repeated. important questions Addressed in this
study are: What actually happened in Michigan metropolitan areas
during this unsettled period? How does local behavior compare with
the statewitie performanee? Which metropolitan.Areas exhibited the
hikhest 4oIjre of cyclical sensitiirity? And, which local economic

,activiti s appear to be most sensitive to swings.in national businesa
. activity? Answers to thesp quest:4ms are likely to help business

1
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2 .Introduction

I

assess the impacts of business slumps in particular market arlifs
and may help state ahd local officials formulate appropriatexolicy.
In addition, this study. reveals strengths and weaknesses in the
local economies, and the result's can be used ,to assess the ptobable.

impacts of national business cycles on these areas in the futurte.,

1.

In this study short-ruh business condiiions in .11i-chigan
metropolitan areas are analyzed by meaSuring.the behavior of set
of economic indicators covering' three -major. categories: labor
market, cohstruction, and ban4cing activity. -Local fluctuations in
overall business activity are likely to be marrifested in .numerous

ck.processes that occur in each of _those Categories. The underlyihg
assumpiiim in the broad approach taken hot is that, like national
business cycles,, local cyclical swings are Widely diffused asross
numerous economic processes, and the timing and magnikude of.

fluctuations vary. From thisperspective,' single indicators,
like total employment or the unemployment rate; While certainly
.usejul, provide only a partial view of the performance of a local
ecoluimy. A more detailed examination of local behavior, covering a
wider quage of activities, is regarded -as much more helpkil for both
private' and.public decision making and for implementing policy at.,
aneappropritite time. Furthermore, the behavior 'of a particular ac-
tivity reflected in a lOcal time series, the unemployment rateefor ex-
ample, is likely to exhibitr similarities and differenCes among areas
depending on differences in industrial composition and economic
growth, among other things. However, identifyipg the causes of
variations in economic performance aniong Michigan metropolitan
areas is' beyond the scape of this study: The more modest objective
here is,to rnerure'al;d compare intermetropolitin performance,in
Michigan across(comparable economic processes. °

-

The stddy. is 'orttantzkd into two parts's. Part I discusses the data
and methods used to mebs* local business acpii?ity and pi'esents a
e,omparatjve analosis of behavioit.in Michigan metropolitan areas.
Intrastate clifferences in the tinyng, duratiOn, and amplitude of
cyclical swings ir numerous economic indkators are emphasized. In -
cases where coniparable.natiOnal and state series exist, measpres of
their -behavior are used as benchmarks for assessing local perfor-
mance. Part II preserita detailed descriptions ofiwhat happened in
each . metroPolitan .area. The eleven fectionsone .ifq each
metropolitan area in the (trite-Tinclude a brief introdustory dilicus-
sion of the area's economic structore and a detailed look zit local
business conditions reflected inThe behavior of time series covering . hi
labor market, construction, Aid bariling activity..Charts fio The -7-
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series are presented in eaoti section, with the organization of
' material patterned closely after the Upjohn Institute's Business
\ Conditions in the Kalamazoo Area: A Quarterly Review, which has

been' published since law' For those interested in a 1)6-Ocular
metropolitan area, the individual sections in Part II provide a
&tailed economic profile.

, Althoug4 this study concentrates on the recent historical
perforthanee in Michigan metropolitan areas through 1978, the set
of local indicators shown in the sectiohs in Part II 'provides a
fotindation' for cwrent business conditions analysis. In fact, one of
the ma)or results of this study is the presentation of one use of local
time series for current business conditions analysis,at the substate
level.

The National Setting

It,is'important at the outset to hhve a dear picture of the nation's
overall economic performance, because tkat deterniines to a
considerable degree the general business ehvironment for states and
local ar'eas located in the highly industrialized Fast North Central
region of ithe country: Notable feaures of the last ten,years include
the two recessions and stubborn inflationary pressures. During that
period the nation experienced nine quarters, or slightly molt than
two yeart, of slumping business activity resulting in declines ifi
outputieMployment, a'nd inflation, along with increases in
unemployment. In the subsequent, reco4ery-expansion phase, the
situation Was reversed following the usual business cycle pattern.

, -
. However, there*ere marked differences in the severity of the two

Arecesgions. The first business slump began in late 1969 after nearly
nine years of tcontmic pxpansion. That recessiqn ended a .year
later.2 By historical standards this business slump was mild; in fact,

1. There is one major difference between the presentation in Part II abd Business
Conditions in the Kalamazoo Area. In the latter, partitularly in the lead article, local
economic activity is divided into four categories: industrInl activity, labor market,

cOnditioils, banking activity, and consyuction. The first category, industrial
activity, is based on the Institute's quarterly survey of major manufacturing firing.
in the Kalamazoo area. That type .of "informaçion is noC available for other
metropolitan areaa in Michigan. li'or an example of how su sur&y. data are Usedr
for local buainess'ainditions analysis, see Paul'.1. Kozlows i, "Iteview of Economic
Activity." Business C'onditions in the Kalamazoo Area: A Quarterly Review,
January. April, July, or October, 1978 and Janulry, April or July, 1979.

2. Widaty accepted business cycle dates have been designated by the National
Bureau of Economic Reaearch, Inc. these datea rpprebent points .in time when .
mgregato economic activitS, reached a cyclical peak or trough. This reference

rJ
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Introduction 6

N. -,,
it was the mildest of the six recilssions which ha;:fe occurred in the
Unfted states since the late ,1940s. During the 1969-,7d recession,

4 real Cross National Product (GNP) declined 1.1 percent from peak
to trough, nonagricultural employment fell about 1.0 percent, and

: the unemployment rate rose from 3.4 percent to 6.0 percent. By
coinparison; the recession that began in late 1973 and ended in early
1975 was considerably more severe. ChaxtjAows the annualized

p.,,, ,
percent changes in real GNP by quarter fortier.,A68-78 period. Note

:,

'that: negativegrowth of real GNP occurredithroughout th'e 1973-75
recession and . Was df much larger magnitu than that Of the
1969-70 recession.,Overall, real GNI".fell 6.6.percent anct honagri-
cultural employment dropped 2.1 percent froth peak to trough, and
'the aggregate unemployment rqe jumped from a cyclical low of 4.8.

. percent to a high of Fr.9 perceNo(see Chart 2). Furthermore, the
1673-75 recession wa8 also characterized. by a se.ve,r e. slum in
Constriictioniictivity, manifested in a plunge in now p vate,housing
starts from an annual rate of about 2.4 million in the fturth quarter

r."-- of 1972 to slightly less than one million in the first quar `Of 1975.
i

Output and dmployment rdse clueing the business cycle
. .exPansions following each recession and, as . Chart, 2 shows, the

unemployment rate cleclined. Hdirever, the nation was plagued by
inflationary pressures which rose substantially when business
activity picked up. Chart 2.,reveals that tlie declines in the inflatipn
rate during the recessions failed to.offset theee upswings, despite
the fact that the 1973-75 slump was.severe and extremely costly in
terms of lost .output and income. Consequently, the nationwide
inflatkth"rate exhibits an upward Vend for the period as a whole.'''

--.. However, the inflation rate woa influenced by events not linked to
swings in domestic business 'activity. In- 1971, tlte Nixon,
Administration imposed price controls.which _checked the upswing
in inflation early in the ibusiness expansion. When controls were
phased out, the inflation rate again moved uPward.,` exacerbated by
the Arab oil embargo of 1973' find cartel pricing by the Organization
AP troleum Exporting, Countries (OPEC), which pushed oil prices

12 ercent in late 1974. The cyclical d
eve higher. A's Chart 2 shows, the inflation rate hit a peak of over

ecline in the inflation rate was
. .

chronology, therefore, delineates phases of the national business cycle according to
classical definitions and is used -widely as a benchmark for measuring the behavior
of specific national and subnational activities. Dates for th-1969-70 recessioWare:
December 1969peak, and November 1970trough;%pdfor the 1973-7ftrece88ion:
November 1973-:peak, ana Mareh 1it7,5trough. The shaded areas in.Chart 2 (viii)
and in the charts in Part I I repiesent. these national recession perieds. a,

4
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6 Introduction 4

riteep, and by early 1976 it had hit a low, of about 3.9 percent. After
that time, the inflation rate experienced anothev upswing as the
economy settled into its most recent business cycle expansion
phase,'

4By the end of 1978 the,econoniy was still in an expanaionlihase
that began 'In early 197,5. Output, employment, and income rose
subAtantially during the expansion, anti the-unemployment rate fell
stendily. Nevrthelev: as Chart-2 sho(vs, the jobless rate at the end
of 1978 was still above ,its pre-recesion low and exhibited an
upward drift over the ten-year petiiod. Thus, the period examin0 in
this study was marked by-a secular .rise in both the inflation and
unernployment rates. By historical stnndards, the recent business
expansion, which hns been ongoing for Imre than four years, is
"old" for peacetime periods, and in early 1079 sporadic signals ofan .

impending recession appeared. Fueled; by rising eneigy prices, the,
inflation rate has ttgain moved above 10 percent. With personal
income growth failing to keep pace, consumer purchasing power has
waned,' setting the stan for a falloff in aggregate demand. The
expected slowdown in bgeiness activity is again likely to.be more
severe in those areas that are particularly sensitive to swings in
aggregate spending. The state .of Michigan ranks first ih this
respect.

Regional Cyclical Sensitivity

The heavily industrialized East North Centrril region, which
includes Ohio, Indiana,,Illinois, Wisconnin, and Michigan, is highlY
responsive to swings in national business activity. In fact, the five-
state region ranks first.among the nine Census divisions in terms of
the cyclical sensitivity of employment, according to a recent study
published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.' The region had
an average Venkadjusted decline in employment of 139.9 pericent

' during thE1 last sN recessions relative to the national employment
change. hat his means is that employment contractions for the
five-state region ekceeded the national decline by 39.9 percent on
the average. During expansion periods tbe region's employment
rosa an, average of 42.2 percent more than nationwide.' These
relatiire amplitude measures for the East.North Central region are

3. Richard F. Syron, "Regional
Becoming More or Less
November/December 197,8. p

4. Syron, pp. 30.31. N./
f

12,

-34.

()nonce During Business Cycle8-4re We
Now England Ecottornic Review,

I

0
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:subcttatially above those of, th; ether 'eight , Census. divisions, ...
\.. leading to the fbllowing corOisioreThe Ettst. North Central region'-!

N. ,

..- with its highPoportion p f Arlibkrods'innufacturifig is the Most
' cydiail part , of the -ctitintey bk tiny mepeurb of elnbloyilrni, .,/ A .

chabge."'- ..
. , . . N.

, . . , . . . . . ' :.1" t ...

, The Pe statcis" in. the 'Eaat ,Isiorth Cekcal region 'are far Irom
horpOgen4usitnyittver. Michigan, With iti heavy dependente on the
automAile 'industry, is- the most cyclically' §tenisitive state in the

- .. region and, as afready niientioned, haA a' long standing ceputation AS
suCh'becatSb of 'ip past boom and bust performance. A recent
eitamplis the performance' of nonfarm income in the state during
the 1973-75 rkession and.M the early part ofthe recoveiy. During
thokslump froni the fouith 4harter of 1073 to the first, quarter of
1975, nonfarm income in Michigan rose only 4.6 percent in current
dollars, the smdlleSt rise' among all the states.' That slow Mcome

1
sowth wasklue largely to the 15.3 percent drop in wage and salnry
income in the manufActuring.sectorb, the liogek decline among the
states. However, one year after the reresston ended, Manufacturing .
income in Michigan was up 23.1 perc:ent, and total nonfarm income '
12.1 percent, the latter exceeded only by the ,18.6 percent rise in
AlaSka during the first year of recovery. This sheep turnaround if

,..,Michigan reflects the behavior of the manufacturing sector,.....,,,,,

particularly-the automobile itidustry.

Indestry mix, nnrrowly defined as the degree of concentration in
durable goods manufacturing, appears to be one bf the most
important deteriAants of regional cyclical responsiveness,
although it is ceftainly not the sole factor accounting for diffeiences
in regional performance. In a recent study of the effects of industry

* regional fluctuations in income over the 1958-76 peciod.,
f;yniefir ne concludes that "Industry mix is one of the factors __.2"

,.

responsib e for regional differences in cyclical beha ior. It is not the
sole' factor; nor is it always equally important."' Br ne goes on to
point out that, "the East North'COntrat division and ew England,
both with .large shares of Income derived from durable goods
manufacturing, are more eXposed to short-term fluctukions than is
the country "as a whcikr.""'

Syron. p. :11.
Robert B. Bretzfeldar, "Conttasting DeveloPments in the States :Poring

Recesgion and Early'Recovery," Survey of Current Business, April 1976, p: 32.
7. Lynn E. Browne, "Regional industry Mix and the Business Cycle," New

England !economic Review; Noyernber/Deetonber 1977, p. 48.
8. thLowne, p. 48.*
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While economic growth and the dlegtee of induiittial_dive4sific'ar. , i

' don have also pppli linked to variations inregidnal cyclical response',
,.

industry mix staildtl o6't 6 perhaps the key factor; and it is a useful,' .

'althoughltkdmittedly :robgh and inoobsistent, predictor of the sen- ,.
4.aitivity of regions to.national business cycles. Certainly; Michigan's-.

reliitively large cyclical twings in employment' and income are' at- 'itiv

tributableto de, volatility df is. industrial base. But, since no two
,

busfaess cycles (or individual phases fo;. that Matter) afe,exactly the ' \
same; and since a -region's industrial structure changes over. time,
variat,ions in timing ftncl; amplitude ol fluetuations in the same

.e.conomic,process can be ex ected froM one buainess cycle to the.f
next, depending uporMhe ay in which fluctuations in the com-
p ents ot aggregate &man consumption, investMent; gbvern-i
*men and net bxport spendingimpaq on and filter througlf tliat. ,
, structure and how that structure has changed. .. ,,

b.. .

Michigan netropolitan Areas
i

In 1977 Mithigan'a population was estimated at 9.1 millio ..!)
'About* percent of Michigan residents lived in t:hetll mktropolitank
areas shown in Table 1:3A)kore located in the southein half of
Michigan's lower peninsula, ha;, ey stretch conti$tously from the .
Detroit SMSA in the eas to the Mclgegon: *fon Shores-

ty4t

Muskegon Heights SMSA in the west.' ,
Thepe 1,1, 'metropolitan areas can be viewed as small, opkn;

regional. ecOnomies which vary in size, industrial structure, and
rates of growth. The aix-coanty. Detroit SMSA. had a 1971 popula-
tion of 4,370,200, more than seven 'times the size of the Grand
Rapids SMSA, which ranked second. Table 1 shows that, exce0, for
the Detroit SMSA: the metropOlitan areas -are mostly small-
population areas. Outside of Detroit,)only the Grand Rapids and
Flint SMSAs . had population 'totals above one:half mil ion. Note
that mallest metropolitan area in the atm& Bay C4ty f had a
1971, ulation of 120,200, or one-thiity sixth the si e of the

SA. -.
.

.,The state's industrial actfvitri. s alsolargely concentrated ih these
areas. In 1977, for example:86.6 percent Of manufacturing jobs
Were located in the 11 metropolitan areaa, and they accountell for
89.4 percent of all idps in the volatile durable goods industries. Of

,

/
9. Monroo County in amktheast Michigan is Moo a metropolitun county hut in part

of the Toledo SMSA. It in not included in filin othdy of
1

Michigeninetropolitan ereat._),..,----'
I

,,,,,, ..

4.



Introducti

course, tokte,DetrOInMSA standp pt as the dorninant.ar , accoun-
ting f 49.4 percent ofttotal wage and salary einp1oy4nent in the
satin 1977b51,. 4 percant of manufacteinip 51.1 ..percent of non-
m ufactdring,.and 41.3 percent *f golverApierit emplbytnent., 'this '

-.Cohnty area aiso accouttted-f9r 53.8 percent ;pf all jobs iii durable
egoods induStries. 1he concentriation of industrial activity in the

metropohtan areas, therefore, 6ugge ts that the stat,e'ç cyclically'
sensitive behavior emanates fro swings in business activity
.within those areas. Because of its size, the Detroit SMSA tends to
dominate over-all activity -in Michigan, but the behavior in other
metropnlitan areas contributes to the state's overall performance.
Part I of this study, deals with intrastate variations in s t-run
economic activit); over a tert-year period.

TABLE 1

Michigan Standard Metr9pohtan Statistical Areas

Name

Ann ArborYpsilanti
Battle Creek

Bay City

Detroit!

Flint

Grand Rapids

Jackson.
Kalamazoo-Portage

Lansing-East Lansing

Muskegon-Norton Shores-
Muskegon Heights

Counties included

Washtenaw
Barry, Calhoun

Bay .

Lapecr, Livingston., Macomb,
Oakldnd, St. Clair, Wayne

Genesee, Shiawassee

-Kent, Ottawa

Jackson
Kalamazoo, Van Buren

Clinton Eaton., Ingham, Ionia

Muskegon, Oceana

Saginaw Saginaw

1977
Population

2'60,200 r

120(200

4,370,200

614,400'

676,600

149,900

268,100,

455;10e

179,000

226,700

Source: U.S. Department of Conunerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Poillatio
Reports, P-26. No. 77-22.
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Data cleficienCles have been recognized for a long time by regional
analysts as a"seriOus problem that limits the ecope of analysis at the
subnational level. In examining short-run business conditions In
states and local areas, one cannot draw upon the wide range of
cyclical indicators that is available for the nation. For exaOple, each
month the U.S. Department of Commerce publishes 'over ond
hundred cyclical indicators in Business Conditions Digest. These

,

serie4 are classified across seVen major economic processes: (1)
Employment and unemployment; (2) Production and income; (3)

IIsumption, trade, ordeps, and deliveries; (4) Fixed Capital
fitnient; (5) Inventories and inventory investment; (6) Price,

costs', and profits; ankl (7) Money and credit. In addition, they are
classified by their timing characteristics; that is, whether cyclical

. peaks and troughs in a specifick,Aeries generally lead, lag,) or are
roughly coincident with those of aaregate businestt-activity. This
large set of cyclical .indicators permits 4 fairly detailed analrit of
economic behavior over various stages Of the business cycle, )

;the number. of reliable and fairl
SOch a comprehensivevset of cyclical indicators is rkot available

subnational economies. In general
consistent thme series varies inversely with the size of the region, so
that fewer indicators are availahke at the local level conipared to the
number available for the state. HOwever, even in cases where a good
deal of local data exist, analysts must still grapple with changes
resulting from modifications in data and/or area definitions. These
are especially eroublesome at the local level where such'changes
tend to occur with greater frequency and, in intny cases, are far
from trivial. The, usual result is that intertempbtal comparability is
restricted, and this may have serious consequences for the type of
time series analysis required to assess regional business clilitioni4.

13
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,

. /
An example of an area definition change is the addition or
subtlaction of one or more counties to or from a metropolitan area,'
,Which effectively redefines the scope of the region's economy. A

\ recent example of a data definition change is the shift in 1973 in
measuring state Mid local unemployment rates from a place of.work
to a place of residence basis. This was done becaus ___..e the
Comprehensiye Employment and Training Act (ETA) co.,::1 in .

-.1 1973 required that unemployment men the same thing across -

states and local areas as Well as,for the nation as a whole. While this
. did affect state data considerably, it sigitificantly altered localilL

. une yment data .in areas shbject to substantial in- and out-
commutink. Unemployment data were revised back to 1970 but,., .

beettuse of the data definition change resulting from CETA, pre- and
post-1970 ,jobless rates are not strictly comparable for local areas,'
As a result, a longer historical perspective was lost. ----Th

t

Area and data definitions in this study were kept as consistent as
glossible, but in some cases, discrete breaks in local time series were
unavoidable (see the disclission of banking below). The attempt tO
maintain consistency required a tradeoff in the)ength of some
series. With few exceptions, time series used in Ms study begah in
1970, thus limiting analysie of local belrvior during the 1969-70
recessidn becatise cyclical peaks in specific series could not be
determined. Nevertheless, consistent- time series allowed
measurements of local cyclital swings during the 1970s which were
then used to compare intrastate performance. .

$ Local Time Series \

The titles, sources, and beginning year for each series, used in this
study are shown in Table 2. For each metropolitan area, 14 time
'series were assembled, covering local labor market, construction,
and banking activity. Similar series were assembled for the State of

a' Michigan as well, allowing comparisons between metropolitan
performance and the state as a whole.. Charts for each local time
series appear in Part 11.

Labor Market Data 1

Monthly data Orovided by the Michigan Employment Security

L. The Bleau of Labor Statistics Of the U.S. Depallownt of Labor was' respons-.
ible for the changeover. The process of change in summarized by ,lamee It. Wetzel
and Martin Ziegler, "Measurittg Unemployment in Statts and Local. Areas,"
Monthly Labor Review. Juno 1974, pp. 40.46.

1 8
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e of Lqc,at, :4*nnesa.,Acttvity and in r(oqutolli!.KiPPloilt3.. .. . .:

. . .
.., ..

'COLiisgiC)1.1.(1;1400_wore 1440 tiose.inble° eev,e;liricjicioare pi Me,,. .. .
. . ,

.empl'ortitimiempktymt4e,-Oti.iiqiiib.rp ()HO ..met,ropalitan areil." 6 ._

C0A41atent "riionthly -dat'a ,kkaseiiIetfltiei .1976, lionchmark tl`e,ttieti; of
VITI3Cr041:ttstallal3Orgun .),.974 T4 fiVe.etthe oven labo.r.,iliarltet
serieii ..-. att,g,,-it,n,-, inNill.-nitito.sjor, uneibOloy*nt..ibetittlief, were..
available frpixi-068;'40:,:wsirle,...#01gO, wOeldy ho* of, titodtteti.on .,
workero t'mpiimfaauti-cigs ii0 .stiies ff*..TattrTrietrepohOn. amts.

,

lifiE 2

Loaal Serips and th.ttii:$oureea. ..

4 so.. .

'Ser1;#

Labor. Mirket
Total Wage & Stilary

Employments .

Manufacturin&Evployjnent4
NonmanufaCturiugEmployment.
Government Emp.loyinent
Unemployment.4tsii .

Average Weekly lipurs:of
Production Workwts in
Mahufacturing . .

k. Source
,.

.7.6.t.

InitiM Claims for
Unemployment Insurance

7

II:-Construction 7

New' Building Permits1
Private Housing

Construction Employnient

1 II: Bankingb
Demand Deposits

.1

'Year

-

+970
-1970.
'1970
1970 .
1070 .

1963

Total Deposita
Total Loans
Commercial & Industrial

Loans
Consumer InstkIlment Loans

U.S. Dvt. of 5i'm erste; 1965 ."

Bureau of.;ther Ce
MESC IVO

Federaf !tee
of Chi

Fle4D C
C

cs

rye .ank
ago
icago
!cal;

J970
1970

iFED C licago 1970
. FED C icago 1970

"For four SMSAa, a consistent axerage weekly hours series was available from
1968. This was'also the case for the State of Michigan.
I'Except Tor Battle Creek elfseries begin in 1970. I)ata for.the Bottle Creek SMSA

are available from the fourth qMirter orl 971.

1 9
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The monthly data from MESC were converted into quarterly
'averages, The' quarterly time- Seiies tended to, be smoother ,and
subjeet to somewhat smalltr erratic movements than their monthly
counterparts. These quarterly time series.were iufficientlY stable so'
that seasonal swini-s could beseliably estlmatied and removed. The
seaSpnally ,adjusted quarterly employment and unemployment
00011 were used .co mertsure local cyclical swings.

,

cionstrUction' Data
\.

Two, series were used to ncleasure local construction activity.
o Monthly construction empl yment data were rovided by NESC

and rpflect the 'number of w riteis engaged in all types of building
activity within a particuj4r metropolit n area: Like the other
employment series. noted above, the monthly cdnstruction
employment data were transfornied in o quarterly series and

; :seasonally adjuiited. '
\ 1

An Index of New Building Permits for 'private .housing was
developed for each area from Monthly, data published .by the U.S.

D partment. of Commerce (Const'ruction RepdrtsHousing
Authorized by ,lluilding Permits and Public contract, C-40).

eaiencies in the published data resulting from dmission and
efinition changes were overcome ,to a great degree 'by

supplementing the, published. information :with reptirts from
individual permit-issuing offices in the metropolitan areas. A major

problem in constructing themnew building permitp time series was
maintairdng a ednsistent sample of governtnental Units over the
1965-77 period. In several cases this was possible. Ann'. Arbor-
i(psilariti, Battle Creek, and Kalamazoo-Po sge have continuous
series frOm 1965 and :Saginaw from, i$,, 67. For the other
metropolitan area eral governmental , were added in 1968,

but tlds did not re In a sharp discontinuity because the additions

wete small relative to the total. Thereafter,, the rigw building

permits series are cohtinuodS..For 'each metropolitan area and the
state, this secies covers the latit, two national recession periods.

In almost all cases these month& time series turned out co be

highly erratic, eithibiting sizable changes from one month to the
nekt. Tht) irregular movements were reducpd somewhat. by

averaging oveioquarterS. flowilver, While the quarterly series proved
to be less erratic than the nuinthly series, they were still subject to

sizable erratic swings and, consequently, estimates of seasonal
movements turned out tra. be unreliable in many cases be ause of the
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highb/ unstable nature of the non died ovements in the series.
Even in ca where seasonal est were fairly stable, the
cyClic41 6ehav was still obscured by irregular neyement of
conjidera'hle magnitude. To Overcome these probleps, moving
average was used to smooth' the nen building werthits sez/)4res and
measure cyclical behavior. Of course, a diSadvantage of this
procedure is that the most recent data, are lost,c but this V not a
,nrajor drawbak for the historical analysis of thotstudy. .

.41c .To facilit4e compaiisons mons the metropolitan areas, the
computed Moving average v ues were expressed in terms of their
1967 annual average. The-charts in Part --11/show these quarterly
index numbers (1967=100).as well as the,unadjusted quarterly data
(a in index form) for the 1965,-77 period. At the time' of this
writ, ng, only preliminary data for 1978 were a1/4ailable and, while
they do not appear in the Charts, they were used to Measure the
most recent-behavior. 1 t

. . '

Banking 4ata

Commercial banking 'data for each metropolital area were
provided by the Federal,Reser.ve Bank `Of Chicago. Five time series
reflecting deposit. and loan activky were used to measure local
behavior, For all areas except Battle Creek data were available from
1970. The banking series for the, Battle Creek SMSA begin in the
fourth quarter of 1971.

Although the Fedèrl Reserve series contain a great deal of
information about conhièrcial bank.assets, liabilities, and types of
deposits and loans, the data present two major problems for
business conditions analysis: First, over the perioclexainined, the
number of banks included in the data collection procedure chahged.
Although this did not lead to a substantial break in ke series in.
most areas, a discrete break was evident in severaeareas When
banks were added. The Most outstanding example of th\it procedure I

change occurred in the da(a for the Battle Creek SMSA etween the
first and the second-4 rters of 1973, when the number ot eporting
banks increased from three to six, resulting in a 60 percent"j&mp in
the current-dollar vaAue of deinand deposits in that area one
quarter. Such reporting changes were considerably less in other
mgtropolitah areas but, overall, they iinposed some upward bias on
the banking data that could not be eliminated easily. Secot4jn
some instances the number of quarterly observations was no0arge.

,r`
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For example, only se9iiarmual 'data were available frow 1970
through 1972 for Oposits and total. loans. This restricted
estimation:of seasonal movements to the post-1972 years, a rather
short tirde period.,While the seasonal estimateslps these series Were

, stable, they must be r!egarded as preliminary ana subject to revision
as more ia ta become iivailable. Commercial and industrial loans and

pconsur installmebt Icrans were available only on a semiannual
. basis khrough 1975, quarterly thereafter, Consequently; the,

relatively short duration of those two series precluded any reliable
estimation of seasonal factors, eveh of the most preliminary nature.
Given these two-limitation* the banking series behaved reasonaWy
well over the period, with do extremely perverse movements
evident.

The demand and total deposits series pppearing in the charts in
Part III sand on whit measurements of (iyclical behavior are based,
were reduced to cotistant-dollar terms by deflating each quarterly

with the Consumer Price Index (C.PI). The Detroit CPI was
use o deflate the two Dttroit deposits &ries, with the nationwide
CPf being used for all other Mlchigan metropolitan aras. The
deflated series were then placed' in index form (1972=100) for
comparative purposes. On the other hand, the loan series, which
also appear in charts in Part,' II, were left in current-dollar terms.

9

Cyclical Behavior,
. .

The tng and amplitude of. Short-run ,fluctuations in the
fourteen series for oath metropolitan area were measurel 'by .

determining cyclical .peaks and troughs. in specific series and then
'computing percent changes in series' values between those dates.
Althouglr seastinal swings were removed, as discussed above, the

iseries' -were not adjusted for secular tredd. Cons uently, the
Wamplitude measures rect both trend and cycle b

tavior
.which !*

represents actual expecience, the primary concern of this study.
Cilecific cycle turning points for tklese series were then compared
with those of national business cycles- so that, unless stated
otherwise, clakjfications of leading, lagging, or roughly coincident *
local behavior refer to the timing of changes of movement of
indisaiidual series for' the metropolitan areas relative to cyclical.,)'swings in the national econorrly (reference cycles).

,

It should be noted that expansions and contractions in the local
series generallo conformed to tuitional business cycle patterns. hi
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. other words, during a national recesston those local secies that *
would be expected to decline (manufacturing employment, for
example) did so,. while those that typicallY)ise duri4 a business. .
slump (the unkmployment rate, 4ir example) 6ehaved as expected in
Most cases. /Ther ' were some notable eNceptions, however. 1Syo
metropotiten ar ap, Ann ArborNpailanti 'and Fri ; did not
experience a cyclical decline in new building permits t t conformed \
to the 1969-70 national recession: Also, the Ann Ar or-Y silanti,

,

Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights, and Saginaw SMSAs
experienced only a slowdoWn in growth, but not absolute de line, in

, the t urrent- .volume of total loans during the 1973-75
\ recession. Final only 3 of 11 areas experienced a decline in

government employment and ()lily 7 of 11 areas had a falloff in the
. \ current-dollar vohinie of commercial and industrial loans during the b ,

1973-75 recession that can-be classified as cyclical.

1
While cyclical swings in business ac4ity, in Michigan'

metropolitan areas conformed to national patterns, there were
substantial differences among. the 11 areas in both th1e ,timing and
amplitude of fluctuations in labor market,' construction, and
banking activity. These intlistatevyafiAions in performance are
discussed below..

Timing

Table 3 .shows e number of metropolitan areaa where turning
points in 14 specific indic 'Ors led, lagged, or were roughly
coincident with the national 1jsiness cycle peaks of the fourth
quarter of 1969 and 1973. As dismissed above; many-of the local
series began in 1970, so that timing comparisons with the business
cycle peak of 1969 are rather limited. However, for those series that
were anyilable, average weekly initial claims for unemployment
insurance, the average workweek of manuiacturing workers (four
areas only), and new building permits, leading behVvior was the /
dominant characterist. . The longest leads occurred in the new
building permits ser s, with the average lead time befiSre the 1969 -

national peak amounting to 6.6 Totters fdr the 9 metropolitan
areas experiencing a comparable cyclical decline: While that is a
rather long average I4ad, it should be noted Mat the group average
was influenced 'by vpry early downturns in the Battle Creek and

'Kalamazoo-Portage SMSAs. If those two areas are excluded, the
average lead is 4,3 swatters for the other 7 metropolitan areas. That
just about equals die four-quarter lead for the statewide series, and
is only slightly ariove tho, three-quarter lead of the series.

a
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TABE C\
Leads ancl La's ai-National Butiluess Cycle Peakiii

\P Number of SMSAsi'' ,

ess.Cycle A verag6 load jIational
'1969:4 Itig( Pe

.Roughly lituatitsta)N,
torneident teddinii°

0

Nlitti9agl B
Pea

Series' '
..----.- ,

(l'otal Wags & Salary '.
\*M-0 lo ment.
Mitnufa ring Employment
Nonm nufaduring Employpnent
Government Employment NA
Unemployment RAW NA .

Average Weekly Initial
Claims fel- Ul . "" / 11 . 0

Average WorkWeek, prod. '
' 4,, workers, mfg . .. 4 1 0

Now.Buildtg Permits . - 9 0
Constr.uction'Ernployrnmit NA NA
Deflated Demand Deptts- NA NA
Deflated Total Deposits . NA NA

--/ Total Loans' . . .. . . .. . ' NA NA
Commerdal &Industlial Loans NA NA
Consumerinstallment Loans .N A NA

Leading,

NA

I.
Lag ing

NA
, NA

NA-.
NA
NA .

. -

NA
NA
NA
NA'

'NA

41.

0

3.3

- Roughly
"Arnim Coincident

6

6

2

2

0 1.4

2.7
A.* 4.0

3.0 .

+
+0,9

1.6

4

10

p*.

Avergti lead
Iqg (+)

(quartgrs)

9

2

Note: NA indicates that consistent loval dope were not available.
a Eleven SNISAs Were considered for each series. In Homo cam, local ',NIRO which conformed to rtional business cycle peaks wore tiotfliernible. CoasoquentIy,

the OW number of areas is loss than eleven for some Dories.
#t 4. >

11 Pot four atom, *Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Bay Cliv, Jacknoo,haud Saginaw, this series begins prior to 1909. For the othbr cloven aroaa, a Consilent average
workweek Ties starts in 19'79 No that'peaks confOming to thatmatioaal peak could not be dotoymined.

'.

1

tiff-
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.

the sameeis true "of the average lead of 3.9 quarters for average
weekly ipitiahIclaims in Michigan metropolitan areas, which only
slightly exceeds,i3 three-quarter lead of the national average
weekly initial claims series Although an average workweek seriesewas gvaillible only for four metiopolitan areas in the late -1960s, all

\, four hit peaks before ow rRcessjo began. Frni this limited serof
. data it' appears that the timing characteristié¼ for the group of

metropolitan arkis in Michigan were quite sitni r to their national
.aknterparts m1 the average, although a good deal of variation e
xists.'

All 14 series were availabl for timing comparisons with the 1973
national husi ness yle pea3i However, two seriesegovernment

ployment and co mercial and .industriai loans, showed l4tle
cyclical sensitivity among the metropolitan areas during the

s recession, withionly three areas experiencing7what could be
classified as a cyclical coaraction in government employment and

4 -OttitX .$6.16n areas suffering an absolute &line in the current-dollar
volume of commercial and industrial loans during the 1973-75
recession. No clear timing characteristics were evident for those two

1

11... series. 1/\ .

Among .the !labor market indicators, the unemployrnolt rate;
avepige weekly in.itial . 'nip for unemployment insuranc the
average"Workyveek ha4,cyclical turning points occUrri

,L.lit

arly V-
areas before the national recession began. Lead timing at bus ness

. ste cycle peaks is a wiably recognized characteristic of each of these
series at the national level, o thatthe timing behavior in Michigan
metropolitan areas at th 1978 peak was snot Out*of line with

"expectations.

Peaks in total wa e ana salary employment were roughly
coincident with the national bwiness cycle peak lithe majority coL.
areas, but in four metropolitan areas4and Rapids, Kalamazoo-
Portage, Lansing-East Lansing, and/.Muskego0-port3n Shores-
Milskegon I-frights, de6lines did hot begin ingil The recession was
well underway. Of the 11 metropolitan gipas, 606 the Saginaw
SMSA experienced a downturn jn total wage and salary
employment before the recession began, due to the early peak in

.. lobal Manufacturing employment, which accounted for just over \

_

2. Ao lead for average weekly initial clainis"varied from seven quarters in the
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA to one quarter in the Jackson SMSA. thp,coefficient of
variation for the 11 areas is .310. For the new building permits series the cooftiont
of variation is .786.

25
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, -
c,

\A

41.percent of wage and salary employment in that area in 1925:The e

( ether dreas that exterienZted., early peakgs in manufAturing ' " 1
o

employment were Batt e Creek, Jackson, and kalainazoo-Portage, N

,. but the leads were -not lOng;,,amouriting toy three, twq, and one,,
.4quarter, respectively,. Ncept for the Saginaw SMSA, tht, . _.-

.....---'metropolitan areas heavily dependent upon' autrqpileproduction ..

. experieneed downturns in total wage and salary and iiminufacturirtki .

A .employment that_ rOughly CoinCideci With the start ofithe natOnali
recession in £173. In the nonmanufactUring sector, nine of the ten
metropolitan, areas experiencing a in employment during the .

recession ha(peaks that occurred at or lifter the Aational busineEis
cycle peak. In, other words, 'lagging behavior dorn,inated the"
performance of nonmanufacturing employment.

In nearly all metropolitan areas in the state, the two indica rors of
local construction activity led the business cycle peak of 1973: A's 1

?? was the case with the 1969-70 recession, new building permits hit- a thaii,
- , peak well before the natiOnal business slump began. ThA average

lead for the 11 metropolitan areas was four quarters, which equals
the_lead exhihited by ttie national series. Among the metropolitan
areas in Michigan, timing ranged from leads of eight quarterSin the
Detroit and Plint SMSAs tq coincidence in the Bay City SMtiA.
Employrnent1i the construction industry also began falling in most
areas before he recession started, for an average lead of. three

,- quarters. ere wipe three notable exceptions to the leading. %i

behavioirof construction . employment: the G and -Rapids series,
whose peak was roughly coincident, and th IcalamazooTortage
and Muskegon-NOrton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSAs, where ...,
short lags were evident: Interestitibly, those three metropolitan
areas Eire located in western Mi6igan.

,
,

In *the banking sector, deflated demand and total deposits led the
national business cycle peak. Table 3 shows that the leading
tendency was somewhat stronger for the forrner,than the latter
aeries, witth all Metropolitan areas in the State experiendrig early
peaks in deflated demand deposits. The average lead among the v,
group was 3.1 quarters, with six areas leading by four quarters AO

.five areas by two (limners. For the state. as a wtole, deflated
demand deposits began declining four quarters, before the -national'
recession started. On the other hand, total loans and, consumer
installment loans, both in currenkiollars, 'exhibited lags. Of the
eight metropolitan areas Where the volunie of loans suffer
absolute declines, seven did not begin falling Until the recession vyas
well underway. The longest lag, three quarters, occurred In' the Bay4.

.ww+
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City, Grand Rapids, and Lansing-East Lansing SMSAti. The latter
area, along with the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA, also displayed tbe

-' longest lag in cbnsumer installment loans, 'four, quarkersi Overall,
. then, the peak timing behavidr of the banking-series in Michigan

.metropolitan areas was quite similar to the behavior of comparable
ndtional series. , . .

I kl
.1'

. Tabfe4 shows the timing characteristics of the same 14 local series
at,. thenational business cycle troughs of the eburth quaOR of 1970
and the first quarter of 1975. Lagging 'and roughly colncident
behavior dominated the troug patterns for total wage and salarr
and manufacturing emplbym t. In 7 of the 11 metropolitan areas
the upswing in manufacturnT employment lagged behind the
national business cycle recovery that began in early 1975. In five of
those areas the lqg was shortone quarterbut manufacturing

..

.. employment lagged By fiv uarters in the ,*kson SMSA and three
quarters in the Muskeg MSA. Combilled *with the two-quarter
lead before thesirecession in the Jackson SMSA, the lag in

; manufacturing ElttploymentItt thelrough gives this area the longest
scyClical downswing athong the state's metropolitan areas,, J,
quarters or 3 years. Ourthermore, total wage andsalary employment
indthe Jackson SMSA lagged considerably at the trough, resulting in
the longest contraction fior this series hmong the' 11 metropolitan
areas. The unemployment rate lagged in four areas .at the 1970
trough, aniiit in seven areas at the .1975 htrough; behavior that is not

o . particularlyiuntfflual, since the `nationwide jobless'rate also exhibited
lags at both troughs.-For the most phrt, the timing behavior of local
labor market indicators reveals that turning points in these dctivities

, did not-begin before. the start of the two pationalbusinesft recOveries,
. and in many cases short legs were evident.4

The outstanding timing clicteristic in the construction sector
is the lagging behavior of drIrplo yment, particularly at the 1975

..

trough. In all 11 metropolitan areas construction employment,. le

- lagged, with the average for the group amounting to 4.9 quarters.
Lags of eight quarters occurred in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti,

. Jackson, Kalamazoo-Portage, and Lansing-East Lansing SMSAs,
and for the state-as a whole construction ernployment lagged by five
quarts s. Given the early peaks in moat local areas, these_ long lags

a 1975 trotIgh resulted in contractions in construction
employment of fairly long duration in all Michigan metfopolitan
areas during the mid-1970s.
..I

In the btmking sector, the timing of troughs* in the detinted,
,



TABLE 4

Leads and Lags at.National Business Cycle Troughs
Nuirnber of SMSAs°

. Series

National Businesa Cycle
'1 rouih: 1970:4

Leading . L.,ogging
Roughly

Coincident

Total VVaga & Salary
-Employment . . . 0 . 3 8

Manufucturing Employment . o 4 . -a 13

NonmanufactUring Employment 2 a '6
Government Etnployment 1 :3 1

IJnemployment Rate 4 6

Average Weekly Initial
Claima for U 1

Average Workweek, prod.
workera, mfg. , 1 6 4

New BuddinePertnita 8 1 0

Conatruction.Employment 3 .4

Deflated Demand Deplits 0 2

i.oflated Taal Deposita ' 10

Total Loans" . . 8 0 1
,

Commercial & Induatrial Loans') 2

Conautner Inatallment Loans . 4 1 '4.

Average lead
(.) or lag (+)

(quartera)

n +0.5
+0.5
+0.6
+2.0 '9
+0.8

,*+0.1 .

+;1.3
2.2
+0,3
1.6
1-2.0 .
r-1.8 ,

4-0,4
0.7

National Businesa
Trough: 1975

Cycle

LagFing_

5
7

4

7

2

7

5

tO

Roughly
Coincident

4

6

4

7

4

5

0
0

1

0

0
0

Average load
() or lug (+)

(quarkera)
',

+1.2
+1,2
+0,4
0.3
+0.8

+0.3

0.2
0.3
+4.9
+5.9
+2.0
+2.5
+1.9
+1.7

thfcen SMSAs were considered for each series. In some came), local trough') which conformed to national huaineaa cycle peak's were not discern hlo. Consequent-
ly, thO total number of mewls less than eleven for IMMO series. .0)

b In some cases,*the loft* value in the series was chosen an the specific cycle trough value. Sett chaits;19 Pot 11.
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deposit a id otal loans series differed considerably at the two
national hu,inss cycle troughs. At .the 1970 trough leading
behavior dominated, 'th no lags evident. In contrast, lagging
behavior gharacteri. ed each"of these series at the 1975 trough. The
lags indeflated demand and total deposits, which were fairly long in
some cases, appear to be unusual because of the lead tendency
inherent in such series.. However, it should be noted that the
narrowly defined money supply, which includes mil plus demand
depoSits, also lagged nationally at that time and has recovered only
slightly from- its recession low. Therefore, the lags in the deflated
demand deposits series in Michigan ntietropolitan areas are not
unique. At least some of the lag is attributable to changes in
fitiancial practices and /laws which have jmpaqed on the use of,-, -.,
deinand deposits by hidividuals and businessim, resulking in a
slowdown in the growth iate. But &Bated total deposits, which
include denumd plus time depsits at commercial banks, also lagged
at the 1975 trough. This aptielirs to be the result of slow growtjun
the current-dollar volume of total deposits Itt commerciak banks
conitiared to the inflation rate.

The impressiqn 1Mt by the timing perprmance of the banking
indicators at the 1975 business cycle trough is that recovery in
Michigan metropolitan areas began later than nationwide. The lags
in some of the labor Market and. construction indicators support
that conclusion. Thus,:.Ohe duration of the slump ih business activity
in Michigan metropolitan areas appears'to have been, longer than
the national recession. During the period examined, the earliest
signs of local business downturns were evident in the indicators of
construction activity in most metropolitan areas. But several
indicators of locallabor,market and banking activity also exhibited
early peaks.

Amplitude

The magnitudes of the cyclical swings in the 14 local economic
indicators are given in Tables 5, 6and 7. Table 5 presents the
amplitudes of the eflical expansion phases that genefally
conformed to the national business cycle expansion of 1970-73. The
measures shown in the table represent absolute values of" the
percent cciange in each series from its initial trough, to terminal
peak. Table 6 shows the absolute values of percent changes (peak to
trough)' in each series for the clical contraction conforming to khe
1973-75 natiebal recession, Finally, 'fable 7. gIves the absoldtes,,
values of percent changes in each series for khe expansion phase -1
conforming, to the noTht.recent ifational business cycle expansion



TABLE 5

Amplitude of Expansions in Specific Series Conforming to the National Business Expansion of 1970-73'

Series

Total Wage & Salary
Employment

Mfg. Employment..
.Nonmfg. Employment
Govt. Employment
Unmnployment Rate .

A verage Weekly initial
'Claims for U I

A verake Workweek,
pred. workers, mfg.

New Building Permits
Construction Ericiploym't
Deflated Deman0

Deposits` .

Deflated Tptal
Deposits'

Total Loans1
Comm. & Ind. Loans°

00

Ann K1jd Lana.
Arbor Battle Bay Grand Jack- ndioo East
Ypsi. Creek' City ros

_._ .. Detit Flint Rapid don Port. Lens.

_ _ _ _
Musk.-
1\0.-

Mum*. . Sagi-
Fits. naw Mich.

. .

20.4 9.1 19.8 13.4 4 7 19.4 " 14.4 17.1 23.9 13.5 ' 31.3
38.0 8.9 20.9 19.4 93.5 24.0 21.7 14.0 57.4 14.2 64.7

'
4.0

b 14.9 I b 1.5 b b b
b

b b
34.5 9.7 2 .0 12.0 1.4 18.1 23.2 b 22.6 14.2. 19.8

41 6.7 29.7 48. 36.8 57.5 , 34,2 ' 46.7 38.4 43.0 37,3
.

66.8 40.1 64.3 6 .6 69.7 69.5 66.5 44.4 64.6 68:1 70.4

16.0 9.3 b 154 18.8 3.8 14.9 4.4 . 19.3 12.1 10.8
130.1 269.0 176.1 60.9 104.6 107.4 135.2 200,0 148.4 115,8 60.0
30.0 23.5 70.0 9.6 21.6 32.1 33.3 29.4 21.6 03.8 32.1

13.0 d 15.5 26.3 24.5 21.2 20.2 40.2 28.7 19.8 23.4

19.3 d 22.8 21,6 33.5 20.5 26.1 33.5 17.3 34.1 28.2
26.2 47.2 62.5 59.6 56.8 69.6 40.6
16.81 40.21 44.41 86.0 50.6 b b 91.1

15.2
23.2
14.5

35.7

62.6

11.3
61.3
16.2

24.2°

20.0°

39.7
Consumer I natallment ,

Loans° 48.0 ., d 47.3 68.8 '58.0 77.6 75.41 b 72.91 863 142.71 _5.42:11___

"Ainplitudo measures repronent percent changeo from trougl to peak. d nregarding the nign, for opecific i hem conforming to the 1970-73 intional buoinens cycle
oxpannion. ..,_...---" 4 I.

pxponnion p6ncio not digcorniblo. j lue for the expannion led.

.

°Except for Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and Saginaw, the beginning value of4 whe eerion wan (+on on theAtaALLIZ I

dFor Battle i.:rook, data prior to 1971 were not available so that the entire expanolon plume could not be mennured.

"finned on nonnonally unnOtod data.

e
'Beginning value of the nerien chonen an Initial trough value for the expannion period,
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: TAVLE

Amplitude of Contractions in Specific.S"erier q_onf

Seriek

Ann
Arbor
Ypsi.

Battle
Creek

Bay
City Detroit .Flint

'40 Wage & Salary
lEmployment 8.0 6.3 6.0 8.1 111.4

Mfg.,Employment 26.0 15.7 19.2 25.5
Nonmfg. Employment 5.1 2.2 2.2 3.6 5.5
Govt. Employment 8.6 )13 '8.3
Unemployment Rate . 231.0 146.2 150.9 140.4 220.4
Average Weekly Initial

Claims for Ur 638.8 h96.7 361.7 376,1 522.7
(337.2) (164.6) (324.8) (237.3) (478.4)

*Average Workweek,
prod. worked), mfg. 13.6 5.3 b 12.5 . 14.5

Now Building Pormitae 88.6 84.5 72.3 67.5 79.6
(b) ( 66.6) , ( 54.4) ( 29.3) (b) .

Construction Ernploym't 38.4 33.3 47.1 24.9 33.9
1.tf1atod Beinand t

iDopoelte 21.6 28.9 81.8 29.0 26,7
DOflated Total

Depoalta 8.4 15.7 17.8 11.8 13.4
Total 1.0ana . b 9.8 '4.1 7.0 4.8
Comna. A. hld. Loanad b 26.1 21.4 7.3 6.8
Conaumci I natallmont

Loans(' . . 4.3 :P2.5.: 9.0 9.8 6.0

I r

to the 197175 National Recession"

Kula-
Grana Jack- mazoO
Rapids son Port.

Lans.
East
Lans.

Musk.-
N.S.-

Musk.
1Hts.'

Sagi-
naw

5.1
18.3

1.2

148.0

8.3'
25.5

4.6
4.7

212.5

452.6 282.0
(137.7) (253.8)

3.2
13.6

160.0

268.0
(176.9)

24,5
1.7

204.5

222.9
(342.6)

4.3
. 15.3

2.4

153.8-

198.3
(227.2)

7.7
20.6.

3.7
Ii

192.9

503.9
(456.1)

Mich.

6.9
18.7
3.4

148.1

301..1
1193,21

5.3 7.6 7.0 14.6 7.10 , 12.5 9.7
46..3 33.9 75.3 71.2 741.7 73.2 56.2

( 43.0). ( 33.3) ( 58.3) ( 63.4) ( 33.1) ( 31.5) ( 21.5)
20.7 45.0 18.2 24.2 13.0 40.5 23.5

.
24.4 46.4 25.1 28.6 26.4 19.9 31.1d

9.1 10.3 14.7 -45.7 F1.0 6.0 11.2d
-4.8 ,. 6.4 5.1 4.8 b b b
-5.6 18.3 b b b 12.2 0.8

8.7 14.4 4. 8.4 6.8 6.2 6.6
. . ....

°Amplitude measures represent percent changes from peak IA trough, disregarding the sign, for 'Twine phaseslconforming to tip 1973.76 i aiional buainess cycle
contraction.

bcpntradlon phase not evident.

cNiunbern In parentheses are comparable meanurea for the 1909-70 recension.

dMeanuren based on nea4hally unadjuoted data.
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TABLE 7 t
Amplitude of Expansions in Specific Series Conforming to the National Business Expansion Starting in 1975'

_ .

Series

'I'otal Wage & Salary

Ann
Arbor
Ypsi.

Battle
Creek

Bay
City

Employmen 21..4 10.5 19.5
Mfg. Employment 46.1 4.9 39.3
11enmfg. Employment 16.8 16.6 16.2
Govt. Employment 20.8
Unemployment Rate 64.0 60.8 *67.3
Average Weekly Initial

Claims for U,L. 77.3 66.6 72.8
Average Workweek,

prod. workers, mfg.. 13.2 3.2
Now Iluilding Permits 162.9 240.3 143.9
Construction Employm't 37.5 21.4 100.0
Deflated Dernand

Deposits . 14.8 19.0 1413

Deflated Total
DNposits 19.6 9.7 16.2

Totgl Loans 41.7 89.0
& Ind. Loans(' 63.9 118.1

Consumer I notalhnont
Loans' 72.1 49.7 101.0

Detroit

13.5
18.6
13.2
Ii

48.8

62.2

11.8

.N:80

.16.7

8.6
29.2
32.2

Grand
Flint Rapids

tb-
27.9
40.6
26.4

9.6

" 75.

17.5
29.0
12.9

22.7
194.7
87.8

26.7

7.4
82.9
29.6

22.2

18.8 14.8
42.6 40.7

67.7

64.7 80.9 49.6

Jack,
son

Kale-
mazoo
Port.

Lana.
East
Lana.

N.S.-
Musk.
Hts.

Sagi-
naw Mich.

8.8
1/.9

12,9 17.2
35.3

10.8
11.7

23,3
34.5

16.6
20.0

10.9' b 13.9 15.6 14.7 14,9
9.9

66.2 63.0 65.2 62.1 58.6 50.0

69.9 59.8 51.8 48.4 85.6 69.2

10.8 6.0 14,6 8.4 19.9 9.3
141.8 212.1 132.1 196.6 79.0 60.1
64.6 19.4 14.9 60.0 40.9 47.5

.16.4 11.2 9.5 6.9 . 21,6 19.4e

6.9 9.1 7.1 8.1 17.1 9.5e
27.3 32.1 26.3 b b b
b 5 b b 87.9 33.4

36.6 b 34.8 40.0 54.3 51.4

" Amplitude measures represent pore mt. changes from trough to the ni mat recent high or low, disregarding the sign. for specific phases conforming to the nationol
business cycle expansion that begun In early 1975. These measures aro preliminary since expansion phruufs may be incomplete.

b Expansion phase not discernible. 0

c llasud on seasonally unadjusted da(a.

'0
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that began in the first quarter of 1975. The measures in Table 7
represent changes 'from the trough value to a most recent high or
low, depending upon whether the series is a positive or inverse
series. In many, cases, these measures may reflect, ,incomplete
iCI hases, because it is not yet clear whether the national and local. expansions have ended and business contractions are underway."
The measures presented in the three tables reveal wide disparities. in
performance among Michigan metropolitan areas during phases of
the business cycle. w

Note that among the labor mafket indidators, manufacturing
employment and the average workweek of manufacturing workers
exhibite4 sizable upswings and downswings in the Ann Arbor-

.
Ypsilanti, Flint, Lansing-East Lansing, and Saginaw SMSAs. This
is not at all surprising, considering that each of those areas is
heavily dependent on the automobile industry.. During the 1973-75
recession, manufacturing emptoyment fell 26 percent in Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti, 25.5 percent i,n Flint (and Jackson), 24.5 percent in
Lansing-East Lansing, and 20.6 percent in Saginaw, vFhile hours
worked fell 13.6, 14.5, 14.6, and r2.5 percent, respectively. Table 5-
and 7 show Unit the two expansions were also relatively strong in
each of those four areas, resulting in a high degree of overall cyclical
sensitivity in their manufacturing sectors. I contrast, two of the
areas least dependent on durable goods pr uction, the Battle
Creek and Kalamazoo-Portage SMSAs, exhibited the lowest degree
of cyclical sensitivity within their manufacturing sectors. During
the 1973-75 recession manufacturing employment fell 13.6 percent
in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA, the mildest contraction among
Michigan metropolitan areas and)learly one-half the magni1,00 of
tge severe slump that occurred-Tr-1 the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA.

The swings in total wage and salary employment do reflect the
varying degrees of volatility of local manufacturing employment,
but not perfectly. Total wage and salarY employment in the Flint
SMSA exhibited the most cyclical ,s6nsikivity, total wage fin d
employment in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA the least. Despite'
having highly volatile manufacturing sectors, contractions in total
wage and salary employment in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and
Lansing-East Lansing SMSAs were relatively mild due to the
moderating influence of the large and fairly stable nonmanufac-

,... turing and government sectors in each area.

The Ann Arbor-YPsilanti, Fliht, .and Saginaw SMSAs also
exhibited sizable swings in average weekly initial claims for
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unemplo nent insurance. Data from 1968 were available so that
behavio during the two recession periods can be compared. During
the 19 -70 recession average weekly initial claims rose 337.2
percenf in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti S A, 418.4 percent in the
Flint SMSA, and 456.1 percent in the Saginaw SMSA, with the
areas ranking fourth, first, and second, respectively. The Lansing-
East Lansing SMSA ranked third in this respect, as average weekly
initial claims rose 342.6 peAnt. Table 6 shows that the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti, Flint, and Saginaw SMSAs ranked first, second, and
third, respectively, in terms of the cyclical rise in average weekly
initial claims during the 1973-75 recession. Although thOt business
slump was more severe than the 1969-70 episode, average weekly,
initial claims actually rose less in the Ray City, Lansing-East
Lansing, and Muskegon SMSAs. In all other areas2the state, and
tile nation, the cyclical upswing in average weekly initial claims
during the 1973-75 recession was substantially larger tharrOat'of
the 1969-70 period (see charts in Part I I).

Durin g. the two business expansion periods, sizable declines in
average weekly initial claims actcompanied employment upswings in
eaeh metropolitan area. Tables 5 and 7 show that so far during the
recent expansion (1975-78) the falloff in average weekly initial
claims exceeds that of the previous expansion (1970-73) in all.areas
except Grand Rapids, Jackson, Lansing-East Lansing, and
Muskegon. Despite declines since the last recession, however,
average weekly initial claims in all Michigan metropolitan areas at
the end of 1.978 remained above their pre-recession lois. The
business expansions in these local areas, therefore, have failed to
pull average weekly initial claims down enough to offset the sizable
runups that occurredduring the recession. Consequently, this series
exhibits an upward trend over the entire period in all Michigan
metropolitan areas and the state as a whole, a phenomenon also
noticeable *nationwide:

The behavior of the local unemployment rates is similar in that
the recession led to sizable upswings, and, in most cases, the
declineg during the 1975-78 expansion have not offset the previous
increases. The hardest hit areas during the recession, i.e., those with
large peak to trough percent changes, tended to be the areas where
the slump in manufacturing employment was particularly severe:
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Flint, Jackson, Lansing-East Lansing, and
Saginaw. In fact, the correlation between the amplitu*s of those
two series for the recession period is +.85, which indicates a strong
association between the magnitudes of the contraction phases of

3 4
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manufacturing employment and the jobless rate across Michigan
metropolitan areas. This positive relationship is ahio evident during
expansionsialthough the degree of association is not as strong as
that of tierecession period. What this relationship suggests is that
metropoTitan afeas in Michigan which have a large and highly
volatile manufacturing base are also susceptible to sizable swings in
unemployment. The Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and Flint SMSAs are
excellent examples of this type of local instability. Both areas
experienced sharp declines in manufacturing employment during
the 1973-75 recession resulting from the falloff in activity in the
automobile industry. The unemployment rate in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA rose from 4.2 percent to 13.9 percent, and in the
Flint SMSA it jumped fram 5.4 percent to 17.3 percent. The latter
represents ,the highest quarterly jobless rate among the Michigan
metropolitan areas during the recession. At the other extreme Is the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA, which experienced the 'mildest slump in
manufacturing employment and whose jobless rate rose from 4.5
percent to 11.7 percent. 'Although the latter was well above the
national average, it was below the statewide high of 13,4. iiercent,
and was the lowest among the 11 metropolitan areas. By the end of
1978 the unemployment rate in nearly all Michigan metropolitan
areas had not fallen below pre-recession lows. The only exception is
the Grand Rapids SMSA, where the jobless rate hit a seasonally
adjusted 4.8 percent in the first quarter of 1978, just below its pre-
recession low of 5.0 percent.

The two indicators of local construction activity reveal a high
degree of cyclical sensitivity in Michigan metropolitan areas. In all
areas the total amplitude of the .fluctuations in the Index of New
'Building Permits exceeded 1/t of the state and the nation. With

. few exceptions this. Was also the case for specific contraction and
expansion phases. The two recession periods are quite revealing. All
metropolitan areas except Ann ArbonYpsilanti and Flint
experienced larger downswings in, new building permits than the
state as a whole during the 1969-70 recession. The Ann Arbors
Ypsilanti and Flint SMSAs did experience contractions from the'
mid- to the late 1960s, but they did not conform to the national
recession (see charts inyart II). As Table 6. shows, only the Grand
Raphiji and Jackson SaMSAs suffered less sevflre declines than the
state luring the 197t-75 slump. The mosi'vevere contractions
occurred in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Battle Creek, and Flint
SMSAs although, as Table 6 §hows, many other metropolitan areas

4 experienced declines that were only slightly milder than the state as
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a whole. With only two exceptions, then, the drop ii the Index of
New Building Permits was sharp in Michigan metroipolitan areas
during the mid-1970s. Table 7 shows, however, that the upswings
following` the last recession were also sizable, with tire largest
relative increases occurring in the Bat 41e Creek and Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSAs. Nevertheless, all. Michigan metropolitan areas
except Jackson had index levels in 1978 .below their pro-recession
peaks. This situation is not. unusual, since both the statewide and
nationwide indexes have also failed to surpass their previous peak*
during the recent business expansion.

The behavior of construction employment was similar to but not
exactly the same as new building permits. The magnitudes of the
upswingsin this local series during the 1970-73 bushiess expansion
exceeded Vie statewide gain in all metropolitan areas except Detroit
(see Tabh45). Table 6 shows that the slump during the mid-1970s

\was More Isevere than in the state as a whole in all metropolitan
Atreas except Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo-Portage, and Muskegon./ Note that the Grand Rapids SMSA was the only metropolitan area
in the state to experience a relatively mild slump in construction
employment and new building permits. Interestin0y, the Jackson,
SMSA Suffered the largest relative drop in construction
employment and the mildest falloff in new building permits among
the 11 metropolitan areas. Table 7 shows that in only & of 11
metropolitan areas_has construction employment expanded more
thairtthits statewide from the trough to the most recent high. In 9
of 11 areas the most recent expansion of construction employment
exceeds the 1970-73 upswing. The Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo-
Portage SMS,As are the two exceptions, but those areas also
experienced relatively mild contractiorA during the recession. By
the end of 1978, construction employment had failed to reach pre-
recession levels in four 4as: Ann Arbor-YpSilanti, Battle,Creek,
Jackson, and Lansing-East Lansing, and the later area has
exhibited the most sluggish upswing (see Part II).

In the banking sector, deflated demand and total deposits
suffered the most severe downswing during the.recession is the Bay
City SMSA, with &eclines of 31. percent and 17.8 percent,
respectively. The Saginaw SMSA, oil the other hand, experienced
the mildest setbacks in the two deposits series, despite the rather
sizable falloff in employment that Occurred in that area. The Vint
SMSA, another volatile area in terms of employment andlquilding
activity, did not exhibit extreme declines in banking 6e,tivity.
beflated total deposits fell 13.4 pei'cent in the Flint SMSA, and the

36
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current dollar volume of total loans fell 4.8 percent. In comparison,
the Kalamazoo-Portae SMSA, a much mord stable area in terms of
employment, experienced slightly greater declines in deflated total
deposits and total loans during the recession, 14.7 percent and 5.1
percent, respectively. The Battle Creek SMSA, '.which also
experienced relatively mild declines in :employment, suffered
substantial drops in total loans, commercial and industrial lodns,
and consumer installment loans. In the case 'of consumer
installment loans, the Battle Creek SMSA experienced a decline of
32.5 percent in current-dollar volume, the largest contraction by far
among the 11 metropolitan areas, wherlas the adjacent Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSA suffered no decline during the recession. Also, along
with several other areas, the Kalamazoo-Porkage SMSA
experienced no measurable cyclical decline in confmercial and
industrial loans.

Table 7 shows that banking activity piCked up Substantially
during the recent business expansion, except for defitted demand
deposits. The latter have increased at a rather sluggish pace, and by
mid-1978 they were still below pre-recession peaks in all Michigan
metropolitan'areas. While deflated total deposits had risen during
the business expansion, they were below tileir previous peaks in all
areas except the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Grand Rapids, and Saginaw
SMSAs. The current-dollar volume of loans has expanded
considerably in all areas since the last recession. Table 7 shows that
the greatest relative increase occurred in the Bay City SMSA,,
where the current-dollar volume of total loans has risen 89 per,cent
since the recession, and commercial and industrial toans and
consumer installment loans have more than doubled.

.

In:Isummary, then, banking activity in Michigan metropolitan
areas.exhibited varying degrees of cyclical sensitivity during the
period examined. Only three areas, Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti,
Muskegon,,and Saginaw, °escaped absolute declines in the current-
dollar volume of total loans during the 1973-75 recession. Also, the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA was the only' metropolitan area ,yvhere
conspaker installment loans did not fall during that slumP. All
areas, however, experienced declines in the deflated values of total
and demand deposits-, with the latter exhibiting sluggish recoveries.

The measurements presented above reveal differences in business
conditions among Michigan metropolitan areas from the late 1960s
to 1978. While a wide range of economic indicators was, assembled
and their behavior examined, the number of years Covered in this

3 '7
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.study represents a ral,her ,short time period that encompassed one
natiorkal business cycle peak in late 1973 and two troughs, one
occurring in late 1970 and another in early 1975. Local behavior
during the two business expansion periods and one recession period
was analyzed, and the results reveal varying degrees of cyclical
sensitivity among Michigan metropolitan areas in terms of labor
market, construction, and banking activity. It,should be noted that
the findings of this study refer only to local business conditions
during those years, and caution is urged regarding generalizations
or forecasts about the local economi'c activity in the future froth the
historical analysis above. Certainly, this study provides a good dealt
of information about the metropolitan economies in Michigan and

--...13-velops a solid methodological base from which to examine and,
compere current business conditions within the state. ts indicated
previously, use of the economic indicators developed in this study
for current business conditions analysis requires updating the data
in light of recent revisions by reporting agencies and then re-
estimating the seasonal movements so that the indexes are derived
not only from observations covering a longer time span but also
reflect the most recent conditions to the extent that this is possible.
Both of those changes are likely to improve the reliability of such
estimates, which are crucial to-the assessment of,current conditions
and forecasts of the direction of local ecohornies.

_AO 35y
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Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA

The Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA is the sixth largest among
41" Michigan's 11 metropolitan areas in terms of population. This

metropolitan area, which encompasses Washtenaw County,
eXperienced a population increase of 6.9 percent from 1970 to 1977,
as- its population rose from 234,103 in 1970 to 250,200 in 1977. The
population inrease in this 'area slightly exceeded the nationwide
growth of 6.4 percent and vK'as considerably above the 2.8 percent
increase registered in Michigan aver that period, Among the state's
1.1 metropolitan areas, the Popu on growth in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA was exceeded nly b theRk3 percent increase that
occurred in the Eansing-Egst: La sing SMS/C.

,

The area also experienced elatively strong growth of pe rsonal
income. From 1969 to 1976 itZiersonal inCome grew at an annual
rate of 9.8 percent, higifest among the state's 11 metropolitan areas.
Moreover, income growth in, the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA
exceeded the nationwide rate of 9.3 percent and the average rate for
all U.S. SMSA's of 9.0 percent. In 1976, total personal income in
thisInetropolitan area was:$1,790 million. Four metropolitan areas
in Michigan exceeded that toial: Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids,^and

.Lansing-East Lansing< . .

Per capita incowe in the area is relatively high. In 1976 it was
estimated 'at $7,215 compared to $6,396 nationwide, $6,757 in
Michigan, and an average of $6,824 for all U.S. SMSAs. Among
Michigan metropolitan areas, only the Detroit SMSA, with a per
capita income level of $7,496, ranked -aheadkof the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA. The relatively high income level in this
metropolitan area was the result of above-average level of wages
paid by the durable goo& industries, including automobile-related
manufacturing firms located there, coinbined with the salaries of
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.. .,

professional, managerial, and technical workers employed in
Washtenaw County,

The Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA has a fairly diversified economy,
iiith total wage.apd salary employmentout-equally distributed
with one-third in manufacturing, one-third in nonmanufacturing,
and one-third in government employment. Table Al, shows that in
197?, 34.1 percent of the areal.wage and salary employment was 4
/recounted for by manufacturing. By 1977, that share had fallen to
32.4.Percent, exaetly, the same as the proportion statewide. Durable
goods production, primarily linked ter the automobile industry,
dominates the area's manufacturirkg sector. Industries produeing
durable goods accounted for 30.2 percent and 29,.2 percent of tstal
wtige). and salary employment 'hi the area in .1972 and 1977,
respectivly. Ars Table Al shows, those shees were slightly above
§tataykie proportions. ,.

TABLE Al
;

Percentage nistribalon of Total C-Ige and Salary Employment
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

Item.

Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti

1972

SMSA

1977,

Michigan

1972 1977

Total Wage and:Salary. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

\Manufacturing 34.1 32.4 36.1 32.4.

Durables , 30.2 29.2 28.1 26`.9
Nondurables I 3.9 7,0 6.6

Nonxnanufaduring 30.8 35.0 48.0 49.d

GovernmOnt 36.1 32.6 16.9 18.0

,§ourre: Michigan Employment Security Commission.
6 6

' Government employment accounted for 36 percent 'of total wage
and salary employment in the area in 1972, and 32.6 percent in
197,7Dese1te a downwara shift in the share of jobs,,TableAl-shows
that,a much highet proportion of wakers in this metropolitan area
are employed by thepublic sector than is the.case for Michigan as a
whole, The -sipe of the govetnhlept sector in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanki $MSA h attributable to, the fact that tWo state
uniyersiles are located there, the University of Michigan in Ann

4
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Arborand Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti. Both the siz
ansl stability of this nrea's public sector temper the more unstabl
situation in local manufacturing industries resulting from a he y
concentration in automobile-related production.

Overall, the major structural differences in employment between
the state and this metfOpolitan area are the.latters slightlY greater
concentr9tion of workers in durable goods man%acturing and the
significantly. larger proportion of its, wage' and salary jobs in
government. In fact, only the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA, site of
the state capitol, has a larger, share of eniployment acccinnted for by
the public sector.

Business Conditions in the AnnArbor-Xisilanti SMSA

Labor Market Conditions
. .

llotal wage and salary employment 9nd its major components
, manufacturing, nonmanufactnring, and government employmen-t

are shown by quarter in Chart Alitbr the 1970-78 period, the
overall behavior of total wage and salary and man\ufacturing
employment conformed to national business cycles. In other words,
these two ke4 employment series increased during national
expansion periods and declined during recessions. As Chart Al
shows; the peaks and troughs in the two series were roughly
coincident with turning points in aggregatwbusinese activity in thetnation. In addition, while nomnanufacturing e ployment displayed
some cyclical'sensitivity, government emplby nt did not.

1 '

During the eand'ion period from the fourth quarter of 1916 110' .,
the fourth qu'arter of.19/3, total wage and aalary employment rot

"1-

k
20.4 percent in the metropolitan area. That increase resulted from a -,-
rise of 38.0 percent and 30.2 percent in manufactnring andP
noninanufacturing bmployment; ' respectively, over that sanv
period. Interestingly, government employment in the Ann Arbbr-, '
Ypsilanti SMSA remained re1ativ4y flat in the period between the
two recessions,

As previously noted, manufacturing iR this metropolitan area, is
heavily weighted toward durable goods production in those
industries most seriously affected during economic nlowdowns.
Consequently, manufacturing employment in the area eiperionced a
severe contraction during the 1973-75 recesnion, falling 26 percent
from the fourth quarter *if 1973 to the first quarter of 1976. That
was the largest relative decline in manufacturing emproymen
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among the state's 11 metrOpolitan areas h<iring this period. The r
contraction in total wage and salary employ ent was considitably
lefiS, however; 8 percent from peak tdirough. The less severe slump
in total wage and salary employment was due t',0 the fact that the
sizable decline in manufacturing employment wa tempered by a
brief and relatively mild contraction in the nonmanufacturing
sector and an actual rise in government employment. And of major
imiiortance in this metropolitan area was the nea ly , equal
distribution of total wage and salary employment among e three
major sectors. Because of this, the behavior of the area s highly
cyclically sensitive manufacturing sectok has .leps of an impac Non
aggregate ernployment.

By the end of 1978, the employment Serieshown in Chart Al
were all above their pre-recession levels. Over nearly a four-year
period beginning in early )975, to4ul wage and salary employment
rose 2 .'4 percent, with manufact mg emplowment up 46.1 percent,
nom nu octuring employment, 15.3 percent, and government
employment, 8.9 percent. Except for the nonmanufacturing sector,
employment increa dpore during.the 1975-78 period than during
the previous expan, perki of 1970-73.

Growth wtetffor the entire 1970-78 period are given in Table A2.
Total employment growth in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA
exceeded the statewide rate, despitOthe fact that -government
employment grew at less than one-half .the Michigan rate over the
period. Manufacturing and nonmanufacturing employment growth
exceeded the statewide performance. by considerable margins.
.Moreover, the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA registered the highest
growth rates for manufacturing and nonmanufacturing
employment among the 11 metropolitan areas In Michigan. For tl#3
1970-78 period, the 2.8 percent average annual growtirof total waie
and iplary employment was' exceeded only by the 3.1, percent
growtli in the Grand Rapids SMSA.

The seasonally-asljusted unemployment rate for the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA is shown in Chith A2 along with the jobless rate
for Michigan as a whole. For the most part, the local jobles's rate
remained below that of the state during the 1970-78 period:
However, during the 1973-75 recession, the area's unemployment
rate rose from a low of 4.2 pereent in the second quarter of 1973 to a
higIi of 13.9 percent in the first quarter of 1975, with the latter
exceeding the statewide average. It is interesting to note that the
percentage increase in this upswing in the unemployment rate in the
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA was exceeded only by that of the Flint
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SMSA (from ti" low of 5,4 percent in the third quarter of 1973 to a
high of 17.9 percent in the first half of 1975). Two other SMSAs had
seasonally-adjusted unemployment rates higher than that of the
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA at the depth of the 1973-75 downturn.
Bay City at.14.3 percent and Muskegon at 16.5 had both recorded
greater levels ofmajoblessness.

TABLE A2

Average Annual Growth Rates of Selected Labor Market Indicators
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

Indicator
Ann Arbor-

Ypsilanti SMSA

Total wage and salary employment . 2.8
Manufacturing employment 2.1

Nonmanufacturing employment 5.2
Government employment 1.4
Civilian labor force 3.3
Unemployment rate . . 3.7
Average weekly initial claims for Ulb 11.1

Average workweek, production
workers, mfg.b 0.4

Michigan

1.8

0.2

2.8

3.0

2.0

2.8

7.3,

0.2

°Except Whore indicated otherwise, estirnated growth rates are based on log-.
linear trends for the 19/078 period.'

b
Computed for the 1988.78 period.

Another notable characteristic of the area's unemployment rate is
its secular uptrend oVer the period. On an annual basis, the jobleas
rate grew at a 3.7 percent rate, which is higher than the state
growth rate of 2.8 percent. Nevertheless, the area's uptrcind was lees
than the 4.3 percent growth rate for the nation over the 1910-78
period. To some degree, this gràwth of the unemployment rate in
'the area was attributable to increases in the labor force. As Table
A2 showti, the local labor force grew at an annual rate of 3.3 percent,
compared to a more modest statewide rate of 2.0 percent.

Another key unemployment nidicator, average weekly claims for
unemployment insurance, is shown in Chart A3. For comparative
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purposes, statewide claims are also presented. With only minor
differences, the behavior of the local and statewide series was very
similar. Both began their cyclical upswings several quarters before
the mitional recessions started. This leading tendency at peaks is
also a characteristic of the national series of average weekly initial
claims for unemployment insurance covering all state programs. In
the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA, Niitial claims began falling off at
about the time that the business expansion started.

Despite general similarities in behavior, however, initial claims
for unemployment insurapce were more cyclically sensitive in this
local area than for the sate as a whole. For example; during the
1969-70 recession, average weekly initial claims more than tripled in
the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA compared to a doubling for the
state. During the more severe recession in 1973-76, initial claims in
the local areti rose to a level more than ft* times higher than their
low in the first quarter of 1973. That sizable increase was the largest
among Michigan metropolitan areas, exceeding by a considerable'
margin the statewide tripling of claims. As Chart A3 shows, inane
Claims have fallen throughout most of the recent expansion period,
but they have not moved below pre-recession levels. For the entire
1968-78 period, average weekly initial claims in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA grew at an annual rate of 11.1 percent, the highest
growth rate among the 11 metropolitan areas and, as Table A2
shows, considerably above the growth for Michigan as a whole.

As indicated above, manufacturing employment in the Anri
Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA has been quite volatile. Therefore, it is not
surprising that initial claims for unemployment insurance also
exhibited a high degree of cyclical sensitivity, because nearly all\
,manufacturing workers were covered under the state program. A,
further manifestation of cylslical sensitivity in this area's \
manufacturing sector is found in the behavior of the average \
workweek of production workers. Chart A4 shows that this 'series
conformed to national business cycle pattern& over the 1968-78
period but with a lead, particularly at peaks. Since turning points in
the area's total wage and salary and -mAufacturing employment
were roughly Coincident with peaks and troughs in national
business activity, changes in the cyclical phase of the average
workweek tended to foreshadow those of the two einployment
series. Therefore, thew.average workweek, like average weekly initial
claims for unemployment insurance, appears to be a leading
indicator in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA. The magnitude of the
cyclical swings in the area's average workweek series was relatively

4 6
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large, falling 9.5 percent during its 1969 contraction and 13.6
percent during its 1973-75 slump. The latter was exceeded only by
the declines in the average workweek in the Flint and Lansing-East
Lansing SMSAs. However; average vyeekly hours in the Afin Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA never dropped berm 40 during either downturn.
Chart A4 reveals that the expansion in the aVerage workweek since
early 1975 has not brought it up to the pre-recession level of 46.5
hours, and that since mid-1977 a modest decline has occurred.
Finally, the average workweek in this area exhibited virtually no
secular trend over the 11-year period. The average annual growth
rate for the series was estimated at only 014. percent. But, as Table
A2 shows, this was above the growth rate for Michigan as a whole.

In summary, the behavior of several key employment and
, unemployment indicators in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA

reveals a highly cyclically sensitive manufacturing sector, inducing
relatively large cyclical,swings in hpurs worked and employment in
that sector. Moreover, these fluctuatimv contribute significantly to
shortIrun swings in tile area's jobless .ate and initial claims for
unemployment insuraike. While the size of and relative stability in
nonrnanufacturing industries and the government sector in the area
dampen the amplitude of cyclical swings in tottil wage and salary
employment, overall labor market conditions in this Metropolitan
area were quite cyclically sensitive over the period examined.

, Cons truction

Two series were used to measure construction actiVity in the
metropolitan areanew building permits for lirivate housing and
employment in the local construction industry. They are shown in
Charts A5 and A6, iespectively.

New building permits for private housing reflect commitments to
build and, nationally& peaks and troughs in this series tend tO lead
those of aggregate bUsiness activity. The local series is shown in
Chart A5 in index form; that is, with each quarterly value expressed
in terms 'of the series 19 7 ayerage te facilitate comparisons withs
the other mtitropolitan ar s, the state, and the nation., The broken
line represents the unadju ed quarterly index, which exhibits a
considerable amount of erra 'c behavior. Nevertheless,' cyclical
upswings and downswings are apparent and are quite clear when a
moving average of the unadjusted seriesis computed (shillwn by the
41Id line in Chart A5), Interestingly,.the cyclical behavior of_the
local Index of, New Building Permits did not conform to the national
recession in 1969-70.Beginning in the third quarter of 1968, the
local index (moving average) rose throughout the recession,
reaching a cyclical high in the thtid ,quarter of 1972, one quarter
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before the national Ind Of of New Building &%rmits and five quarters
before the peak in aggregate business activity. The local downswing
continued through the third quarter of 1975 and was of considerable
magnitude. Measured from peak to trough, the index dtopped 88.6
percent, ftateleding the 69.1 percent decline registered by the
national indeX and the 56.2 Percent fall in the statewide index.'
Moreover, the amplitude of the contraction in the Index of New
Builging Permits in this metropolitan area was the largest among
the n metropolitan area Michigan. Chart A5 reveals that as of
1977 the Index of Ne Building Permits for the area remained
considerably below p e-recession levels, and preliminary data for
1978 show that, although the index continuedto rise, at 72.8 it was
still far below the peak level of 193.6 registered in the third quarter
of 19724

Construction employment inthe area, shown in. Chart A6, also
exhibits a high degree of cyclicpl sensitivity. Especially striking
was the magnitude of the contraction (38.5 percent) which began
after the third quarter of 1973 and continued through the first
quarter of 1977. By the middle of 1978, construction employment
had again expanded in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA, but had not
yet come even close to the pre-recession level. For the 1970-78
period, the average annual growth rate fdr local construction
employment was -2.8 percent, so that like new building permits for
private housing, a negative trend characterized this series over the
period examined.

Banking Activity
Severql key banking indicators for the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti

SMSA outperformed their statewidetcounterparts over the 1970-78
period. Annual growth rates are shown in Tpble A3. In current-
dollar terms, commercial bank deposits in the metropolitan area
exhibited higher rates of growth over the 1970-77 period: 4.4
percent and 9.2 percent for demand and total deposits, respectively,
inthe metropolitan.area, compared to 3.7 percent and 7.3 percent in
the state as a 'whole. On a deflated basiscurrent-dollar, values
adjusted for price changesdemand deposits declined at a 2.4
percent annual.rate in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA and at a 3.0.
percent rate in the state. This metropolitan area also outperformed
the state in terms of the growth of loans at commercial banks. Over

I. The national Index of Now Building Permits is published, monthly by the U.S.
Defiartment of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis. It is a seasonally adjusted
index (1967=100) so that it is not strktly eomparablo to the moving average of state

data or of tho local data shown in Chart A5.

0
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the'1970-77 period, the current-dollar volume of loans expanded at a
10.2 percent annual iate in the metropolitan area, more than ,2
percentage points, above the state rate-of 7.6 peAtent. And limong
the 11 metropolitan areas in. Michigan, this area ranked third in the
growth of commercial bank loans, exceeded only by the 10.3 percent
annual growth rate in the Muskegon SMSA and the 11.6 percent
growth rate in the Saginaw SMSA. Table A3 also shows that
growth was relatively strong in two key loan categories in the Ann
Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA: commerical and industrial loans And
Constimer installment loans. The former grew at an annual, 4-40
higher than that of total loans.

As would be expected, depositti at commercial babks displayed
significant cyclical movements which conform'ed to national
business cycle patterns' but with .a lead. Chart A7 shows indexes of
deflated demand and total deposits in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti
SMSA; that is, the price-adjusted value of quarterly current-dollar
tetals expressed as apercent of the 1972 average.

TABLE A3

Average Annual Growth Rates of Selected'
CormuCrcial Banking Indicator'S

Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

Indicator
Ann Arbor-

Ypsilanti SMSA Michigan

Derhand depOsits (current dollars) 4.4 3.7

Deflated demand deposits%) -2.4 -3.0

Total deposits (current dollars) , 9,2 7.3

Deflated tottil deposits%) 2.2 0.4

Total loans (current dollars) . 10.2 7.6

Commercial and industrial loans
(current dollars) 13.3 7.3

Consumer installment loans (current dollars) 9,9 9.1

°Except whore indicated otherwise, osteited groWth rtaos are based on log-
linear trends for the 1970-78 period.

Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. Consumer Price Index.

Both indexes began their cyclical dowiiswii s before the start of
the 1973-76 recession. Thus, peaks in both depo it indexes pree'eded

4
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those of total wage, and salary and manufacturing employment in
the area. However, while the trough in the Index of Deflated Total
Deposits Occurred one quarter ahead of national aggregate business
activity, the Index of Deflated Demand Deposits lagged
considerably. This lag in demand deposits was also evident in the
other metropolitan areas and in the state as a whole. Moreover, the
real value of the national money stock, M 1, which is coimposed of
cash and demand deposits aksommercial banks, also lagged at the
1975 trough, and its eipansion so far has been quite weak. Thus, the
behavior of the local Index of Deflated Demand Deposits during the
recent expansion is not particularly unusual. The relatively slow
growth of demand deposits compared to the rate or inflation
constrained the expansions of the national money supply series, Ml,
and the deflated values of demand deposits at the state and local
level. Additionally, technological changes in bankingelectronic
transfer of funds, for example--may result in less vigorous
increases in, demand deposits compared to total deposits which
include savings accounts.

The magnitudes of contractiqns and expansions in the two local
deposit indexes are substantially different. The Index of Deflated
Demand Deposits fell 21.6 percent from peak to trough over the
1973-76 period. The Index of Deflated Total Deposits, on the other
hand, declined 8.4 percent over a shorter period. It should be noted
that, for both indexes the cyclical contraction in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA was less than that of the 'state (31.1 percent and
11.2 percent, respectively) ancl, extept. for the Saginaw SMSA, the'
mildest among Michigan metropolitan areas. Since hitting a cYclical
low in the third quarter of 1976, the Inclex of Deflated Demand
Deposits has risen 14.8, percent but, as Chart A7 reveals, it is still
'far below pre-recession levels. In contrast, the Index of Deflated
Total Deposits rose 19 percent from its cyclical low in the fourth
quartet of 1974, and its most recent levels are considerably above
the pr&recession peak.

Total loans, commercial and' industrial loans, and consumer
installment loans are shown in Chart A8. The current-dollar value of
loans in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA was quite cyclically stable,
with no absolute decline evident during the 1973-75 Kecession. A
slowdown in the growth rate occurred, but it was shortlived. As
Chart A8 shows, total loans in the area have increased considerably
since 1975. Commercial tand industrial loans generally grew
.throughout the 1970-78 period, exhibiting no cyclical sensitivity.
Consumer installment loans displayed some cyclical behavior, but
this was brief and mild. Therefore, loan activity at commercial
banks in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA was characterized by
relatively steady growth in currentdollar volume despite the severe
recession that affected the nation in the 1973-75 period.
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BatOe Creek SMSA
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Tlie Battle Creek SMSA is- Michigan's most recently designated,'
metropolitan area.ghat designation occurred in 1971 when Calhoun
County was defined as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,
with Battle Creek as the central city. Barry'County was added in
1973 so that presently the Battle Creek SMSA encompasses a twO-
county area. One of Michign's smaller metropolitan areas, it ranks
eighth in population among the 11 metropolitan areas. In 100, its
population vilfrNatfir 2 percent of the state total.,The area's
population rose 1,0 percent between 1970 and 1977, second lowest
among Miehigan metropoli an areas, and was below the statewide
tiopulation rise of 2.8 ikerce over the seven-year period. ,

if

ThelAattle Creek SMSA ha . a total Reysonal income,level of
$1,184 million in 1976 and a per capita income level of $6,491.a.he
latter ranked "siith arnotIVIichigan SMSAs and was beloir" the
statewide level of $6,767 and the all-U.S. SMSAs' average of $6,824.
Over the 1969:76 period, toial personal income in the _Battle Creek
SMSA rose at an average-annual rate of 8.8 percent, sixthsamong
the 1/1 Michigan SMSAs, and below .the nationWide rate of 9.3
percent.and the all-U.S. SMSA rate pf 9.0 percent. Since 1939, the
Battle Creek SMSA has been characterized by slow population
growth and modest growth in perdonal income.

The Battle Creek SMSA id more industrialized thanthe state as a
Whole (see Table BC1). In 1972,(t10-.rcent of its total wage and
salary eniployment was accounted for manufacturing firms: By
1977, however, the manufacturing share had fallen to 36.0 percent,
as nonmanufacturing and government employment increased in
relative size. A major difference between this area's industrial
structure and that of the state is that nitnufacturing employment is
more evenik divided between durable and nondurable goods
industries in the local area. The latter accounted for 16.9 percent

51
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and 15.5 percent of total wage and salary employment in the area in
1972 and 1977, respectively. Statewide, the nondtirable goods
industries' share of total wage and salary employment was 7.0
percent in 1972 and 6.5 percqnt, in 1977, less than one-half the

, proportion in the Battle Creek SMSA.
,s>

ot1

TABLE BR
4

Percentage 13,istribution of Total Wage and Salary Employment ,
Battle Creek SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1077 f

Item
Battle Creek

_

1972

SMSA

1977

114higan

1972 1977

Ti)tal Wage and Salary.. 100.0% 100.0% .100.0% 1.00.0%

anufacturing . 40.8 . 36.9 36.1 32.4

Durablee, 24.9 20.6 28.1 26.9
Nondurablee . 15.9 15.5k 7.0

Nopmanufacturjng 41.7 44.7. 48.0 49.6

Govehunent . 17.5 19.3 16-.9 18.0

,oureltNhigan Bmployrnent Sec:urity Commimion,

The food and kindred products industry accounts for the largest
share of manufacturing workers in the area. In 1977, for examplt,
32,2 percent of local manufacturing workers were employed in that
industry. The areq's second largest industry in terms of
eniploymen1 is nOnelectrical machinery, which accounted for 31.8
percent of local manufacturing workers in 1977. The Battle Creelt
SMSA has only a small proportion of manufacturing workers
engaged inthe production of transPortation equipment. In 1977, for-
exeMple, thatsindustry accounted for only 0.9 percent of the area's
manufacturing workers, the smallesp sharp among thejl SMSA4p in
Michigan and considerably below Che" high of 63.8 percent in the
Lanring-East 'tensing SMSA. Taken by itself, the industrial 11,

str4ctute of the Battle creek .SMS4 suggestp that the. area ig
proBably less cyClically sensitive thap: the state as' a whole, atleast
in teems of employMent. ThAollowing-sections show that this is
indeed the ease for local employment indicators, but local
construction and-banking activity have exhiyted a fairly high
degree of sensitivity to cYclical dowhturns in the national economy.

,y

#0.
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Business Conditions the Battle Creek SMSA .

Labor 'Market Conditions
1

Chart BC1 4hows four major employinent categories, by quarter,
over the 1970-78 period. ManufacturiDwgnigloyrnent Wa the most
cyclicdIly sensitive, falling 15.7 percent from its peak In the first
quarter of 1973 to its low in the second'quarter of 197 While the
contraction in the era's manufacturing employnient was milder
than the .18.7 pereant decline recorded statewide, it was of
somewhat longer duration, lasting nine twartertit compared to five
quarters for Michigan as it whel"esides; the length of the cyclical'
decline in the area's' manufacturineempIoyment was exceededonly
by the twelvequarter contraction ut the adjacent Jackson SMSA.

The recovery in Manufacturing employment in the Battle Creek
SMSA was quite Weak, however. After hitting \a/cycli.eal low in the
second quarter (41975, mvufacturinwemplo*ent had risen just
under 5 percent by the end Ur 1978. Chart BC1 shows that this level
was considerably below the prerecession peak.

The tirea's nimmanufacturing employment also. fell during the
recession, but only a mild 2.2 percent. During ehe currentexpansion
it increased 15.5 percent, and as of the fourth quarter of 1978 local
nonmanufacturing employment stood almost,13 percent above its
previous peak.

Chart BC1 shows that government emplOyment eiperienced a
.brief decline during the 1973-76 recession. Despite the brevity,
however, the retative decline inkpublic sector employment was the
largest among the state's mqropolitan areas. In fact, eight of the
eleven SMSAs experiencadYtle or no absoluteloss of government
ernployment during the fast recession. Many actually registered
increaSos.

Therefore, the.6.3. percent decline in this area's total wage and
salary employment during the last recession was due to jab hisses ill
each of the three major cittegories Showq in Chart BC1. That
contraction %OR the sixth most severe among the ,11 SMSAs,
despite the relatively modest decline 'in manufacturing employment.
The expansion in the area's total wage and salarypemp1oyment-
1.0.5 portent since the reces4ionresulted largely 'from increases in
the nonmanufacttiring and govenment sectors. Ak'olreAdy noted,
manufacturing employment in the area has inbreaTed only tilighVy
in the last three years.
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Table BC2 gives the annual growth rates for selected labor
market indicators in the ,Battle Creek SMSA. Eaeh of the three
major employment categoriesmanufaciaring, nonmanufacturing,
and governmentgrew more slowly in the Battle' Creek SMSA,
compared to Michigan as a whole over the 1970-78 period. And the

Ikea's manufacturing employment exhibited negative growth.
Except for the annual decline of 1.5 percent in the Jackson SMSA,
the secular downtrend of manufacturing employment in the Battle
preek SMSA represents the poorest performance among the state's
metropolitan areas over this nine-year period. Combined with the
relatively slow growth of the area's nonmanufacturing and
governmenC sectors, this downtrend in manufacturing employment
resulted in a growth rate for total wage and salary employment of
only 0.9 percent, the slowest growth among Michigan metropolitan
a rea8.

TABLE BC2

Annual Growth Rates of Selected Labor Market Indicators
Battle Creek SMSA and Michigan"

Indicator

(percent)

Total wage and salary employment

Manuflicturing employment

* Nonmanufilcturing employment

Government employment

'`IcCivi

'an labor force

Unemi p oyment rate

Average weekly initial claims for U1')

Average workweek, production
workers, mfg. .

A-

Battle Creek
.SMSA Michigan

0.9 1.8

-1.4 0.2

2.2 2.6

2.7 3.0

0.9 2.0

4.0 2.8

10.0t 7.3

ElExcept where indicatednichavwise, estimated growth rates are booed On log-
.

linear trim& for the 1970.44 perks!.
bComputed

for the 1008-78
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Mt
The area's employment rate is shown in Chart BC2. The

cyclical patter of the local jobless rate is very similar to the state
as a whole. In; lie Battle Creek SMSA, the jobless rate rose 146.2
percent from a !cyclical low in the spring of 1973 to a high in the
second quart() 'of 1975. That cyclical upswing was about eual to
the -statewi rise of 148.2 percent, and was the second liwest
among the 1 metropolitan areas. Interestingly, the petroit SMSA
exhibited the smallest amplitude in the unemployment rate during
the last recession. At the bottom of the last recession, the jobless
rate in the Battle Creek SMSA was 12.8 percent, compared to 13.4
percent for Michigan as a whole.

As Chart EIC2 shows, both the local and state jobless rates have
fallen substantially during the recent business expansion. However,
at the end of 1978 both were still above pre-recession lows. Overall,
the jobless rate in the Battle Creek SMSA is less cyclically sensitive
than in the state as a whole, but not considerably so.

Over the entire 1970-78 period, however, the jobless rate in the
Battle Creek SMSA did drift upward at a more rapid rate than the
state, 4 percent comparbd to 2.8 percent (see Table BC2). This local
uptrend was exceeded only by the 4.3 percent growth rate rin the
Jackson SWIM. Table BC2 shows that labor-force growth In the
Battle Creek SMSA was not rapid, falling below the state rate. In
addition, the 0.9 percent growth rate in the area's labor force over
the nine-year period represents the slowest growth among the 11
metropolitan areas. .,

Average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance,
shown in Chart BC34 moved up somewhat more during the 1973-75
recession and fell somewhat less on average during expansions in
the Battle Creek SMSA, compared to the state ris a. whole. Over the
nine-year period, initial claims also grew at an annual rate of 10.0'
percent in the local area, pecond highest among Michigin
metropolitan areas and substantially shove the state rate of 7.3
percent. As Chart BC3 shows, average weekly initial claims for
unemployment insurance in the Battle Creek SMSA in 1978
remained well above the previous cyclivil low in 1973.

TOaverage workweek of manufacturitg production woras is
relatively stable in the Battle Creek SMSA. Chart BC4 shows that
cyclical swings in this local series conformed closely to national
business cycle patterns, declining during recessions and increasing

! during business ,exparisions, but with a slight leading tendency.
Over the 1970-78 period, ,the average workweek in the area varied
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CHART BC 3
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68 Battle Creek SMSA

between a low of 9. hours recorded in the last quarter of 1970 and
a high of 43.4 hours gistered in the third quarter of 1973. That is a

4relatively narrow range compared to the wide swings in average
weekly hours in the Flint, Lansing-East LAnsing, and Saginaw
SMSAs. The latter have manufacturing sectors more heavily
concentrated in durable. goods production, primarily related to
automobiles. in the Battle Creek SMSA, production of nondurable
goods eals, for exampleaccounts for a larger share of total
manufa ing than in most of the State's other SMSAs, .

particularly those dominated by automobile and related production.

the industrial structure of the Battle Creek SMSA, which is more
heavily dependent on nondurable goods production than other
Michigan metropolitan Ireas except the Kalaniazoo-Portage
SMS4k, appears to account for the area's relative cyclical stability,
especially in terms of employment and hburs worked in
manufacturing. But this type of industrial concentration has also
generated slow growth in the area (negative growth for
manufacturi9g employment) and has not improved the area's
unemployment situation, as indicated by the behavior of the local
jobless rate and initial claims for unemploYment insurance. If
anything, the local industrial structure appears to have exacerbated
the unemployment situation over the period examined.

Construction

Two measures of construction activity, new building permits for
private housing and construction employment, are shown in Charts
BC5 and BC6, respectively. 'Ilhe former shows two series of building
permit data for the Battle Creek. SMSAa quarterly unadjusted V.
series (dashed line) and a moving average of the unadjusted series
(solid line)both given in indbx form with 1967=100.

The unadjusted Index of New Building P its display9d a
degree of orratic behavior over the 1965-77 period, largely maskhig
any cyclical movements. The smoother index based on the Movin .
averaige reduces the erratic behavior and reveals cyclical Awings
that flo generally conform to national business cycles. Note that the
moving average index declined during both recessions anti rime, for
the most part, during expaneions. Not surprisingly, Chart
shows that the cyclical downswing in new build* permits in"the
area was less severe during the 1969-70 peri4thtin during the
1973-76 recession. Measured from peak to trough, the index fell 53.4
percent during the former period and 84.5 percent during the latter.

61
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CHART BC
INDEX OF NEW BUILDING PERMITS. PRIVATE HOUSING
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These local contractions exceeded the statewide declines-of 21.6 per-
cent and 66.2 percent for the 1969-70 and 1973-76 recessions,
respectively. Chart BC6 shows that, despite the steady rise during
the current expansion, the Index of New Building Permits in the
Battle Creek SMSA was still below its pre-recession . peak.
Preliminary data for 1978 show index levels below that Of the first
quarter of 1977, the highest leyel achieved to date during the expan-
sion period.

Total construction employment in the Battle Creek SMSA also
exhibited a high agree of cyclical' sensitivity. Chart BC6 shows
that the peak in construction employment led the national business
cycle peak of late 1973 by several qbarters and lagged at both
troughs. During the last recession, construction employment fell'
33.3 percent from its.high in the first quarter of 1976, which exceeds
the statewide decline of 23.6 percent. Among, the state's 11
metropoiiiiii-areas, the contraction in the Battle Creek SMSA rank-
ed fifth in terms of severity. Chart BC6 also revealS that during the
current expansion, the upswing in local construction employmea
has been weak. As of the last quarter of 1978, emPloYment was just
21.4 percent above its cyclical low of the second quarter of 1976.
The relatively large cyclical decline during the mid4970s and the
weak expansion in the last three years impart an overall downward
trend to construction employment in the Qattle Creek SMSA. For
the,1970-78 period annual growth was -2.6 percent.

Banking Activity

,Becituse of its relatively recent designktion as a metrotkelitan
area, commercial banking data for the Battle- Creek §MSA are
available starting with the fourth -quarter orio r. (Data shown in
this study start with the second quarter of 1970 for the other
SMSAs in the state.) Thiseliminates any measurement of behaVior
during the 1969-70 recession. Furthermore, the number of banks
reporting to the Federal Reserve doubled from:three to six between
the first and second quarters of 1973. A,s a sult, the loans and
deposits aeries display an abrupt juthp at t at time. However,
,beginning with the second quarter of 1973 the banking series are
continuous, allowing measurement of. recession behavior in the
1973-75 period and during the subsequent expansion. .

An Index of Deflated Demand bepositm the price-adjusted
values of current-dollar levels expressed relative to the 1972
averageis shown in Chart BC7. This local index started declining
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before the 1973-75 recession began and continued its cyclical
downswing through the third quarter of 1976. The magnitude of
that decline was 28.9 percent, second highest <Mon .the 11
metropohtan areas in ,Miciligan. The broader Ind** of Deflated
Total Deposits, also shown in'Chart BC7, fell a more moderate 16.7
percent from its cyclical high in early 1974 to a low in the first
quarter of 1976. The lag in both Indexes is not unique to the Battle
Creek SMSA, since each metropolitan area and the state as a whole
eichibited lag'S at the 1975 trough.

Chart BC7 shows that both indexes were still well below their
prlyious peaks as of the second quarter of 1978, the latest quarter
for which data were available, The Wdex of Deflated Demand
Deposits rose 19 percent from its cyclical low, and the Index of
Deflated Total Deposits was up 9.7 percent.

Annual growth rates for the 1973-77 period are given in Table
BC3: In current-dollar terms, demand deposits and total deposits,at
commerciai banks in the Battle Creek SMSA exhibited growth
exceeding the statewide rates. On a deflated L;asis, however,
negatir growth characterized these series at the state and local.
levels.

Commercial bank loans in the Battle Creek SMSA are shown in
Chart, BC8. On a current-dollar basis, total loans fell during the
1973-75 period, as did consumer installment loans arukcommercial
and industrial I loans. The current-dollar volume of total loans
declined 9.8 percent froM its cyclical peak in the, first quarter of
1974 to a trough two years later. Among Michigan metropolitan
areas, that was the most severe contraction. But total loans in the
area recovered during 1976 and 1977 and in the second quarter of
1978 had risen 41,7 percent, standing 27.8 percent above the 1974
peale., For the 1973-77 period, the current-dollar volume of, total
loans grew at an annual rate of 3.4 percent, which is below the
growth rate for the state over the seine period (see Table BC3).

,

During the 1973-76 recession, consumer installment loans fell
32,4 percent and commercial and industrial loans declined 26.2
percent in the Battle Creek. SMSA, both ranking first among the
state's metropolitan areas. As Chart ,BC8 show's, commercial and
industrial loans rose to a level in the third quarter of 1977 that
exceeded their previous peak, but have fallen since that time.
Consumer installment loans, on the other hand, have only recently
moved.above their 1973 peak, rising 49.7 percent from a cyclical low-
in the second quarter of.1976.

4
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TABLE BC3

Annual Growth Rates of Selected Commercial Banking Indicators
Battle Creek SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

Indicator
Battle Creek

SMSA 'Michigan

Demaad deposits (current dollars) 1.6

Deflated demand depositsb , -5.7
Total deposits (current dollars) 6.3
Deflated total depositsb -1.2
Total loans (current dollars) 4.9
Commercial and industrial loans

.1) (current dollars) . 6.7
Consumer installment loans.

(current dollars)

aEstimated growth rates are based on log-linear trends for the 1973-77 period.
b
Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. Consumer Price Index.

47

-5.6 6.0

The overall performance of loans in the Battle Creek SMSA has
. been weak compared to other metropolitan areas in -Michigan.
Consumer installment loans have been a particularly poor performer
in this area since 1973.

e.
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Bay City SMSA

The Bay City SMSA is the smallest metropolitan area in
Michigan. It consists. of a pinglecountyBay Countywith Bay
City as ita, urban center.' In 1970, this, metropolitan area had a
population of 117,339, which represented 1.3 percent of the state
total. By 1917, the population of the Bay City SMSA had risen 2.5
percent, but its shatter& the total state population was unchanged.
Over this period, growth in the area's population ranked seventh
among the 11 metropolitan areas in Michigan.

Total personal income in the BAY City SMSAlamounted to $730
Million in 1976,- up 79.8 percent from the 1969 leve) q$406 million.
Over.that period, the area registered an 8.7 percent annual growth
rate of personal income, which is only slighpy below the 9.0 percent
growth rate for all U.S. SMSAs. Among Michigan metropolitan
areas, however, this area's personal income growth ranked only

,seventh, and its 'per capita income was setond lowest at $6,116 in
1976. For that year, only the Muskegon .SMSA had a lower per
ettpita)come level.

Table IlYiAows that the employment distribution in the( Bay
City SMSA *,very similar to that of the state, with a slightly

. outill9r,shiire engaged in manufacturing and a slightly larger share
accoUnted for by ntinmanufacturing industries. Over one-half of all
wage 'tmd salary wOrlters in the Bay, City SMSA work in
nonniaimfacturing activities, the highest proportion arming the 11
metropOlitan areas in the state.

- -Like Michigan as a whole, the bulk of manufacturing workers in
the Bay City SMSA are employed by, durable goods producing
industries. This metropolitan area is only slightly leak concentrated
in durable goo& production than is MichigAnlas a wholeJVithin thef
manufacturing ,a,ector, kmvever,110 Telatilay large propoaiiiof

t,
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TABLE BY1

Percentage Distribuiión of Total Wage and Salary Employment
Bay City SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

Itein

Bay City SMSA Mich igen

1972 1977 1977

Total Wage and Salary

Manufacturing
100.0%

31.6

1000%

30.6

100.6%,

36.1

100.0%

32.4

Durables 26.2 23.3 28.1 26.9
Nondurables 6.2 7.0 6.6

Nonmanufacturing 63.8 64.8 48.0 49.6

Government 14,8 14.7 16.9 18.0

Source: Michigan Employment Security Commission.

workers in the Bay City SMSA are'employedby the transportation
equipment industry. In 4977, about 40 percent of the area's
production workers were employed in .that industry, compared to
34.6 percent for the state as a whole.

Overall, the Bay City SMSA has an induStrial structure that is
not considerably different from that stated Over roughly the
1 ten years, however, this a metropolitan area was
characterized by slower, population and income growth than the
state as a whole.

Business Conditions in the Bay City SMSA

Labor Markot Conditions

The behavior of wage and salary employment in the Bay City
SMSA is shown in Chart BY1 for the 197078 period. Over those
nine years manufacturing employment grew at an annual rate of 1.1
percene, exceeding the 0.2 percent growth rate for the state as a
whole (see Table BY2). Nonmanufacturing employment grew al an
annual rate of 3.5 percent, which is also iibove the Stdtewkle rate
(2.6 percent). Among Michigan metropOlitan areas, the' growth of
nonmanufacturing employment in the Bay City SMSA ranked third

,
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Bay City SMSA (i'l

ibehind the 6.2 percent and 4.6 percent ates of growth in the' Ann .

,
Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA and Ka lama oo-Portage' SMSA, respec-

,,

tively. However, govermbent employment in this Ivrea grew at a
,

a relatvely slow pace of 2.2 percent, fourth lowest among the state's

'11 metropolitan myas and below the 3-.0 percent growth rate for the

The relatively strong growth in employment in the areq's manu-

,.;, facturing and nonmanufacturing industries resulted in.a 2.6 percent

'..../ annnal growth rate for totar'wage and salary employment. This

,
ranked fourth among the 11 mebropulitan areas over .the 1970-78

pwiod and, as Table.BY2 shows, mcceeded the growth statewid,s
. .

Chart BY1 reveals that, in general, the behavior of total wage and
salary, manufacturing, and", nompanufacturing employment
con-forddo national business cYcle patterns, exhibiting upswings

. .

4'c*
0

"to TABLF, BY2 '

Annpal Growth Rates of Selected Labor Market Indicators
Bay City SMSA and Mkhigan"

(percent)

4-
v

Indicator
Bay City
1,SMSA

Total wage and salary employment 2.5

Manufacturing employtnent,
Nonmanufacturing employment .

povernment etnployment

3.6

-Civilian labor force 1.9

Unemployment rate -1.0

Average weekly initial claims fbr U 11' 3.1

Average workweek, production workers, mfg. 1.3

Mkhigan

1.8

0.2

2.6

3.0

2.0

2.8

7.3

0.2

a Except where indicated otherwise, estimated growth rates are based on log-
linear trends for the 1.970.78 period. ,

h
Computed for the`1960-78 period.
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and downswings ,that began at about the same, time as thos
aggregate business activity nationwide, From late 1970 through t
fourth quarter of .1973, total wage and salary employment rose 1
percent, with manufacturing employment increasing 20.9 perc tnt,
nonmanufacturing 23.0 percent, and government employine t a
comparatively modest, 9.3 percent. But as Chart BY1 shows, the
latter continued to expand throughout the 1973-75 recession while
eacf) of the others declined, manufacturing and nonmanufacturing
employment by 1\9.2 percent awl 2.2 percent, respectively, and total *
wage and salary .fimployment by 6.0 percent. Six of the otfier
metropolitan areas in the state exPerienced more. severe contrac-
tions in total wage and salary employment than the Bay Cjty
SMSA.

From the trough of the recession in the first quarter of 1975'to the
fourth quarter of 1978, the area's total wage and salary emploYment
rose 19.5 perc9t, with, manufacturing employment increasing the
most, 39.3 fiercent. Over that period, nonmanufacturing and
government employment expatided 13.9 percent and 8.2 percent,
respectively.

Thus, as is the case for the other metropolittm areas in Michigan,
the relative cyclical stability of the nonmanufactairing and
govermnent sectors offsets, to some degree, the cyclical sensitivity
of local nignufacturing industries. As noted above, the Bay City

,,SMSA has a manufacturing sector heavily concentraUd in durable
goods production. In 1977, the proportion of total wan, and salary

kers engaged in such production, wos only slightly less in this
area 'than statewide-23.3 percent and 25.9 percent, erespectivelx.
While the cyclical behavior of emploYment,in the .Bay City SMSA
and the state as a whole was not markedly d' ferent ,over the
1970-78 period, the local area did eit,peyience a so ewhat greater
growth of employment.

The unemployment rates for the Bay City SMSA and Michigan
are shoWn by quartor in Chart,BY2. Except fbr the 1970-72 years
wherl the local unemployment'rate was-well above bie state average,
the two have been quite close in terms of level and direction. lirthe
Bay City SMSA, the jobless rate moved u06 a higher level than in
thosehte during the last recession, reaclbolg a sasonally adjusted
.14.3 percent in the first quarter of 1975..That *fis 160.9 percent
above the low in the third quarter orTyand Very close tx) the
148.1 percent rise in the statewide avow. No hart 4,3)(2 revealsio

ilt
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the behavior of this area's Unemploymentjate during the current
expansion has been very close to th6State's performance. Howeyer,
in 1978, the jobless rate in the Bay City SMSA remained below the
average for,Michigan as a whole. Over the entire nine-year period,
the jobless' rate in this area fell at an annual rate of 1.0 percent
compared to a 2.8 percent annual increase statewide. The

downtrend in this area's jobless rate represents the best
performance among Michigan metropolitan areas from 1970 to
1978. Except for the Grand Rapids SMSA, which experienced a
modest downtrend of .0.6, percent, all other metropolitan areas
experienced an upward drift In the unemployment rate.

Average weekly 'initial claims for unemployment insurance,
shown in Chart BY3, also reveal behavior in the local area that is
similar to the state, both series beginning cyslical upswings before
peaks in national business activity and cyclical downswings at
about the same time a national expansion starts. In relative terms,
initial claims rose more in the Bay City MSA. than-in the state
during the 1969-70 recession (324.8 perc'J compared to 193.2
percent), buk during the ldst recession th relative increases were
301.7 percent ancl 301.1 percent for thepeal ,area and state,
respectively. As of the fourth quarter of 1978, average weeklyi initial
claims in the Bay City SMSA were 65.8 percent below the recession
high of the first quarter,of 1975. Over the same periad, initial claims
statewide Were down 53.7 percent. Thus, like the unemployment
rate, initial claims in the Bay City SMSA have outperformed the
state series during the current expansion. Furthermore, over the
19,08-78 period, initial claims for unemployment insurance grew at
an annual rate of 3.1 percent in the Bay City area compared to a 7.3
percent growth rate for, Michigan as a whole, the third lowest
among the state's 11 metropolitan areas,

The average workweek of manufacturing workers in the Bay City
SMSA is shown by quarter for the 1968-78 period in Chart BY4.
Unlike all other metropolitan areas in Michigan, the average
workweek in the Bay City SMSA rose throughout most of the
1973-75 recession. Statewide, average weekly hours of
manufacturing workers fell 9.7 percent during thiit period, with
substantial declines recorded in the Lansing-East Lansing and Flint
SMSAs. The rising workweek in the manufacturing sector of ,t his

local area was certainly a ypi .al behavior for a Michigan
metropolitan area. Over the e tire eriod, the average workweek in
the area grew at an annual ra e of .3Tercenteompared to almost no
growth statewide and a slight downtrend nationwide.

a

4,

'72
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CHART BY 3

AVERAGE WEEKLY INITIAL CLAIMS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, STATE PROGRAMS
DAY CITY SPASA
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Construction

sw

Construction, activity in tjte' Bay City SMSA exhibited a. high
degree f cyclical sensitivity, as measured by the behavior of new
buil ng permits foi private housing and total employment in the
locql construction industry.

he Index of New Building Pqrmi44 for private housing is shown
in Chart BY5 for the 1965-77 period.lieca*ise of ehe volatilKy of the
index from quarter to quarter (dashed line), a n-Oing average\was
computed (solid line)lk the moving verage4:evea1s the short-`run
cyclical swidgs in the index. As is the case, for other metrOfinlii,an.,
fortis in Michigan, the state as a who10,;, and 4ie nation, new building.:
perinit:,s began ,declining before peaks in nationaLtusiness actiyitA,
and the downswing during the late 1960s was less severe than k,hae
of the 1978-75 period. In the Bay CitYl$MSA, tlie',moving average

1 of new building perini0 fell 54.4 per
ar 72.3 pfrcent during the,. t,ter. B
t .0 down6wings in the stet

I

The expansion in ne* buildi g
quarter of 1975, bdtJell during
'Preliminary data for 1978 sh hat
building permits has contitpe
new building permits iti t

lit during the former period'---
th local contractions exceeded
nation,

ermits began in the second
te 1976 'and early
the /moving average of de ,

1. Despite ehis recent falloff,
a grew et fan annual rate Of 3.2

ercent ovek the 1965-19 7 per od,. second only to the 8.4 percent
owth rate for the Jacksr SMSA.,

Employment in the local \construction industry is shown in Chart
6, In this area, buildidg trade employment exhibited a long
lical downswing that b4gan in the 'first quarter of 19'71 tind
tinued through the firet quarter of 1976. That decline was _4191
pnt from peak to trough, second most severe among the 11
opolitan areas in Michigan, and substantially large& than 'the
wide drop of 28.5 percent Chart BY6 shows that construction
yment experienced s4o g recovery from 1976 to 1974,
above its previous oak ii 1971. For the nine-year period,
ction employment intim Bay City SMSA grew at an annual

rate:of 1.8 percent, making this area one of only four SMSAs in
Michigan 'where positive growth wtis evident ',over the 1910-78
period. Statewide, construction employment'greiw 0.4 percent per
year, so that the Bay City SMSA ouperformed the state as well.

Banking Activity /
,

Indexes of two deposit "sedes for comrpercial h'anks in the Bay
i.-

i
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74 Bay City SMSA

City SMSA are shown in.* Chita I3Y7. These represent the price-
adjusted- value of quarterly data for total deposits and demand
deposits at the area's commercia(banks expressed rebitive to the
1972 average. As tIe chart shows, both indexes began falling in late
1972, four quarters before the beginning of the national recession.
The cyclical decline in the Index of Deflated DemandDeposits was
more erratic.and of longer duration than the slump in the Index of
Deflated Total Deposits. From- peak to trough, the latter fell 17.8
percent and the former 31.9 percent. Both contractions were the
most severe among the state's 11 metropolitan areas.

As Chart BY7 shows, neither index has risen above pre-recession
peaks. The Index of Deflated Total Deposits expanded 15.2 percent
fronx its cyclical low to a level recorded in the second quarter of
1970The expansion in the Index of Deflated Demand Deposits was
somewhat less, 14.3 percent. it

The large cyclical declines combined w*, the moderate expansion
restrieted growth of deposits. Table BY3 shows that, in current

TABLE BY3

Annual Rates of Growth of Selected Commerdal Banking Indicators
Bay City SMSA and Michigae,

(percent)

Indicator

pemand deposits (current dollars)

Deflated demand depositsh

Total deposits (current dollars)

Deflated total deposits')

Total loans (current-dollars)
. ,

Commercial and industrial loans (current dollars)

1'gt
onsumer instiillmentloans (current dollars)

Bay City
S1V1SA

4
Michigan.

3.1 3.7

3.5 3.0
7.0 7.3

0.4

7.0 7.6

3.3 7.3

9.7 9.1

a ,
Lxcopt where indicated. otherwise, estimated growth rates are based on jog-

linear trends for the 1970-78 period.
b
Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. Consumer Pride'Index.
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CHART DY 7
INDEX OF DEF.LATED TOTAL DEPOSITS AND INDEX OF DEFLATED DEMAND DEPOSITS
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dollars, demand deposits and total deposits in the Bay.City SMSA
grew at an annual rate slightly below the statewide rate. After
adjusting for price changes; however, demand deposits exhibited
negative growth of 3.5 percent per year while total deposits
displayed virtually no growth. The secular decline in deflated
demand deposits in the Bay City SMSA exceeded the downtrendsin
all other metropolitan areas in the state.

. The current-dollar value of total loans at commercial banks in the
Bay ,City SMSA fell 4.1, percent during the 1973-75 recession,"after
rising about 26.2 percent during the preceding expansion period (see
Chart BY8). The slump in commercial and inaustrial loans in the
area was a major contributor to the falloff in total loans during the
last recession. Measured from peak to trough, commercial and
industrial loans fell 21.4 percent. That decline was second only to
the '26.1 percent fall,in such loans in the Battle Creek SMSA. As
Chart BY8 shows, consumer installment loans suffered a milder
contraction during the recession. However, the 9 percent decline in
current-dollar volume was relatively severe among Michigan
metropolitan areas, ranking fourth among the 11 SMSAs.

Chart BY8 shows that since hitting cyclical lows in 1975, the
current-ddllar volume of loans in the Bay City SMSA has expanded
svbstantially. By the second quarter of 1978, commercial and
industrial loans and consumer installment loans were up 117.6
.percent and 100.8 percent, respectively. As a result, the current-
dollar Volume of total loans at commercial banks in the area rose 89
percent ove a three-year period.

'For the ent e 1970-77 period, total loans grew at an annual rate of-
7 percent, only slightly beld'w the statewide growth iate of 7.6
percent (See Table BY3)!Of the twd major loan categories shown in
Chart BY8, donsumer installment loans exhibited the greater

,
growth, increasing 9.'7 percent per. year compared to the more
modest 3.3 pertent pace for commercial and industrial loans.

fe-
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Detroit SMSA

The Detroiit
"r

SMSA, which ' is codiposed of six counties in
'poutheastern Michigan, is by far the largest urban region in the stati,---
with a population estimated at 4,370,200 in 1977.' In that year, 47.9
percent of Michigan's residents lived in the Detroit SMSA, and the
area claimed 2 percent of the total U.S. population. The Detroit SMSA
is one of the major meempolitan areas in the nation; in fact, in 1977 it
ranked fifth in size among all SMSAs in the United States.

While thVMSA is the largest in Michigan, it is the only such area
the state to experience negative population growth during the

1.970s. Between 1970 and 1977 the population is estimated to have
fallen from 4,435,051 to 4,370,200, or 1.5 percent, That loss, attributed
to a sizable net outmigration of 292,800 from the area, was due to the
net lads of 371,500 in Wayne County, location of tlie CAy of Detroit,

! combined with a modest net inmigration of 78,700 into, he other five
more suburban counties. This intrametropolitan shift from central city
to suliurbs is a widely recoviied urban phenomenon in the United
States and is not unique to the Detroit SMSA. However, in the latter,
the urban core in Wayne County. contained 60.2 percent of the total

--SMSK -population in 1970, and the 9.5 percent loss in that
countyfrom 2,670,368 in 1970 to 2,417,700-1more than offset gains
in the other five icounties-oVer the seven-year period.

The relative size of tile Detroit SMSA witkiin Michigan is hlso
reflected in the area's to rsonal income. In 1976, personal ihcome
amounted to $32.9 billion, hich was 53.5 percent of Michigan's $61.5
b. Wji total and more than nine times the personal income of the Flint
S SA, which ranked seconds 'Also, the six-county Detroit SMSA
accounted for 62.5 ,percent- of the personal income generated in all
metropOlitan counties in the state in that year. However, the arga's
personal income growth between 1969 and 1976 ranked only ninth

1. The nix eotntien that make up the Detroit SMSA aril Wayne, Unkland,
Livipgnton, Macomb. Lapeer, and St. Clair.

77
,
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among the 11 SMSM iiy;Lchian, rising 7.8 percent per year in
current dollars. Despi& qtively slow income growth, the
Detroit §MSA has theAtelijithti capita income among the state's
metropolitan areas. In 1-914Eir ita income in the area was $7,496,
exceeding the nationwide aid atatewiepels of $6,396 and $6,757,
respectively. /

The Detroit SMSA is a large, mature urban region. As such, the
area experienced urban adjustment problems reflecpad, to some
extent, in its intremetropolitan population shifts, overall population
decline, and relatively slow income growth during the 1970s. Those
phenomena tend to be related to long-run structural 4ldjustments
which the area has been undergoing for some time.2

The industrial structure of the Detrott SMSA is heavily
concentrated in manufacturing. Table D1 8howl-that, in 1977, 33.7
percent of the area's total wage and salary workers were employed
by manufacturing firms, primarily dunible goods producers,
compared to 32.4 percent for Michigan and almost 24 percent for
the nation as e whole. The durable goods sector: which accounted

TABLE D1

Percentage Distribution of Total)kage)nd Salary Employment
Detroit SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

Item

Detroit SMSA Michigan

1972 1977 1972 1977

Total Wage and Salary 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Manufacfuring 35.6 33.7 35.1 32.4

Durables 29.7 28.2 28.1 25.9
Nondurables 5.9 5.5 7.0 6.5

itonmanufacturing 49.9 51.2 48.0 49.6

Obvernment 14.5 15.0 16.9 18.0

Source: Michigan Employment SecurityConnniesion.

2. A brief description of the Detroit SMSA growth process appeara in Shapiro,
H.T., Mirowaki. 1).1;1.; arid Fulton. G,A., Descriptive Study of the Major Labor
Market Areas in Michigan,.Michigan Depdrtinent of Labor, May 1978, pp. 4-36.
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for about '84 percent of manuftipturing Omployment in the Detroit
SMSA; is dominated by automobile producers. In that year, the
transportation equipment industry accounted for 41.9 percent of
employment in, the local manufacturing 'sector, compared to 34.7
percent statewide. Overall, the distribution of empfoyment
statewide iS quite similar to that of the Detroit SMS4A, although the
latter has a smaller government sector and slightly larger
manufacturingtliid nonmanufacturing sectors. However, the state's
employment distribution is affected significantly by the Detroit
SMSA, due to its size. In 1977: the sii=county area accounted for
'51.4 percent of the state's manufacturing employment, 51.1 pei-Cent
of" nonmanufacturing employment, and 41.8 percent of government
employment. Thus, the Detroit SMSAs absolute and relative,size in.

terms of Population, income, and employment makes it the
dominhnt region i Mjchiga In addition, its itldustrial structure,
heavily conc6ntrated in durable- goods prodUction, particularly
automobiles, lends a great deal of cyclical instability to the local
area and inevitably contributes significatItly to the total economic
performance in Michigan.

Business Conditions in the Detroit SMSA

Labor Market Conditions

The area'p total wage and salary einployment and its three m jor
, - components nonma nufacturing,' manufacturing, and governmpt

iltnploymentare sbown: by q tirter in Chart DI. As is the casey n
w, -other metropolitan a asv n Michigan, manufacturing

employment exhibits the m cyclical sensitivity and largely
accounted for the downswing in total wage and salary employment
during the 1973-75 national recession. The cyclical contraction in
local manufacturing employment coincided .With the national
business slump, dropping 20.1 percent during that period. While
that decline exceeded the 18.7 percent drop statewide, it ranked
only sixth in relative severity among the state's metropolitan areas.
The Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA ranked fira, with a decline in
manufacturing employment of 26.0 percent, followed by Flint (25.5
percent), Jackson (25.5 percent), "Lansing-East Lansing (24.,
percent), and Saginaw (20.6 percent). However, because of the size
of the Detroit SMSA, job losses in the manufficturing sector
amounted to approxithately 125,000, or about 56 percent of ,total
decline in manufacturing employment in Michigan during the
recession.

A
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Nonmanufacturing employment in the Detroit SMSA _fell 3.6
percent during the recession,. but the downswing' *Qs brief,
beginning in the third quarter of 1974 and ending in the secon
quarter of 1976. Chgrt D1 shows that government employM..1

4
ros

)

with little interruption throughoat the recessiOn arid continued to .
exptind-through mid-1978.

The decline in total wage nnd salary employment in the area was
8.1 pliicent during the recessia, the third most severe contraction
among the state's 11 meitroPolit)alf areas and -well aboVe the 6.9
percent decline statewicle. As was the case in all of the state's
SMSAs, the relative stability df nomnanUfacturing and government
employment tempered the severity of, the 'contraction in th,e
manufacturing sector in till Detroit SMSA.

Following the last recessitontotal wage and salary -employment
hats expanded'I3.6 percent f?* the low id the first quarter of 1976
to? the fourth quager of 1978. 'Over the mine period, die area's
miinufaXiettls employment increased 186 percent, but, as Chart
Drreveals, that still left employment in that sector below the-pre-
recession peak. Not so for notimanuflicturing employment, which
expanded 13'.2 percent to a level in the fOurth uarter of 1978 well
above its 1974 high. But, 0 is the case in othc*, tropolitan areas,
government employment rose the least nfter the recession, only
percent.

As Table D2 shows, employment growth in 'the Detroit SMSA.
sitiyipg Die 1970-78 period lagged behind the statewide 'grOwth
rates. For the manufacturing sector, Cht,slight downtrend)of

r percent over the nine-year period was tte fourth poorest,
pe.formance =Ong the state's 11 SMSAS, ranking behind the

ath,e'growth in' the dackson SMSA percent)the Battle
erieek SMSA I-1.4 pe'recnir, anti tbeNuskegon SMSA (-1.1.percent).

,
Combined with only m'odest growth of. jobs in the

, /1 honnAinufacturing and ernment sectois, the manufncturing
employment trend in thisilik resulted in an annunligrowth rdte
just 1 Percent for total wage end splary. employment in the Detroit
SMSA. Only the Battle Creek And Jaeloon SMSAs' experienced
slower, gyowth durin* the period: 0.9 gercent, and 1.1" percent,

lrespectively.
Ahlog with.thow two areas', the Detroit SMSA stands

out fis a relatively, slow. gro .41 area in Michigan iikkrins of
employment.

Thit unemployment situation in tile Doit SMSA is reflected In
the behavior' of two locnl indicatorsthe unemPloyment *rote and

I
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TABLE D2

Average Annual Growth Rates
of Selected Labor Market indicators

Detroit SMSA and Michigann

(percent)

Indicator A

Total wage arid salary employmbnt

'Mann Ittarin employment
Nonm&nufacturing employinent

Government employment

Civhian laborforce

Unemployment rate

Average weekly initial claims for 1.1Ib

AVerage workweek, production workers, mfg."
J- .

.

atxcept where indicated oiherwise, estimated growth rates are bused on log-
linear trends for the 1910-78 pedod.

Detroit
SMSA

1.3

-0.1

2.0

2.0

1.3 7

2.6

6.7

0.4

Michigan

1.8

0.2

2.6

3.0

2.0

2.8

7.3

0.6

'b .

Computed Mk" the 1968-78 period.
'

initial claims for unemployment insurance. The area's jobless rate,
ashown >in Chart D2, exhibited behavior quite Similar to the state as a
whole, begi ing to rise before the national recession and increasing

o througliout he slump, then receding at about the time, the recession
was. ending. This is exactlY the same as the behavior of the
unemployment rate nationwide. But, while the state and local
jobless rates behaved similarly, the,statewide average moved higher
during the recession, reaching a seasonallypdjusted 1-3.4 percent in
t,he second quarter of 1976, compared to avycliCal high of 12.6

. ./ percent for the Detroit SMSA. Since the last recessiop, the area's
jobless rate has fallen substantially, hittini a recent seasonally-
adjusted low of 6.4 percent in the second qujArter of 1978. Despite
this decline, Chart D2 reveals an upward drift in the area's
linemployment fate for the entire 970-78 period. The uptrend was
estimated at 2.6 percent per yeif, slightly below

tf
that the state ,

(see Table D2). ,
1 7 tAverage weelLtly initial claims for unemploymenE insurance, .

84
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shovVn in C art 1)3, exhibit a similar pattern of leading behavior atl

peaks in
ilational

business activity Und rough coincidence at
*. troughs. (*course, because of the size of the Detroit SMSA, the

movement 9f initial claims statewide is almost a mirror image of the
behayior in the metropolitan area. During.both recessions, however,

, bhe relative rise in average week)y initial claims wag greater, in the
metropolitan area than in the state as a whole. Claims rose 237.3
percent and 375.1 percent in the Detroit SMSA during t le 1909-70
and 197375 recessions, reSpectivelx, compared to 103.2 ptrcent and'
301.1 percent statewide. Despite tfie steeper rise locally, six othelf

, metropolitan areas exhibited greater increases than the Detroit
A SMSA during the 1969-70 recession, aod five other areas had more

severe upswingii during the 19b-75 slump.' .
' Averdge weekly' initial.claims have fallen substantially since the
.last recession, as the local economy, recovered and employment

',. expanded. As of the fourth quarter of 1978, average weekly' initial
.-: claims in the Detroit SMSA were 57.6 percent below their recession

high. Statewide, initial claims were 53.7 percent below their-cyclicalr
high of the first quarter of 1975. 1-lowever, as Chart D3 shows, at
the end of 1978 initial claims locally 'and statewide were still well
above their 'pre-recession leVels; For the entire:19118.-78 period,'
initial claims in the Detroit, SMSA grew at an annual rate of 8.6
percent, which is above the state growth rate of 7.3 percent for that
11-year periodi Compared to the other -metropolitan areaS in
Michigan, the growth in initial claims in the Detroit SMSA ranked
sixth, behind the uptrends in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, BatAle
Creek., Jackson, Kalamazoo-Portage, and Muskegon SMSAs.

Finally, the average workweek of productions workers in the
Detroit SMSA exhibited a hi de (xi of cyclical sensitivity (see
Chart 1)4). The average workwe egan to decline before the start of ,.,

the 1973-75 fecession, falling from a sthisonally-adjustied high of 45.7
holir's Iti'l,he first quarter of f973 to 40 hours in the secend quarter of"

. 1975. That 14i.5 percent drop in hours worked in local manufacturing
induaries ranked behind tile declines in the Lansing-Uast Lansing,
Flint, and Ann Arbor-Ypsi nti SMSAs. E'ach of those three areas is
hea vily toncentr durable goods production, especially
autoMo d retedroducts, so that the relatively large falloff
in hours öqd during 'dm last recession is not unexPected behavior.
As Chart 04 ...it hows, the average workweek has recovered substan\
tially Since the recession, and tis.of the last quarter of 1978 it
hour below the pre-reeessiop. peak.

.

3. For tho, 1969;70 period thone (*than Are Ann Arbor- pnilanti, Hay City, Hint,.
',Incknim, 1,anaing.Unat Lattaing, am) 8N/item Miring t IQ 1971-16 remotion, the
increnae in the Detroit'SMSA wati exceediNd by upswingj in Ann Arbor-Ypnilanti,
Battle Creek, Flint, (blind itnpidn, and Saginaw.

a
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CHART D 3
AVERAGE WEEK lY INITIAL GLAIMS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, STATE PROGRAMS

er* DETROIT SMSA
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Construction

Construction activity in the Detroit SMSA is reflected in the
behavibr of new building permits for private housing 'ski
employment in the local constructiim industry. These two local
indicators are shown in Charts D5 and D6.

a

'The"unadjudted qua4rterly values for' new building lpermits are
expressed relatiVe to tiieir 1967 average and displayed as the
dashed line in. Chart D5. That index exhibits a good deal .df
variability from' quarter to quarter, but cyclical movements are
evident: These are brought out, more clearly by the moving
averagethe solid line in Chart D6. For the Detroit SMSA, the
behavior of new building permits generally conformed to national
business cycles, but with a lead, especially at peaks. A rather long
lead occutred before the 1973 peak in national business activity.
That is, new building permits in the six-cqunty area began falling
eight quarters, or two years, before the recession started.
Nationwide, riew building permits led by four quarters. The cyclical
decline in the Detroit SMSA, therefore, began about one year before
the 0:Attraction in a similar indicator for the nation as a whole.
Within.' Michigan, the Detroit and Flint SMSAs exhibited the
longest lead time for new building permits relative to the national
recession.

However, in the Detroit SMSA the magnitude of the last cyclical
decline was not large compared to most other metropolitan areas in
Michigan. From its pet* in the last quarter of 1971, the moving
average shown in Chart D5 fell '67.5 percent to- a low in the first
quarter of 1975. While that decline exceeded the fall statewide of
56.2 percent, it was less than the 69.1 percent drop in the national
index and ranks as the third mildest amongN the state's 11
metropolitan areas, behind the declines in similar indexed for the
Jackson and Geand ItaPids SMSAs.

Chart 1)5 shows that the nay building permit index generally rose
during the current expansion period. Heliminary data -for. 1978
indicate a slowing iii the rate of advance of new building permits in
the area and a leveling-Of of the moving average. The, apparent
weTkening in the upward momentum recently has left the Index of
New Building Permits for t,he Detioit SMSA well below its pre-
recession peak.

Employment' in the construction industry in the Detroit SMSA,
shqwn -in Chart 1)6, experiedced a fairly long decline during the
mid-1970s. That slump began in early 1973 and ended in the second

S
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quarter of 1976, histing a total of '13 quarters. This 164 downswing
was not unusual, since other Michigan metropolitan areas
experienced 'contractions ranging from- a high of 20 quarters in the
Bay City SMSA to a relatively short seven quarters in the
Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA. Among the
1'1 Michigan metropolitan areas, five experienced longer declines
rind five somewhat shorter contractions than the Detroit SMSA.
Statewide, the cyclical decline in employment in the construction
industry also lasted 13 quarters.

Measured from peak to trough, the magnitude of the decline in
construction employment in the 'Detroit OMSA was 24.9 percent,
only slightly above the 23.5 percent fall statewide. Six other
metropolitan areas experienced more severe contractions. They are
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Battle Creek, Bay City, Flint, Jackson, and-
Saginaw.

As 'Chart D6 shows, construction employment in the area
increasea considerably since hitting a low in mid-1976. By the
fourth quarter of 1978, local conptruction employment was up 52
percent above the recession low, and 14.1 percent above its pre-
recession peak. Only two other SMSAsin the state had employment
levels in 1978 above pre-recession, peaks by more than the 1Detrcit
SMSAFlint and Muskegon. For the 1970-78 period ia'a whole, the
Detioit SMSA experienced no growth in construction employment,
which, by the way, represents a fairly good performance oVer the
nine-year period, because six metropolitan areas, in the 'etafe
experienced negative growth. The recovery in the hetroit SM§A
since mid-I 976 has offset the severe slump in construction
employment, and sizable falloff of construction activity resulting
from the recession.

Banking Activity

The behavior of key banidng indica ors for the Detroit SMSA was
not markedly different froM thestat as a whole during the 1970-78
period. This i not surprising bec use the size of the Detroit
metro olithn dread with Its large fi an ral sector, sliggests that
activitfr there is likely to have a considerable influence on the state's
pggre ate performance. In 19(17, for example, the Detroit SMSA
accounted for 54 percent of the current-dollar volume of total
deposits arid 52 percent of total loans at commercial banks in the
state. Table D3 shows that annual growth rates for deposits and
loans at comtnercial banks over the eight-year period from 1970 to
1977 were slightly lower in the Detroit SYNA than in Michigan as a

(9k9
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TABLE D3

Average Annual Growth Rates
of Selected. Commercial Banking Indicators

,4 Detroit SMSA and Michigana

(percent)

Indicator
Detroit
SMSA Michigan

Demand deposits (curennt dollars) 3.7

Deflated demand depositsb ht3.0

Total deposits (current dollars) 7.3

Deflated total depositsb 0.4

Total loans (1:urrent dollars)

Commercial and industrial loans (current dollars) '" 7.3

Consumer installment loans (current dollars) 9.1

t'

Except where i9dicated otherwise, estimated growth
linenr trefida. for hie 1970-78 period. -

hCurrent-dollar values adjusted for changes in the Detroit Consumer.Price IAdex
for the Detroit SMSA and the U.S. Cdnsurper Price 1ndegx for Michigan.

-2.

6.5

6.3

5.7

8.7

rates aro based on log-

fr

whole. For the banking indicators ,shOwn inTable D3, the largest
difference between the local ared Sand state was' in41,growth of
loaps; on a cuqent-dollar basis loans grew at an annual.iate of 1.6'
percent statewide, compared to 6.3 percent in the Detroit SMSA.
The latter was the slowest growth rate aMong the 10 Metropolitan

4areas in the state for which Comparable data were available.
Moreover, the growth of total de osits in the.Detroit SMSA was the
second lowest among thes ten SMSA3. The Lafising-Past Lansing

.SMSA had the lowest ra of growth-6,2 percent for the eight-year
period. Theitfore, the Detr it SMSA performed poorly relative to
most other metropolitan areas in Michigan in terms of the growth of
loans and deposits at commercial banks.

An lndeX of Deflated beniand Deposits and an,Index of Debated
Tptal Deppsits for. the Detroit SMSA gre shown in Chart D7.

:the Battle Creek SMSA is excluded from the con*arie ns here because
blinkAng data for thatarea did not,coyer the entir4Y.19V.,77 peri : (See the Battle
'Creek SMSA section.)

fr
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Quarterly values for both deposits s tes we'te deflated with the
Consumer Price. Index' for Detro , seasonally adjustect, and
expressed relative to their 1972 average. As the chart reveals, the
Index of Deflated Demand Deposits declined more.. than the Indei,
of Deflated Total Deposits during the lastsecession. The former fell
29.0 Oercent and the latter a more moderate 11.8 percent.. Besides
the difference in the Magnitude of the slump, the decline in the
Index of Deflated Demand.Deposits lasted 16 quarters,(4 years!)
compared to 11 4uarters for the Iptclex of Deflated Total Deposits.

. rAccept for tho,flay City' and Lansing;East Lansing 'SMSAs, those
;represent the longest contraction among metropolitan areas in
tVlichigan. 'As noted in other sections, the lead at the 1973 peak in
national: business activity an& t he lag, at tthe.. trough were
characteristic ,A almost all local depoSit series as well as the
constant-dollar value .of he national, money supply, narrowly
defined as cash oktstand g -pips demand deposits at Commercial
banks.

Chart 97 shows that neither index has moved aboVe ts pre-
. recession peak,during the prrentAixfmnsion: The Index of Jeflied

Tdtat'DepositS hit a recent high of 99.1 in the kurth quarter of
' 1977, 2.5.per4nt beloW its previous pqak.-By comparison, the Index
of eflated Demand DepoSits in the last quarter of 4977 was 17.1
percent'below its-pre-recession peak. In none a the, 11'SMSAs in the
stite has the Index of Deflated Demand Deposits rnowd above pre-
recekiaion levels,- so the. behavior in -the Detioit "gMS4 is- not

HoW4er, in foul' areas.; Ann Pri§dr-Ypsilaritir Flint,
Grand 4apids, and Saginaw, the 1978 level of the Indesi of Deflated
Total Deposits 'exceeds Lite pre-recession peak. Thus,' while the
Det nit behaVioi'.is not unique in this respect, it is certainly not
am g the stronger performances across the state.

The 'current-dollar volume, of loans at commercialrbanks in the
Dettoit SMSA s shown, by' quarter i9 Chart D8, Along with
comhierical and industrail loans and coneuMer installment lotria.

'The Weer tWo.grew at anntial rates of 5,7 percent and 8,7 percent,
respectively, eveil the-M70-77-period, Commercial bank loans did
,suffer detbackA during the last reqssion but,, as Chart D8 sshows,
the contractions in the aree's 'loan volumetegan after the national
recession was underw'ay. This higking kndency Was evident at.the
trough ,a1i)o, with -a recovery in the -area's Otal loan volume not
beginn ng tthtil tato 1976.

5. Slu Vowth of 'demand depoaits is duo to somo(extent to changes in
financial oWs.iind practicea, as riot.ed in Port I..

.
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Measured from peak tq trough, the current-dolldr volume Of loans
fell 7 percent during the 1974-76 per0,0, the seconid largest drop
recorded Among the state's metropolitnn areas. The BatIe, Creek
SMSA ranked first, with a decline of 9.8 percen&J'be d lines in
commercial tmd industrial loans and con Mer .installment loAns
were 7.3 percent and 9.8 percent, vely.

AS-Chart D8 shows, loans increased .considerably in the area in
the last two and one-half years, and have moved well above their
197) peak levels. In the second quarter of 1978 total loans,were 2Q.2

-perterit above the cyclical peak in the second quarter of 1974.
Commercial and industrial loans were 22.5 perCent above their
previous peak, and consumer installment loans 89.6 prcent. higher.

In Sum, the Detroit SMSA experienced one of the 1arger7dec1ines
in the airrent-dollar volume ,of loans At compercial balls during----- .,
the 1973-75 recession. But,,while the non has moved total
loans above i previous pebk, the area Iiilara tite lowest among:,1

the Michigan metropolitan areas in terms, of growth fluring 'the
1970-77 period.

I
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Flint .SMSA

The Flint SMSA is made up of Shiawassee and Genesee counties
and is the third largest metropolitan area in Michigan. in 1977,
.514,400 people lived in thetwo-county area, up 1.1 percent from its
1970 leve. In that same year, the Flint SMSA acco nted for 5.6
percent of 'the total population in Michigan. The Fl,,ii t SMSA is
bordered by the Detroit SMSA to the southeast, Saginaw
SMSA to the north, and the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA to the
west. It is, therefore, located in the heart of the automobile-
'producing region of the nation and is the center for the Production
of General Motors' ars. That one corporation employs about three-
fourths of the Ma facturing workers in the area. .

t

The Flint SMSA ranks second among the state's. 11 SMSAs in'
terms of total personal income, "wi;ich mitts estimated at $3,627
million in 1976. hi that year its per capita income was $7,046,
ranking just behind Detroit ($7;496) and Ann 1 Arbor-Ypsilanti ,

($7,2-1.5) Over the 1969-76 period, the area's .pers4nal income grew
at an annual rate of 9.3 percent, which exceed6 the 9.0 percent
average growth rate for all U.S. SMSAs. Also, thepersonatincome
growth in the Flint SMSA was the fourth highest. among the 11
Michigan SMSAs during that period: It should be noted, however,
that because of its heavytdependence on automobile production,
more than in any other Mi6higan metropolitan area, personal
income in the Flint SMSA varies considerably over the business
cycle. For eicample,,in 1974, with the auto industry in the midst of a
slumP, personal income in the Flint SMSA rose only IJ percent
from its 1973 level, the smallest income gain among the state's 11
metropolitan areas. But as automobile productIonteomed in 1976,
personal income in the Flint SMSA rose 18.9 percent from its 19M
level, the largest annual increase among .Michigan SMSAs. .,

, ,
'A>
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The employment distribution in the Flint SMSA is heavily
skewed toward manufacturing, automobiles in particular. Table Fl
shows that in 197'703:6 perce4VOf the area's total wage and salary
employment was engaged in`-thanufacturing, compere& to 32.4 .
percent statewide. Both, of course, exceeded the nationwittp
proportion or23.8 percent. Moreover; nearly all manufacturing
-employment in the Flint SMSA is accounted for by durable goods
industries, dominated by automobile and -related production at
General Motors. In 1977, 72.8 percent of the manufacturing
workerQin the area wereemployed by the transportation equipment
inclulA. Only the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA, with 63.8 percent
of Rs manufacturing employment accounted for by the
transportation equipment industry, approached anything like tlgt
Flint SMSA,concentration of employment in a single industry,

The heavy eoncentratiOn ip automobile produCtion in the. Flint
SMSA accounts for the area's relatively high persopal incorne level
because of .the high wages ail& long workweek in the automobile
industry. However, thatndustrial structure also imparts e high
degree:ol cyclical volatility to the local economy, giving the Flint
SMSA ,t1 reputation as a. boom or bust area. The following sections
reveal the cyclica) sensitivity of economic activities in the area over
roughly ifhe last ten years.

TABLE Fl

Perceptagetistribution *of Total.Wage and Salary Einploydient
Flint SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

Item
Flint §MSA

1972 1977

Michigan

1972. 1977

Total Wage and Salary 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

ManufaCturing 46.0 43.6 30.r 32.4

Durables 42.4 . 41.4 28.1 26.9
Nondurables 2.2 70 6.5

Nontnanufacturing 41.2 .41.9 00 49.6

Go,ernment 13.8 14.5 16.9 18.0
L

Source: Michigan Cmployment Security Commienion.

1
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Businesayonditions in the Flint SMSA,

Labor Market Conditions

Several indicators of etnpiloyment and unemproyment in the Flint-
SMSA reveal, the high degree OlNcyclical sensitivity which. . .
characterizes this area's economy. Over :t2ughly the last ten years
the short-run behavior of local labor maiket indicators was
substantially More volatile than thosevof the state as a whole. hi
fact, the Flint SMSA was the most cyclically sensitive of the state's
11 metropolitan areas; not an unexpected characteristic given the
heavy cOncentration in automobile production-within the area.

Chart Fl shows w,,age and salary employment in the Flint SMSA
for the 1970-78 periods The gyclical phars of local petal wage and 01'
salary -and manufacturing employment .,confOrmed closely to
national business cycle patterns, moving up juring expansions and
falling.during recessions.. ln'additiOni (the timing of peakat.and
trdughs in, the other two local employment series coincided with
peaks and troughs in national business cycles over the period
exaniined.

Not surprisingly, Ole beh vior of total wage and salary
etnploymenit in the Flint SM8A is largely,, determined 'by
movem6ts in local manufacturing employment. Note,' for ex ple,
that the total wagefiriid salary employment series shown hart
Fl ispearly a mirror image...of the manufacturi ploynient
series. However, the latter is far more cyclical* rnsitive than the
former. During the 1973-75 recession, for example, employment in
local manufacturing industries fell 26.5 percent, the second, most
severe decline among the state's-11 metropolitan 'areas and ranking
just behind the 26 Percent ,de4ine in the Anil Arbor-Ypsflanti
SMSA. On the othel. hand, Ponmanufacturiv employment fell only
5.5 percent during Che recession,. and. gorernment employment
experienced a brief setbaCk of 8,3 percent. Consequently, total wage
and salary employment in the Flint SMSA declined by 13.4 percent,
which is much less thari that Of manuftictuting employment but still
the most severe downswing. among the state's111 metropolitan
areas. 'Ne slump in the Plint SMSA exceeded by wide margin the

.42._ percent dectine in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA, which
recorded the mildest: decline among the metropolitan areas in
Michigan. Statewide, totail wage apd salatry eemployment fell 6.9
percent during the 1973-75 period, just over one-half the magnitude
of the downswing in the Mita, SMSA.
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As Chqt, shows, however, the employMent expansioas in the

area follAing the national fecessions have been fairly strong, with
the major components of walg'e and salary employment' moving
above pre-recession peaks. . During the recent ,, expansion,
manufacturing employment in (the Flint SMSA rose 40.5 percent
from its cyclical low in the first quarter of 1975 to t4 fourtquorter
of 1978. That' local expansion ranks just behind the 46.1,percent
increase registered in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA. Over that
time period, total wage and salary employment in the area increased
27.9 percent, the largest relative increase among the state's 11
metropolitan areas.

Despite the large cyclical siving4 that characterize employment in
the Flint SMSA, the area's growth performance 'was relatively
.good. Table F2 shows that this metropolitan area outperformed the
state in terms of growth of tot.al wage and salary, manufacturing,
and government employment over the 1970-78 period. The
difference between the local`area and the 4t,a,ty was substantial for
manufacturing ,employment, with the state moving upward at a
slow 0.2 percent annual rate compared to 1.2 percent in the Flint
SMSA. The latter ranks behind the 2.1 percent annual increase in
the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA: and the 1.8 pc9:ent annual increase
in the Grand Rapids and Saginaw SMSAs: On the other hand,
nonmanufacturing employment in The Flint SMSA grew at an'
annual rate of 2.4 percent, third lowest among the 11 metropolitan
areas. Only the Battle Creek and DetrOit SMSAs, With annual
growth rates of 2.2 percent and 2.0 percelk, respeciively, exhibited
slower growth of nonmanufacturing employment over the nine-year
period.

Two indicator's of the unemployment situation, the unemploy--
rnent rate and average weekly initial claims for unemployment
insuifanCe, also reveal differences in Ai.owth and cyclical
perfOrmance between the state apd the Flint SMSA. Table F2
shows that the jobless rate in the Flint SM SA drikd upwardlat an
-annual rate of 2.4 percent dmring the 1970-78 p-eriod, slightly below (

, the 2.8 percent annual increase for the state as a whole. lioth are
belowttbe trend of 4.3 percent per year that has characterized the
nationai j( es. . More striking, however, is the difference in the
growth rates o ial claims for unemployment insprance. In the
Flint .SMSA suCli claimp grew at up annual sate a 4.6 percent
during the 1968-78 period, compared, to-the 7.3' percent rate for
Michigan as a whole, arfd 7,1 percthit nationwide. Moreover, the
growth rate in the Flint SMSA was the k)west among the state's 11
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metropolitan areas, far below the 11.1 percent annual growth rate in
the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA1.

TABLE F2'

Averase Annual Growth Mites of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

Flint SNISA and Michigan'

(percent)

indicator Flint SMSA Michigan

.Total wage and salary employment 2.0 1.8

Manufacturing employment . 1.2 0.2

Nonmanufacturing employment 2.4 2.6

Government employment 3.2 3.0

Civilian labor force .7 2.0

Unemployment rate 2.8

Average weekly initial claims for U I b 1.6 7.3

Average workwetik, production
workeits. mfg. 1.5 0.6

--,-t
Except where indicated otherwise, estimated growth rates are

linear trench; for tin; 1970-78 period.
I)
Computed for the 1968-78 period.

based on log-
,

However, both the unemployment, rate and average weekly initial
claims for unemployment insurance are more cyclically sensitive in
the Flint SMSA than statewide. These two ihdicatrors are shown by

'cue in Charts F2 ana F3. Except for late '1970, the local and
'statewide jobless "rates were quite similar between 1970 and 1973.1('
.But 'the national recession and the slump in the atto industry droVe
the jobless rate ,in the:Flint SMSA from a sea8ona11yOadjusted 5.4
percent in the third quatter of 1973 to 17.3 percent in the second
quarter of 1975. rIpe letter was the highest jobless rate recorded
among N4ichigan metropolitan areas and was well above the
statewlde high-of 13,4 percent.

While the runup in the local jobless fate was considerable' during
tho 1973-75 recession, Chart F2 shows that decline during the
recent expansion was also of sizable magnitude. This coincides with
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... CHART F 3 .
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the relatively large cyclical. upswingS . and downswingt in
fimployment in the urea, and is further evidence of the overall
cyclical sensitivity of this 'area. Despite the high un;?mployment

tVrate-which characterized this area in earl 1976, the local jobless
nitre receded quickly to a level close to e statewide average by
1976. In that year the unemploythent rattraveraged 9.8 percent in
the Flint SIWSA compared to..9.4 percent for the state as a whole.
Since then, the local jobless ratt: has remained just above the state
average. (

I

The short.runc. swings in average weekly initial claims for
unemployment inSurance fbr the state and the Flint SMSA are quite
.similar although, as Chart F3 reveals, the local series is 'more
erratic. Both series lead at national business cycle peaks; that is,
they begin to rise before a downswing .in general business activity
starts. Since peaks in total wage and salary and manufacturing
employment tend to coincide with those of national usinegs cycles,
the upswing in average weekly initial claims tend, foreshddow
slunips in employment in the Flint SMSA.' Finally, erage`weekly
initipl claims in' the Pliat SMSA fall substantially during expansion
periods when employmentil the area is rising. Chart F3 shows that,
while initial claims in the area mov4downward after the.1969-716
and 1973-75 recessions, they failed to move below previous cyclical
lows. By the end of 1978, initial claims in the Flint SMSA were
down 63 percent from their. first-quarter 1976 level. Statewide,
initial claims had fallen 54 wlercent by the foOrth quarter of 1978.

Finally,I.the_ seasonally-ad ted average workweek for
manufacturing production workers wn in Qhart F4, experienced
relatively lake cyclical swings in thI1int SMSA, not unexpected
behavior given the heavy concentration on automobilq production

' in the area. The contraction in the average workweek began before
the national xecession started and prior to the beginning of the
slump in local manufacturing employinent. The. decline was brief,
however, lasting only four quarters. But its magnitude was large, as
tlit workweek dropped fro 1.44.9 hours in the second quarter of
103 to 38.4 ho rs a ye ater. AS was the case for other sensitive
indicators in lie metropolitan area, the average workweek' ,

remvered strongly, hitting a high of 46.9 hours in the fourth quarter

it,rratie plovements inAthe local serien.diminish. but do not eliminate, its
, usefulness as a leading indicator. Such behavior does imlicate. however. that this

series i hould be ummi emitiously and certainly in combination with othPer mmsitive
indicators. the average workweek:for example.
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of 1978. That represents the longest workweek among
manufacturing workers i any of the state's metropolitan areas, and
is well above the state average of 3.6 hours for the last three
months of 1978.

Construction
I.

A quarterly Index of New Building Permits for private hotising is
shown In Chart F5 (dashe& line); Each quarterly value is expressed
in ,terrns of the 1967 'average so that the base value of thdt ypar

tequals 100. The solid line iri the chart ig' a moving average of thit...
unadjusted values andis much.smoother than the' unadjusted
index. Chart F5 reveals that 'new building perinits in Flint ,

SMSA did not decline during the 196940 receasion: In ct, the
mdving average rose fairly steadily from the last quarter of )1966 to
the fourth quart& of 1971. The Ann Arbor-Yipsilanti SMSA was the
only other metropolitan area in Michigan that did not experience a
recession-related contraction in new building permits in 1969-70.,
Statewide, new building permits fell 21.5 percent and natiOnal
Indtx of. New Building Permik dropped 24.5 percent. Th s, local
commitments to build privati housing, reflected in the Index of
New, Building Permits., were unarcted by the relatively mild
national recession in 1969-70.

, .

However, the more recerit slump in building permit activity was
not only severe, but was also quite long. Chart F5 shows that the
moving average fell from a peak in the last quarter of 1971 to a low
in the,*(st quarter of 1975. That local cyclical decline, which lasted
more than three years, equaled the duration of the slump in the
adjacent Detroit and.Saginaw SMSAs and was the longest among
the state's tnetrbpolitan areais. The magnitude of the decline in the
Flint SMSA was 79.6ipercent measure& from peak to trough, and
that was exceeded on6, by the fall of 88.6 percent and 84.5 percent
in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and Matte Creek SMSAs, respectively.

Chart F5 shows, however, that, the subsequent expansion in new
building permits has been fairly strong. Preliminary data ,Dt. 197ti
show that the moving .average of new, building peimits has
continued to increase; with its latest level being 195 percent above,
the recession low. Despite this expansion, new building Permits in
the Flint SMSA htive. failed .to reach their pre-recession high, a
situation that existed ih all Michigan metropolitan areas at the end
of 1978:

Employtnent in ate local construction industry is shown in Chart
F6. As is the case in other metropolitan areas, construction employ-

1 02
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01.

Ment in the Flint SMSA exhibits a high degree of cyclical
sensitivity. After a modest expansion following the 1969-70
recession, construction employment began declining in the third
quarter of 1972five quarters before -the national recession
startedand continued to do so 'until the second quarter of 1975.
Over thdt period employment in'the.construction inilustry fell 33.9
percent, exceeding the statewide drop of 23.5 percent. However,
three other meeropolitan areas in the state suffered more severe
contractions than Klint. They are Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Jackson,
and Saginaw,

As Chart F6 shows, the recent expansion in employMent in the
focal construction indukry fias been quite strong, Employment rose
.87.8 percent from the second quarter of 1975 to the fourth quarter
of 1978. That is the most vigorous expansion for this series among
the state's 11 metropolitan areas. As a }-esult, construction

_employment in the Flint SMSA was well above its pre-recession
peak by the foprth quarter of 1978. Only in the Muskegon SMSA
has construction employment moved further abOve its pre-recession!
high.

Bunking Actiyity

The behavior ^of totid deposits and demand deposits at
commercial banks4n-the Flint SMSA is revealed in Chart F7. Each
series has been adjusted for price changes and expressed relative to
its 1972 average.

The cyclical declines in both indexes began befóre the 1973 peak
in national business actlirity. However, th%downswing in the Index
of Deflated Demand Deposits started two quarters before that of
the IndeX of Deflated Total DeposiM and the former wkis more
precipitous than:the, latter. From peak to trough) the Index of
Deflated Demand DepositS fell 26.7 percent compared to the 13.4
percfht dettne in the Index of Deflated Total Derosits. Neither of,
these two contractions was the most severe among the 11 Michigan
metropolitan areas.

As was the case for several local employment and construction'
indicators, the expansion of commercial bank deposits since the last

. recession has been relatively stronk in the Flin, SMSA. In the
second quarter' of 1978, the latest 4uarterly data available, the
Index of Deflated Demand Deposita Was 26.7. percent abOvd its
recession low, and the Inklex stf Deflated Total Deposits had ris6
18.7 percent. And, as Chart F7 shows, the latter had risen aboile its

04'
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CHART F 7
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pre:recession peak by the, end of 1977, joining the Ann. Arbor-
Ypsilanti, Grand Rapids, and Sagnaaw SMSAs 'as an area in which
the deflated value of total deposits at commercial banks had moved
above its previous cyclical high. Although the expansion in this
area's em'and deposits index was the most vigorous among
Michigan Metropolitan 'areas, in mid-1978 the in\dex was still 7.1
percent Ilelow its pre-recession peak.

Table F3 shows that. the annual growth rate of the deposit series
in the Flint SMSA exceeded the growth rate for the state as a whole.
But the growth- of total deposits in the Flint SMSA, 9 percent in
current dollars and 2 percent in constant dollars, ranked only fifth
arming Michigan metropolitan areas.

o
-1

TABLE F3

Average Annual Giowth Rates of Selected
Commercial Banking Indicators

Flint,SMSA and Michigan°

(percent)

Indicator Flint SMSA Michigan

.Demand deposits (current dollars)

.Deflated demand deposits')

. Total deposits (current dollars) . .

:;,, h

1

4.6

9.0

3.7

3.0
7.3

.DeflatesktotOdeposits 2.0 0.4

Total loarialpitrrent dollars)- 8.7 7.6

Commercial atid industrial loans
(current dollars) 7.1 7.3,

Consumer installment loans
(current,dollars) 9.3 9.1

a
Except where indicated otherwise, estimated growth rates are based on log-

Liuetr trends_for the 197(08 period.. .

b
Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. COniMmer Prke 1nd, -

\ '"
ghe growth of loans Was also relatively slow in the Flint SMSA,

increasing in current-dollar tehns at an annual rate of 8.7 percent
'owe the 1970-77 period. While that xceeded the statewide growth
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rate of 741 percent, it ranked only.' fiftth beli'ind. the, growth 'in
.k

Saginaw, Muskegon, Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, und..°Kalamazdo-..
Portage. For those same ars, the current:-dollar volume of.
cOMmercial and Industrial loans grew at an annual rate sof ..7.1
percent. .In this caSe, only the Bay City, Detroit; .4pd 'Jackson
SMSAs,. registered .blower growth. In addition,' the 9.3 percent'
annual growth rate of consumer inStallroent loans4anked,eigh0
among the 10 metropolitan areas in the state for'whltkOmparable
data were available. Note that in terms of the latter. tA,!(5 Toan ,eeriev,
the Flint,performance was norinuch different from ,th&state..

Chart F. shows that Che growth rate of total loans, slowed
considerably during .the 1:973-75 recession, and' that consualier

, installment loans in the area experiallied an absolnte docline
-throughout that period. That contraction was ,a relatively 'mild 4,8
percent, however. In current dollar's, consUmer instailtnentloans
dropped 6'percent. Only.in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti:SMSA, where
such loans fell 4.3 percent, and in tfie Kalamazoo-Portage SNISA,
whiere almost no decline was evident, did consumer installment
loans experience milder setbacks during the' lpat recession. The
receg'sion performance of commercial bank loans in the Flint, SMSA'"
is r markable, given the relativ.e1;1 large cbntraction in the firefes

loyment duringihat business slump.

Also, Chart V8 reveals that since the end .of the retession 'the
4 expansion of loans has been 'strong. Cominercial and industrial

loans are well above their 1974 levels, and consumer ,installment
loans have risen 81 percent since hitting a recession low in the
second quarter of 1075. And in the second qttarter of 1978, total
loans atiltominercial banks in the Flint SMSA wee up 35.7 percent
over their pre-recession level.,

In suminary, the Flint SMSA exhibited a high degree of cyclical"
sensitivity during the 1970s, characterized by sizable downswings
and upswings in key economic indicators..The latter typically Qffset
the prevOts cyclical decline, sendin Jocal economic:- activities
above their previous peaks, This relati ely large k..ycligal amplitude
was 'most, evident in the labor marliet i dicators.'Overall, the Flint
SMSA can easily be classified as the 'most cyclically sensitive

, metropolitan area in Michigan j,n terms of eroployment. However,
While deposits and loans at comniercial banks in the area did ex-

. perience cyclical swings, the Flint SMSA was not the most volatile .el

metropolitan area in this-regard during the 1970-78 period, nor was
it subject to the largest fluctuations in construction aétivity':
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' In-teirs,df. ppufaticin, ',the Oratit R41^;i0 S,IO.A'.. 19 the.second - ".*..--'

.. liqgest metroPolita"karea in/Michigan.fh-1977,'51A,690 Pkiplalived).
!,.:' " 71, iri\Ott'a.w,a and Kent c6untida', .. which knaie .iipthe Quind;itapids ..,.. .

7i: $M§A:)fhatIrepraSents 6.3,percerif of the gtate'fi total populatIOn ht.::
4- - ...alat-year AlthOu'gh tfiii-arba- ranked-second to the Detroit SMSA .i.,0

:,:, I.,- site.' it waS ciiiaideriblY Nftialler in-absolute eesitik "Since,the lattie ...,...,

had* population,c101,6,-20n 197.7:Moire, tliart4ev0 On'ical that of ; .;
the .Grand ItaPideSSA.. ,. s.,.. , ,

b. ..
...

31'

BetWeen 1470 arid-1k7;gopulatIon inkreased;(0"percerit in
4 '

::.two:Count), 'area.- ..That; gain ., ranked-':.;t4ird- among ,..;Michisiin. ,,,
..

, v.." . -metropolitan areas,141 behind the incOas4 Of t3,,tiercent and:6:9
: '": r, Orcont _Iii the UnailikEailt: Lansing', .a14 Aria 'ArAor-Y-psifanti . ( ;

. ..., ., SMSAs,.r91j*ttlrely; 'and well: itb6titi'the seate#41d4.increase iiiff .8 -:-.'.)
en

, .. pbrct-for the. eightiear p4find. .s ...1 -,'.. . , .--., -'"' ...., "-::': ..

'The Grand. SNefSA alSO' ranked 411,rd41034 the statO
. , . ....metroPolitan areas , terms , of .tOtal . per,sonal

amounted to $3,5t3 millio4 in 1976. In (hilt year; the Grand .041pfda .

SASA.,--laCcbiyited for 5.6' percent.;6i _total:* person*;-incOme. in.'
Michigan. Howevte ' thIs metropolitan area-had thahied fOwastper
'capita inciipe among, the 1,1 meteopolitan aeas Ir 1676, its pero."
Ca 'ta of 16,/54 'exceeded that -of Ufa

4 Sh tes-iytualtegon Heights SMSA ($5,496)4.1ndthli §IVISA
($6,116), and, was below the stateigid6 level4Of $6,757: TheyelatiVejy
low per cap,ita inconie level in' the: Grand .,I3.apids SMSA is ,.

, attributable largely to the.fact that it is riot 4. higtovagear*This,-
61.cou06-, is due to the local industiy mix, which1s4airly dl ers fieçl 4
PIA riot heayily dependent-on' the high-wage autOmobile indu4iy.
In f'act, the 1976 averake wage rate in this area's mannficturing
sector was the lowest among. tile state's metrivolitan areapt., .".- ,

/
Table GR1 shows that the employment .disttibtilion in the.loeal;

0
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.' area is tliOilar to the/ state, except that tho-gevernment settor is
qababantialVismallti- in the Grrtna\ Rapids SM§A'. In 1977,_ the
prdporti,on of, totarWerge and salary.ernPlOnehtliCrounted for by:
durable goods industries w,,as Dearly the slime in thelocal ar-ea and
the 'state as a Whole, 26.1 percent ahd 20 Percent, refitiectively...
'However., the.-a,ggregate4 'shown in Table GR1 mask the 'major
difference betweethis aiea and' the state: the key durable goodti

; industries in theAftra'nd RapidS SivIA are nol 1iikd tty.aritoinobile
, produc,tion:'- in 19.7.1,, the tr%isportatiort .-ecluipment 'industry

amounted foronly05 percent of.manufacturing employment in the
.

'area, edmpared to 34.7 percent statewide and 72.8 percent in the
Flint SiMij.. The fabricated metals industry a-counted for .1948
percent of the area's rnanufatturing th`hploYment/Iri 1977, followed

, by furniture and fiXtures, '14.7 percent, and nonelectrical mach4rery,
4. 14:0 percent. More thah one-half or the jobs in the_Michigan

furOiture industry are located in the Grand Rapids SMSA. Thus, _

the local area has an industry mix substantially. 44ferent frOM the
state as a whole or from most Other metropolitan areas in Michigan.
This is especially the case when the Graid Rapids SMSA is
compared to the metropolitan areas in the, eastern part of the state.-
In addition, the manufacturing sector in the Grand Rapids SMSA is
somewhat more diversified, with no gingle industry or firm,
accounting for. the liulk of employment, in the area. Only the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA has a more diversified industrial base

4.%than that of the Grand Rapids $MSA.

TABLE G R1

Pereentake Distribution of Total Wage and Salary Employment
Grand Rapids SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

em

Hotel Wage and Salary

faCtuting

Dural) 141
NOndurables

Nonmanufacturing
Government

oSourco: Michigan Kmployment.

Grand Rapids

.1972

SMSA

1977

Michigan

1972 197'7
_

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

37.5 34.6 35.1 32.4.

28,2 26.1 28.1 25.9
9.3 `` 8.6 7.0 6.6

51.9 52.9 48.0 49.6

10.6 12.5 16-.9 18.0

'clfb

Se("urity Comtninaion.

109
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Business Conditini die Grand litipide SMSA/ . ?

Labor Market conditions ., -
In'. terms .of growth and cyclical stability. the. Grand Rapids

SMSA outperformid all other Micfligan metropAan areas. Tablv
G1t2 shows that-- oven the 1970-78 periotl, total wage 'and salary

...,
employment glwq,at afi annuM nab of 3.1_-.percent, which is
considerably aboefoothe staiewitle rate 41.8 percient and represe s
the nclost rapid growth among the state8 11 met&politin areas o
that nine-year perkea. The 1.8 perOent growth rate f'manufw&turI4g
einPloyment in tho-Grtd Rapids SMSA ranks second, just behind
thd 2.1 percpbt v;rowt rdte in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti- SMSA.
However, while manufactUring and ponmanufaeturing employment
in' the dela grew at relatively.,raprd rates, th.e largeqt.contilbutor to
local employment groILII was the governmeht sector. lior the nine?
year period bekinning ii71970, government emPloyment grew pt an
annual rate .of 1911 percent, -which is the highest" growth rat fpr
public emploitment among the state's metropolitan areas. ......,..1,5 .

Table - GR2 showit that the Orand ;Rapids SMSA4 'also
outperformed the statAiti terms of growth et e civilian labor forte,

----/ :,.
TABLE CR

Averaffe Annual Growtciates of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

Grand Rapids SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

ndkatoe

'NW wage and Salary employment .

nufacturing employment . . .

GtVtapids

SA '

3.1

Miel4gan

1.8
0.2

nmanufacturing employment. . 4'34 2.6
overnment emplOyment .6.1 3.0

Civill4 labor force . 2.9 2.0
Unemployment rate
Average weekly initial clairnB for U lb 3.7 7.3
Average workweek,production

workers, mfg.,.. 0.3 0.6

*ft

"Viteept WIwre nidicated otherwise, entimated groAlireVm ere bened on log:linear
trench for the I 970-78 period.'

t'Computed for.the 196.8-78 period. '?
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the unemployment, rate71nd averlige, weekly initial claiins for
= unemployment., insurande. Over the 1970-78 period the joblew.rate
in the tirga extibite(40 slight downtrend of O. iNer'cent per year,

./ , compared to the 'upward'. drift of .2.8 pbreerft fpr thle stat6ide
average. Thüe,. the G.V1 nd Rapids ,iMS,A joins the Bay:City SMSA
as tlynly metropolittm area in Mithikan not exh1biting positive
gro in the local unemployment tate. In line with the area's
relatively strong' employment growth, initial claims for
unemployment insurance.grew at a modest rate of 3.7 percent per
year over the 1968-78*-period. Only ths Flint SMSA had a lower
growth rate, 1.ii percent. For Michigan as a whole, initild clalinS
expanded 7.3 percent per year over that eleven-year period. -

Chart GR1 shows that nonmanufacturing and governme(
employment were highly stable throughout the '1970.-78 period,
'although the former experienced a slight 1 percent decline during
the 1973-75 recession. But that decline wiiN the mildest among the
state') metropolitan areas except for the Kalamazoo-Portage
SMSA, in which nonmanufacturing employment suffered no
setbatk during he recession. On the other hand, manufacturing
employment fell 8.3 percent in the Grand Rapids SMSA during tlw
last recession, and that largely accounted for the 5.1 percent decline
in the area's total wage and salary employment. Both local ,,
contractions were less than the stateWide declines of 18.7 percent

f.
and 6.9 perceca' for manufacturing and total wage, and salary
employment, respectively. ) t*

Since the recession, employment in each sector has increased
substantially. M of the fourth quarter of 1978, manufacturing
employment was up 29 peroent over its recession low and had
reached a level that was 5.4 percent above its pre-recession peak.
Combined with the steady growth in nonmanufacturing and
government employment, the expansion. ki manufacturing has
resulted in a 17.5 percent increase in the area's total wage and
salary employment since the last recrsion ended.

The jobless rate ih the Grand Rapids SNISA exhibits aboutsthe
same cyclical. sensitivity asthe statewide rate but, as Chart G1t2
shows, Che local rate has remained somewhat. below the state
average throughout the nine-year period. During the last recession
the local unemployment rate' rese from a seasonally-adjusted 6
percent in the third quarter of 1973 to 12.4 percent in the second
iptarter of 1975. Since that time, the unemployment rate in the
Grand Itapids.BMSA has fallen considerably, hitting a tecent low of

I4.8'percent in the first quarter of 1978, tplow its pre-reces ion low.
,
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CHART 3

AVERAGE WEE(çLY INITIAL CLAIMS FOR UNVMPLOYMENT INSURANyE, STA)TE PROGRAMS
OGAND I1APIDSASMSA

(Seasonally alluated)
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CHART 0 4
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( \
Gran'd Rapids is, therefore, the only metropolitan area in Michigani
where the jobWss rate has fallen below its pre-recession level.

A-verage weekly initial claims f unmeployment insurance,
shown in @hart GR3, exhibit an ov roll paqern of behavior in the
Grand Rapids SMSA that. is also q te shinilar to the state as a
whole. The local series was more cyclically volatile, however. During
the expansion period beginning in late 1970, average Ueekly. Alitial
laims fell 69.5 percent in the Grand Rapids SMSA, compaima to a

0 2.6 percent decline statewide. Bht, Awing the recession, initial
luilaimis jumped 452.6 percent in the local area. Only the .Ann Arbor-

Ypsilanti, Flint, and Saginaw SMSAs registered larker relative
increases than Grand Rapids during that period. Interestingly, each
of those areas isirnore heavily dependent on automobile production
than Grand Rapids,j and each experienced a more severe drop in..

'a !manufacturing employment. 4

,
, . Chart G R3 shows; however, that as of the fourth quarter of 1978,
initial claims in the Grand Rapids SMSA were conSiderably b ldtv --,

. the recession high. In fact, average weekly ini,t4l claims werf d wn
67.4 percent itri the local area). compared td-53.7 percent statewide.
NeverthelesS, they *pre stilrabove their 40'4(3N/ion8 cyclical lows in
the fourth quarter o'f 1968'and the pecond qttarter of 1974. '

1-"Mnally,4 Chart GR4 shows that average weekly hours of .r
production workers in \manufacturing industries in the, Grand -.

Rapids SMSA fluctuate&mithin a rather narrow range during the
1970-78 period. During the last recession the avera workweek fell

- only 5.3 vercent. Except for the Bay City SMSA, w dre the average
workiveek did not experience a cyclical decline, that was the mildest
contraction among Michigan metropolitan areas. Since.the low of

- the first wafter of 1975, the average workweek has expafided in the
area. Expansion has been relatively mild, however, hitvAng a recent

11*
high of 42.1 hours,in the fourth quarter of 1977 and remaining close
to that level since then. Throughout the recent 'expansion, the
Grand Rapids SIVISA has had the shortest workweek among the
state's metropolitan areas.

``construction
I

Both construction employment and nep building permits for
prilate housing in the Grand Itapids SMSA exhibit cyclical
behavior that conforms closely to national btoiness cycles. Charts
GR5 and G R6 shoW that both series declined durinirecessio and
increased during expangion periods. The Atiming was diff rent;

s;

1 4
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howevr. 'New building permits led at naiional business c'ycle peaks
and troughs, whereas construction empJoyment tended to'lag,
especia4 at troughs.

' s . .

The magniaide of the decline in new building perm- its was about
the same during the 1969-70 and 1973-75 recessions, 43 percent and.
46.3 percent, retpectiyely. In all other Michigan metropolitan afeas
except Jackson, the contraction dur ng the 173-75 recession was
conSiderably more severe.thaq that df the late 1960s. This was also
thease for the stat6 as a whole and the nation. Interestingly, while
the 1973-75 slump in' this area's building permits was' relatively
mildonly the Jackson SMSA, with a drop in new Wilding permits
of 33.9 percent, experiencedf a milder Contractionthe earlier
decline in the Grand. Rapids area had been one of the more severe
among the 11 metropolitan areaa in the state: In fact, the 43 percent
decline in the Index of New Building Permits in_ this area during
1969 ranked fifth among Michigan, metropolitan areas.

The expansions in new building permits halt; been relatively
strong in Ole Grand Rapids SMSA, Chart G R5 shows that the peak
in the index in early 1973 was above' the previous cyclical high in

, fate 1968, Prpliminary data for 1978 show that the noost recent level
of this ar4's ne'w building permits, index was only 143 percent below
its 1.973 peak. Among Michigan metropolitan areasr only Jafkoon's
Index of New Building Permits hos risen above its pre-ricession
peak. The pprforuniance of the Grand Rapids index ranks second in
this respect.?

Employment in the ar a's co truction industry fell 20.7 percent
from a peak in the ;foil th guar er of 1973 to" a low in the fourth
quarter of 1976. Although that local, coyfraction lasted three years,
thra was niAllit unique to the Grand Rapids SMSA, since 'all
metropolitan aiseas in Michigan exprienced slumps in construction
employMent lasting longer than the nationid recession. Statewide,
the cyclical decline in construction employment lasted 13 quarters.
Thevatnplitude of the contrar,tion in the Grand Rapids SMSA was
relatively small; with the peak-to-trough decline of 20.7 percent
ranking behind the 13.1 percent drop hp the Muskegon-Norton
Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA and the 18,2 percent falloff in the
Kalamazoo- P/rtage SMSA.

Chart GRO shows that since the low in late 1976, construction
employment has expanded to a level in the last quarter of 1978 that
is 2.7 percent above its previous cyclical' peak. Thus, the Grandc

1'
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ti 16 G4nfl Rapids SMSA \
Rapidd SMSA joins five othel- Michig metr politan areasBay
City, Detroit, Fli t, KalamazooTortage, Muskeg n-Nortoh
Shores-Muekbgon tghtsad rek,iiond . in the sta where
employment in the Ideal conatruction industry has rieirbov pre-
recession levels during the recent, expimsion. Bocattea oflhe
relatively strong recoveries ih the Grand Rapids SMS4 following
the last two recedsions, construction employment foF the 1979-76,
period grew at an 91nual rate of 1.5 percent, exCeeding the modest

., 0.4 percent growth', statewide. 111

-r.-
) t

J
, Banking Activity

. 7
The 'Grand Rapids SMSA outperformed the state aver the

1 1970-77 period in terms of growth of. several banking indicators.
Table GR3 shows that in current dollars the largest(difference was
in total deposits, which grew at an annual rate of 9.4 percent,
compared to 7.3 percent statewide. In addition, the 113 percent
growth rate in the current-dollar volume/of commercOl and
industrial loahs in the Grand Rapids SMSA was'the fourth highest
among the 11 metropolitan areas in Michigan. Ranking ahead of the
Grand Rapids SMSA were the Sakinaw SMSA with a growth rate
of 14.3 percent per year,' and the Ann Arbor-Ypsil nti and
Muskegon SMSAs with growth rates of 133 percent per ar. The
growth rate of consumer installment loans in the Gra
SMSA at 9.3 peraint per year was relatively low,, with only the
Jackson (8.1 percent) and thel, Detroit (8.7 percent) SMSAs
exhibiting sifter growth.

The cyclical swings in lo ns and depOsits at commercial banks in
the area are revealed in C arts GR7 and GR8. In Chart GR7, the
Indexs of Deflated Demand Deposits exhibits swings of larger
magnitude than the Index of Deflated Total Deposits. Thelormer
fell 24.4 percent during the 1973-75 recesdion, compared to U.
percent for the latter. Also, the Index of Deflated Total peposits
has risen above its pre-recession peak, but the ,Index of4Peflated
Demand Deposits has not. , As of the second quarter of k978 (the
latest'clata Ovailabk;), t e tOtal deposits index was 3.2 perceht above
its previone peak of h fourth quarter of 1973. The demand
deposits index, on the olfrier hhnd, was still 14.3 percent bel its
pre-recession peak. Thai situation is not unique to this area. s
noted in the other sictions, sluggish behavior of demand deposits in
localfareas endkin the Beate as a whole is due. in part to changes in

/ banking procedures.
,

L
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TABLE GR3

verage Annual Growth Rates f
ted Commercial Blinking Indicators

randittapids SMSA and Michigan"

Indicator

(percent)

Grand Rapids . (
SMSA Michigan,

Demanl deposits (current dollars)

Deflated.demahd depositsb
Total deposits (current do'llirs)

Deflated total depoeitsb
adTo loans (current dollars)

Commercial and industrial loans
(current dollars)

Consumer installment loans
I(current dollars) 9.1

aExcept where indica erw4te, estimated growth rates are based ciiileg-linear
tronds for the 19707

4Current-dollar values

6.0 3.7

2.1 -3,0
9.4 , 7.3

2,3 0.4
A8.4 t 7.6

11.3 . 7.3

iitor

usted for changes in the U.S. Cofisurn'er Price Index.

iotal loans in the area .suffere4 a setback in current-dollar terms
during the last recession, as did consumer installment and
commercial and inctustrial loans (see Chart GR8). The latter fell .6
percent and the foritiiik 8.7 percent. Both contractions begtin wit a
lag during the recession and were quiet:, brief. Consequently, t
falloff in the current-dollar volume of total loans was also brief and
lairly mild 4.8 pekcent.

.Chart G R8 shows that loa volume has expanded substantially in
the area since 1976. The ta for the second quarter of 1978 show
total loans 4(1.7 percent above their reyoasion-related low, with
consuMer installment loans up 49.6 pezterit, and commercial and
industkial loans up 67.7 marcent. And, of course 4. the current loan
volume in the Grahd Ra6ids SMSA is well above pre-recession
levels, reflecting growth .and expansion in current-dollar volume
sinc(1 thareceesion.

In aum, then, the CAnd Rapids SMSA is characterized by
cyclical behavior across key local economic processes that conforms
closely toe sivinKs in national busihess activity, with Viable



Grand
..-----

differenees in,ti ing, The klehayor of- veral ee'onomic.41dicators,
.refleciing perfórie 'in the r at tab& market, the area'a 4

/ construction sec}or,, :and 1.Tal ',banking, suggests ,that thils .. .- 'metropolitan area' %raja the Most ytlicallmstablefarea in Michigan r
over the pari/od examine' : Su tability appears o bLlinked to
industrial. diverjficatior anci les rellatke- on It:W.a4Omo'bire
indtistry than in. mest other. metropolitan .dreo lin the state.

/ However; that structure gives the area the lowest,i6andfacturing
y--. wage rates and adso or4f the lowest per capita income ievels

among Michigan metro olitan areas. , ..
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JiiCkston SA1gA

The- Jackson SA is a relatively small metropolitan area
ncompassing the Ingle county of Jackson) which is located i* the

south central part of the lower peninsula. In 1977, it had a
pdpulation of 1'49,900. Among the 11 metropolitan areas in the,
state, only the.Bay Cky/SMSA iS smaller. The area did experience a
xitatiVely large Increase in populatiOn begiNeen 1970 and 1977, with
its 4.7 percent increase ranking fourth 'Among the state's 11
metropolitan areas, behind the increases in the Lansing-Eap

les Lansing, AnnrArbor-Ypsilanti,.an&Grand Rapids SMSAs.

; In 1976, the Jackson SMSA generated $922 millionion total
personal income. Asria4he case of.4mpu1ation, only th City
SMSA had 0, lower 14.yerof personal income. HoWe t
SMSA ranked ahead of the Bay City and Grand Rapids SM 88:in

. terms of per capA income. In ,1976, its per capita ,incotne was
$6,268.compared to $6,264 'n Grand Rapids and $6,116 in BarCity.
Personal income in the a a grew at an anqual rateof 7,6 percent
during, the 1969-76 pe od, the tfowest growth rate among the
state's 11 metropolita areas.

The employment distributiv shown in Table Jereveals that the
Ja-ckson SMSA is similar to the st-a4 as a whole, In -1977, 01
percent of total wage and salary emple6ment we; accoated for by
manufacturting indusAins, 'with the bullse of that engaged in the
production of durable goods. The majoNindustris in the area's
manufacturing sector include _transportation equipment,
nonelectrical machinery, and fakicated metals, with . a sizable
Flortidn of the activity in those industries linked closely to the1 volatile automobile industry. But, during the 1970s, the local
manufacturing base shrank considerably', as the greatest
employment growth occurred in nonmaimfacturing industries
Oriented to retail trade and services.

121
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Jackson SMS*and Michigan, 4912 and 1977

Jackson klichigan

S.

SMSA 4

Item 1972 f977 1972 1 197 g

Total Wage ane Salary . 100.0% .100.0% 100.0% 100.0tZ
Manufacturing 31.0 25.1. 32,4 ,

Dutables . .29.0 - 24.1 28.1 26.9
Nondural)les 6.6 6.9 7.0 6.6

Nonmanufacturing 48.5 '51.8 48.0
Government 15.9 ., 17.2 16.9 18.0

Source: Michigan Employment Security Confmission....

Business Conditions in the Jackson SMSA

Labor Market Conditions

The Jackson SMSA ranks -with its western neighbor, the B4tle
eek SMSA, s one-of the two slowest growth areas in the state in

te ms of emp yment. Except for nonmanufacturing employment,
each of t)iVemplolent categories ..Shown in Chart J1 grew at
annual r tes below those Of the state as a whol (seeVable J2). The
performance of .the local manufacturing sectlor was particula
weak, declining at an annual rate of 1.5 percent during\ the 1970-
period.. This represents the steepea downtrend among the 11
metropolitan areas in Michigan, joining the Battle Creek, Detroit,
and Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSAWas areas
experiencing negative growth in manufacturing employment over
the nine-year period.

Chart J1 shows that manufacturing employment id the area
experienced a long contraction that began in the third quarter.of
1973 and did not end until the second quarter of 1976the longfist,
slump among the state's metropolitan areas. Only the Battle Crteit .
SMSA, with a decline lasting nine quarters, -came close to the
Jackson SMSA in terms of duration.

In addition to its long duration, the slumri' in -the area'
manufacturing employment was also quite severe, mesSuring 25".5
percent from peak to trough. That equals the decline in the Flint

122 .
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CHART J 1
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TABLE. J2

Average Annual Growth Rates of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

Jackson SMSA and Michigan*

(percent)

Indlcator

Total wnge and salary emplgyment .

.

Manufacturing em4oymene t

Nonmanufaseturiemployment
Government employment
Civilian labor force

Uhemployment rate

Avergge weekly initial claims for U lb
, Average workweek, production

workers, mfg.b

Jackson
SMSA Micidgan

1.1 1.8 s0

-1.5 0.2

2.8 246

1,6 , . 3:0

1. 2.0

4.3 2.8
7.5 7.3

0.7 0.2

"Except where indicated otherwise, estiMated growth ratedSre based on log-linear
trends for the 1970-78 period.

"Computed for the 1968-78 period.

SMSA and nnarly eqhals the dfop of 26 percent in the Ann Arbor-
, Ypsilanti SMSA, the most severe decline among the metropolitan

feas in "the state. HOwever, .unlike those two areas, Where
mantifacturing employment recovered'and then expanded to leyels
above pre-recessio4 peaks, the re`overy in manufacturing
employment in the Jackson SMSA was quite weak. At the end of
1978, it was only 17.8 percent above the low 'in 1976 ana still.14
percent below its pre-recession peak. .

As a result Of a weak manufacturing`sector, total Wage.and salary
emPloynient in the area has also performed poorly compared to
other mutroOolitan areas in the state, With the popsiblaexception of
the Battle Crenk SMSA. During 'the 1973-76 recession, total wage
and salary employment fell '8.3 percent, .second only to the 13.4
percent falloff in the Flint SMSA. liut, again the recovery Was
weak, as total wage and salary employment rose just 8.8 percent
from a low in the third quarter of 1976 to the fourth quarter of 1978.
Moreover, that increase still left the area's total wage ahd salary
employment just belowAts pro-recession peak. Thus, the Jackson
SMSA is the only metropolitan area in Michigan in which wage and

2,4
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salary'em loy ent did not exceed its pre-recession peak by the end
of 1978:

The unemployment/ rate ond average weekly initial clairds for
unernploiment insurance -also reflect the relatively weak
performance of this area's economy. Over the 1970-78 f)eriod, the
jobless rate in the Jackson SMSA drifted upward at an annual rate
of 4.3 percent, -compared to 2.8 percent for the state as a whole. In
addition, over a slightly longer period dame-196811978average
weekly initial claims in the area grew at, an annual rate of 7.5
percent. As Table J2 shows, the comparable growth rate statewide
is 7.3 percent.

-Charts J2 anth J3 phow that the seasonally-adjusted, local
unemployment rate anti overage weekly initial 't laims ill the area,
experienced sizable increases during/ the 1973-75 recession. The
jobless rate rose from 4.0 pOcent in the second quarter of 1973 ter
12.5 percent in the fourth' quarter of 1975..That runup in the
unemployment rate was exceeded only by the increases Wit
occurred in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and Flint SM8As. As Chart J2
shows, the local unemployment rate remained above the statewide
average from tAte 1975 through mid-1917. Since then, the local
jobless rate has moved well below the dtatewide average, with the
former averaging 5.6 percent and the latter 7.0 percent during the
fourth quarter of 1978. '

However, While initial claims (or unemployment insurance rose
282 percent during the last recession, that was below the increase of
301.1 percent recorded statewide. Besides, that local increase was
the fourth miklest among the state's metropolitan areas, ranking
behind the rise . in the Muskegon, Lansing-East Lansing, and
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSAa. As Chart J3 shows, the decline in
average weekly initial claims in the Jackson SMSA4luring the
recent expantion period has brought the level down considerably, as
they fell 59.9 percent from their high in the third quarter of 1975. At
the end of 1978, average weekly initial claiins Were still 53 percent
above their pre-recessir low.

The average workweek of production Workers in the manu-
facturing sector is shown in Chart J4, Note that average weekly
hours began declining before the two national recessions started.
Interestingly, in the Jackson SMSA, the relative decline during the
1969-70 receasion was largoethan that of the 1973-75 period, 8.9
percent compared to 7.6 percent. This is simile to the behavio
the Saginaw SMSA, where the shrinkage in the workweek wa

_
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128 Jackson SMSA

larger during the 1969-70 recession. In the Jackson S SA, the
average workweek 'has exhibited faific.lityjong recoveries after
recessions, rising in each expansion to levels a;bove pry-recession
peaks. In the last quarter of. 1978, the workweek in the area
averaged 44.3 howls, up from its previous cyclical high of 43.3 hours
in the second quarter of 1973.

ConstrUction

Two indicators of construction activity in the Jackson SMSA,
shown in Charts J5 and J6, provide conflicting signals about the

., vigor of such activity in the area. New building permits for private
housing, shown in index form (1967=100) in Chart J5, performed
better in terms of growth and cyclical swingss)in this area than in
any other metropolitan area in the state. From 1965 to 1977, they
grew at an annual rat c .of 8.4 percent. Over that same period, new
building permits decin 2 percent per year for Michigan as a whole
\an0' rose at a modest nnual rate of 1.2 percent nationwide. The
.growth in the Jackson SMSA was also far above that of other
metropolitan areas in the state. In fact, only three other areas
experienced positive growth over those 13 years: Bay City (3.2
percent), Grand Rapids (1.6 percent), and Muskegon-Norton Shores-
Muskegon Heights (0.4 percent).

The cyclical downswings in new building permits in the area were
relatively mild, falling 33.3 percent and 33.9 percent during the
1969-70 and 1973-75 recessions, respectively. The latter was the
mildest among the state's 11 metropolitan areas, and considerably
milder than the 56.2 percent drop in the.state as a whole and the
69.1 percent &cline nationwide..As Chart J5 shows, the. expansion
in new building permits lAlly has been quite strong since late

.1974. In fact, the Jackson SMSA is the only metropolitan area in
Michigan in which the moving average Index, of,, New Building
Permits has risen above its pre-recession peak during the recent
expansion. .

.

However, employment in the local construction industry did mit
exhibit similar strength. Chart ',I6 shows that construction
employment experienced a long cyclical contraction thqt began in
early 1973 and did not end tintil the.first quarter of 1977. Except for

.the Battle Creek SMSA, that was the longest downswing among the
metropolitan areas in Michigan. It was also the most severe, with
employment dropping 46.0 percent from peak to trough. The
recovery of construction employment has been weak in the Jackson
SMSA. Chart 413 shows that the area's construction employment is
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still well below its .pre-recession peak. In fact, quarterly emplOy-
ment levels in 1978 Were below those of the second, third, and fourth
quarters of 1977. Over the entire 1970-78 period, construction
employment in the area has fallen at an annual rate of 2.8 percent.
This negative growth for construction employment is certainly in
sharp contrast to the fairly rapid Owth in new building permits for
private housing in the area.

Banking Activity

The performance of loans and deposits at commercial banks in the
Jackson SMSA was not mark4lly different from the state as a
whole over the 1970-77 period. Table J3 shows that tot I deposits
and demfad deposits in the' local area grew at slightly faster rates
than the state aggregates, but loans grew at a some hat slower
pace locally. HoWever, the 7.9 percent rate of growth in the current-
dollar volume of total deposits in the Jackson SMSA was a
relatively slow rate comparpd to most other metropolitan areas in
Michigan.. Only the Bay City, Detroit, and Lansing.East Lansing
SMSAs exhibited slower deposit growth. Those same three areas
also experienced 'slower growth in total loans.

vir

TABLE J3

Average Annual Growth Ratef
Selected Commercial Banking Indicatora

Jackson SMSA and Mkhigan"

(percent)

Indicator
Jackson
SMSA

.17)

Michigan

Demand deposits (current dollars) 3.8 3.7

Deflated demand deposits" -2.8 -3.0
Total deposits (current dollars) 7.9 7.3
Deflated total deposits" 0.9 0.4

Total loans (current dollars) 7.1 7.6

Commercial and industrial loans
(current dollars) 6.1 7.3

Consumer installment loans
(current dollars) 8.1 9.1

aExcept whore indicated otherwise, estimated growth rates are based on log-linear
trovide for tive 1970-78 period.

bComina
Led for the 1968-78 period.

9
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130 Jackson SMSA

The tw loan categories shown in Table J3 also reflect Slow
growth ifi the Jackson SMSA. The 6.1 percent annual growth rate
for com ercial and industrial loans only surpassed the very modest
growt of 3.3 percent in the Bay City SMSA and the 6.7 percent
rate in the Detroit SMSA. In addition, the 8.1 percent annual
increase in consumer installment loans in the Jackson SMSA
ranked tenth among the 10 Tetropolitan areas in the state for which
comparable data were availible.'

The cyclical swings in demand deposits and total deposits at
commercial banks in this areTh are revealed clearly in Chart J7. Both
indexes, which are based on current-dollar values adjusted for price
changes, started to decline before the 1973-75 national recession
began. This leading behavior was evident in All Michigan
nOtropolitan areas. In the Jackson SMSA the contraction in both
depogit indexes continued for several quarters after the slump in
national businees activity ended. Therefore, like other metropolitan
areas in Michigan, the cyclical downswings in the two deflated
deposits series for this area were relatively long.

From peak to trough the denriand deposits index declined 26.4
percent and the- total deposits index fell 10.3 percent. Chart J7
shows that, while both indexes have recovered from their recession
lows, neither has moved above its pre-recession peak. In the second
quarter of 1978, the demand deposits index was still 18.9 percent
below its 1973 high and the total deposits index was 6 percent
lower. Thus, the Jackson SMSA joins six other metropolitan areas
in Michigan iic which the index of price adjusted total deposits in
commercial banks was below the pre-recession peak.as of mid-1978.2

Chart J8 shows that the current-dollar volume of loans qt
commercial banks in this area exhibited a degree of cyclical
sensitivity during the 1970-78 period. On a current-dollar seasonally
adjusted basis, total loans fell 6.4 percent from a high in the first
quarter of 1974 to a low two years later. That is the third most
severe decline in loan volume among the 11 metropolitan areas in
the state. Only the Battle Creek and Detroit SMSAs experienced
cyclical declines of greater magnitude, 9.8 percent and 7 percent, -

respectively. Although the behavior of consumer installment loans
and commercial and industrial loans in the area is not as clear,

Battle Creek is not strictly comparable because its banking data ippgan in 1972
co4ured to 1970 for all other metropolitan areas in Michigan.

2. The other SMSAs are Battle Creek, Day City, Detroit, Kaiamazoo-Portage,
LanaingrEaat Lansing, and.Muskegon.

41 g
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132 Jackson SMSA

several quarters of weatness are apparent in each !pries during
1974 and 1976. Of course, like other metropolitan areasin Michigan,
the current-dollar volume of loans in the Jackson SMSA was well
above pre-recession levels as of mid-1978.

In summary, overall economic activity in the Jackson SMSA has
been relatively weak oiler roughly the last ten years. The area has
experienced slow growth in wage ,and salary employment,
attributable largely to the sectilar decline in RS manufacturing base.
Certainly, the 1973-75 national recession had a severe impact on the
area. And, based on the measures covered in this study, the
economic recovery and expansion since the recesaion have not been
vigorous. In fact, complared to other metropolitan areas in the state,
the business expansion in the last few years has been'rather weak.
Conseque ly, the Jackson SMSA and the neighboring Battle Creek
SMSA dis layed two of the weakest economic performances among
.metropolit n areas in Michigan over the period examined.\

-

'
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Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA

This metropolitan area is made up of Kalamazoo and Van Buren
counties, with the Battle Creek SMSA bordering on ihe east qnd
Lake Michigan to the, west. In 1977, the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA
had a populatioerof 268,100, making it the- fifth largest
metropolitan area in the state, ranking justphead of the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti SMSA. Abotit 77 percent of the metropolitan population
resides in Kalamazoo County,'which contains the urban center cities
of Kalamazoo and Portage. Between 1970 and 1977 the two-county
area's population increased by 4 percent, exceeding the statewide
rise of 2.8 percent. However, the population of Kalamazoo County
rose only 2.3 percent, while the population of the more. rural Van
Buren County increased 10.1 percent.

Total personal income in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA
amounted to $1,719 million in 1976. That represented the sixth
largest income among the state's. 11 metropolitan areas, ranking
just below the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA, which had a personal
incomo level of $1,790 million in that year. With a per capita incomes
of $6510 in 1976, the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA ranked fifth,
somewhat below the statewide level of $6,757, but still above the
national level of $6,396. From 1969 to 1976, personal income in the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA grew at an average annual rate of 9
percent, the fifth highest growth rate among the 11 metropolitan
areas in the state. It should be noted that this nietropolitan atea is
not ahigh-wage area. In fact, the average wage in manufactUring
industries in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSAls below the statewide
average, but it ranks ahead of other lowervage areas like Bay City,
Grand Rapids, Jackson, and Muskegon. 'This, of course, is due in
part to the fact that the automobile industry accounts for a
relatively small share of the manufacturing base in the area.

. Table K1 shows that in terms of manufacturing, nonmanufac-

186,
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134 Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA

turing, and government, the distribution of employment in the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA is quite similar to the state as a whole.
There is one outstanding difference between the two, however. -
Manufacturing employment in the state is heavily concentrated in
durable goods industries, which accounted for 25.9 percent of total
wage and siliary and 80 percent of manufacturing employment in
1977. In contrast, durable goods industries accounted for slightly
less than .one-half of all manufacturing jobs in the Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSA. And among the state's 11 metropolitan areas, the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA is the least dependent on cyclically
sensitive.hard-goods industries. The major manufacturing industry.
in the area is the chemicals and allied products group, primarily
pharmaceutical production. The Upjohn Company; is the largest"
sine employer in the area and has been characterize6 by a high
degree of cycliCal stability, historically.

TABLE K11

Percentage Distribution of Total Wage and Salary Employment
, Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA and Michigan, 1972 apd 1977

Item

Total Wage and Salary

Manufacturing
Durables
Nondurables

Nonmanufacturing
. 'Government .

Kalamazoo-Portage
SMSA

1972

100.0%

37.6

18.1

19.5

42.8

1977

100.0%

33.8

16.4
17.5

46.3

19.9

Source: Michigan Employment. Security Commission.

Like the other metropolitan areas in the western piIçt of lower
Michigan, business activity in the Kalamazoo-Portage S SA is not
heavily concentrated in automobile production. In 1 77, the
transportation equipment industry accounted for only 11.4 irercent
of manufacturing employment in the area, well below the \ 4.7
percent share statewide. Fabricated metal production accounted fr
14 percent of the area's matufacturing employment in 1977, with
the bulk of that activity linked to the automobile industry,
Nevertheless, the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA haa one of the most
diversified manufacturing bases among the metropolitan areas in

Michigan

1977

100.0% 10.0%

35.1 32.4

28.1 25.9 ,
7.0 6.5

48.0 49.6

0.9 18.0

-04
s,

tit
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Michigan with -16.6 percent of the local industrial workforce
employed in the production of paper and paper products. Almost
one quarter of the statewiCle wage and salary workers in paper
production had jobs located within this SMSA in 1977.

In addition, a large state university, Western Michigan
University, and several smaller colleges, Kalamazoo College,
Nazareth College, and Kalamazoo Valley Community College, are
locied in this metropolitan areti. The heavy concentration of higher
educational institutions makes the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA
similar to the LansinglEast Lansing and Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti
SMSAs in this respect.

'to

Business Conditions in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA

Labor Market Conditions

Key indicators of employment and unemployment activity reveal
a relatively high degree of cyclical stability and fairly strong growth
in this area. In fact, over the 1970-78 period, the Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSA experienced the mildea, cyclical swings among the
state's 11 metropolitan areas. Local manufacturing and total wage
and salary employment did suffer setbacks during the 1973-75
recession, but they were not severe. Manufacturing employment fell
13.6 percent from a high in the third quarter of 1973 to a low irr the
second quarter of 1976. The absolute decline in total wage and
salary employment was very brief,-bnly two quarters, and Amounted
to only a 3.2 percent falloif, the mildest contraction among
Michigan metropolitan areas.

.
Chart K1 shows that the doiwnswing in manufacturing

employment during the retession Vas offset to a larg extent by
increases in nonmanufactaring and government employment in the
area. While the size al-id stability of the nonmanufacturing and
government sectors contribute to the overall stability of wage.and
salary, employment in this area, iL should be noted that the
manufacturing sector in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA has
exhibited less severe cyclical swings compared to other,
metropolitan areas in Michigan. As noted above, this is due to the
fact that the area does not specialize in durable goods production in
general, n'Or in automobile production in [Articular, to the extent
evident in most other Michigan metropolitan aremp.

Chart K1 shows that manufacturing employment increased
throughout the recent expansion period. By the end of 1978, it wati

35
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1.8.1 percent above its recession loW and 1.9 percent above ite pre-
recession peak. Table K2' shows that, except for government
employment, the major. employment categorieri grew more rapidly
in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA th!!9,statewide. The growth of
nonmanufiicturing employment was/especially strong, 4.6 -percent
A. year over the nine-year period compared Co 2.6 percent for the
state as whole. That local growth rate ranks second_ofily to the 6.2
percent annual increase in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA. The
gravth of nonmanufacturing employment in the Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSA has resulted frorivexpaneions in the local retail and
service industries, which represent the two major growth sectprs in
the area.

The loCal unemployment rate, shawn in Chart K2', remeAed below
the state-average throughout the 1970-78 period. As cihirt K2
shows, the local jobless rate did exhibit cyclical swings which
Conformed to natval busi4s4 cycle patterns. During'the 1973-75
receaskm, the unemployment rate rose from low of 4.5 percent to a
high of 11.7 percent. Despite the sizable runu in the unemployment
rate, the high% the, KalaMazoo-Portage MSA was below the
statewide lligh of 13.4 percent. Moreover this was the only

. metropolitan area in Michigan to have a cyclical high below 12
percent.

TABLE K2

Average Annual Growth Rate's.of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

ICalamazoo-Portage SMSA and Mibhigan"

(percent)

Indicator

Kalamazoo-
Portage

. SMSA Michigan

1.8Total wage and salary employment . . 2.7
Manufacturing employment 0.6 0.2
Nonmanufacturing employment 4.6 . 2.6
Government eniployment. - 2.7 3.0
CiVilian labor force 2.8 2.0
Unemployment rate 2.0 2.8
Avrge weekly initial claims for U11). 9.1 7.3
Average workweek, production

workers, mfg . -0.3' 0.6

"Except where hidicated othern7h10,afitirnated growth rates are based on log-linear
trends for the 197048 period.

bConlinted-for the 1908.78 period.

'
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Since the recession, both the local and statewide unemPloyment
rates ham fallen substantially. In the last quarter of 1978, the
seasonally-adjusted joblesa rate *in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA
averaged 5.5 percent. Only the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Grind Rapids,-
and Saginaw SMSAs recorded lower jobless rates for any quarter
during 1978. Chart K2 shows that the differential between the state
and' local rates was maintained throughout the recent exyansion,

For the entire nine-year period, the unemployment rate in the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA did drift upward at an annual rate.of
percent, just below the growth of 2.8 percent statewide. It shouje
noted, however, that except for the Bay City and Grand ,Rapids
SMSAs, all metropolitan areaa n Michigan exhibited pn upward
trend in the unemployment rate over these nine years.: The same
behavior was evident nationwide; with the ' aggregate'
unemployment rate moving up at an annual rate of 4.3 Percent,
which exceeds the growth in all Michigan metropolitan areas except
Jackson.

Despite the relatively good performance et employment and
unemployment in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA, initial clainis for
unemployment insuranCe grew at a relatively rapid rate. Table K2
shows that over the 148-78 period, average weekly initial claims
few at an annual rate of 9.4 percent as compared to 7.a'percent
statewide. Moreover, this upward trend, which is quite evident in

- Chart K3, was the third highest among the state's 11 metropolitan
areas. Only the Battle Creek and Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti Si1SAa, with
krowth rates of 10 percent and 11.1 percent, r spectvely,
expi4rienced a greater upyard drift in initial claims. P..

However, the cyclical swings in average weekly initial claims were
relatively mild in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA. They rose 177.6
percent during the 1969-70 recession and 25& percent during the ,,

more severe 1973-.75 slump. In each. instance, the increases in this,
area, ranked third lowest among the 11 metropolitan areas in
Michigan and were below the statewide in5rearie of 193.2 percent

%. and 301.1 percent for the two recession periods', respectively. But
he declines during the expansion periods were also relatively mild.

As Chart K3 shows, the 1973 low in average weekly initial claims
wail well above the 1968 low. By the end of 1978, after more than
three years of decline, average weekly initial claims in this area were ,

itijl 62,3 percent above their pre-recession low. Thus, the relatively
stable behavior of initial claims, reflected in the moderate runups
during recessions and .even niore moderate falloffs during
expansions, has given rise to a fairly strong upward drift over the

4 38
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ten-year period. In many areas where the cyclical swings have been/
much more pronounced, the Flint and,- Saginaw SMSAs, for
example, the growth rate over the entire period has been much
lower.

The average workweelc of production workers in manufacturing in
the local area, shown in Chart K4, is also fairly stable. During the
1973-75 recession, the average workweek in the area fell 7 percent,
ranking behind the Bay City, Battle Creek, and Grand Rapids

. SMSAs in terme of mildness. As would be expected, the areas in
Michigan less dependent on the automobile industry exhibit much
less cyclical volatility in hours worked in local manufacturing

o-.----%tiadtfgtries. During the nine-year period, the ,average Workweek
moved up and down with the business Cycle, varying between a high
of 43.3 hours in early 1970 and a low 9f 39.7 hours in the first
quarter of 105. Chart K4 shoWs tha since that time, average
weekly ho s have expanded in the areil but failed to reach the high
recorded dtIringiarly 1970. Consequently, this local series exhibits
a modest do ntrend of 0.3 percent per year over the period,
compared to a lightrupw 4El 6- la of 0.6 percent statewide. Overk,
the period ex mined, the t.j lamaz 9-Portage MSA was the only
metrOpolitan are ar in1F4ichigan to display negative growth in the
average workweek.

Construction

Building activity in the Kalamdzoo-Portage SMSA, reflecte in
new building permits for private housing and construction
emploYment, exhibits a high degree of cyclical sensitivity. Chart K5
ohows that the moving average of new building permits in the area
(the solid line) led national business cycle peaks and troughs by
considerable margins. As a result, new building permits rose
throughout the two national recessions, giving the impression of
countercyclical behavior. But the overall behavior of new building
permits is not countergyclical, as the expansion movements
demonstrate. The upswings during receebions are simply the result
of long lead times that characterized this local series during the
period.

The magnitudes of the cyclical swinge were relatively large. New
building permits dropped 58.3 percent and 75.3 percent in the
1967-69 and 1972-73 periods, respectively. In the late 1960s; only
the Lansing.East Lansing SMSA registered a more severe decline.
In addition, the downswing in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA in the
late 19608 was longer and considerably greater than the 21.6

1 4 o
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percent fall recorded for Michigan as a whole and the 24.5 percent
decline in new building permits Riktiontvide. However, while the 75.3
percent, drop in the local series during the last recession was not
considerably greater than the 69.1 percent decline nationwide, it
was well above the.5k2 percent falloff for the state as a whole.

As Chart 15 shows, the expansion phases have been fairly strong,
with new building permits rising well above their cyclical lows.
Preliminary data for 1978 put the most recent high in the moving
average 212 percent above the recession low. Despite this sizable
increase, the Index of New Building \Permits in the Kalamazo
Portage SMSA has not riser/Labove the 1972 peak. A similar
situation exists nptionwide, statewide, and in all other Michigan
metropolitan areas except the Jackson SMSA.

Chart K6 shows that employment in the local construction
industry lagged at natiOnal business cycle peOts apt! troughs. The
lag at the two troughs is characteristic of this series in nearly all
Michigan metropolitan areas, with the lag after the 1975 buSiness
cycle trough being particularly long. The peak in construction
employment did not occur until midway through the recession, and
this lag is attributable to unique local factors, mainly an increase in
nonresidential building ii 1974, that boosted ernployment.
Compared to other metrOpolitan areas in the state, the peak-to-
trough fall in constr-uction, employment of 18.2 percent was mild.

.Only the Muskegon SMSA experienced a less severe downswing, As
Chart K6 shows, construction employment hi the Kalamazoo-
Portage SMSA rose substantially during 1977 and 1978. The recent
high in the second quarter of 1978 was about 2.3 percent above the
peak in 1974. Thus, this area joins five other metropolitan areas in
the stdte in which construction employment in 1978 moved above
pro-recession highs.'''For the entire 1970-78 period, construction
employment in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA grew at an annual
rate of 1.2 percent, ranking fourth highest among the 11 Michigan
metropolitan areas and exceeding the 0.4 percent growth statewide.

Banking Activity

The Kalamazoo.Portage SMSA outperformea the state as a whole
in terms of growth and cyclical swings in key indicators of banking
activity. Table K3 shows that the growth of demand and total
deposits at local cotninemial banks was more rapid than statewide
during the 1.970-77 period. However, while the 6.9 percent annual

1. The other arena ore Flay City. Detroit. Piint, Grand Rapids, and Muakegon.
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growth rate for demand deposits ranks first among the 11
metropolitan areas in Michigan, the 8.9 percent 'growth of total
depositsranks a surprisingly low sixth.

TABLE K3

Average Annual Growth Rates of
Selected Commercial Banki4Intlicators
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA and Michigan'

(percent)

Incçtor

Kalamazoo-
Portage
SMSA Michigan

DeMand deposits (current dollars) 6.9 3.7
De ated"demand depositsb -3.0 ,

Tot I deposits (current dollars) 8.9 7.3
Defiated total depositsb 2.0 0.4
Total loans (current dollars) 9.4 7.6
Commercial and industrial loans

(current dollars) 10.8 7.3
Consumer installment loans

(current dollars) 12.6 9.1

"Except where indicated otherwise, Wstimated growth rates are bosed on log-
linaar trends for the 1970-78 period.

Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. Consumer Price Index.

`Less than one-tenth of one percent.

Over thei 1970-77 period, the current-dollar volume of loans
expanded at an annual rate of 9.4 percent, fourth highest among the
11 metropolitan areas in Michigan.n Consumer installment loans
grew at a relatively rapid rate of 12.6 percent over the eight-year
period, ranking only behind the 14.6 percent growth in the Saginaw
SMSA. But the 10.8 percent growth in the current-dollar volume of
commercial and industrial loans ranks fifth among the 11
metropolitan areas, behind the Saginaw, Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti,
Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights, and, Grand Rapids
SMSAs.

Chart 1(7 shows the behavior of total deposits .Rnd demand
deposits over the entire period. Both series have been à4justed for
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price changes and 'put in index form, 1972=100. As is the case in
nearly all other metropolitan areas in the state, both indexes began
to fall before the 1973-75 recession started, and their cyclical

-.declines continued for several quarters after the recession ended, Of
course, the cyclical downswing in the total deposits index, 14.7
percent, was less severe than that of the Index of Deflated Demand
Deposits which fell 25.1 percent; but while the latter was milder
than the decline statewide, the former was more severe. In fact, the
downswing in deflated total deposits in the Kalamazoo-Portage
SMSA was the fourth most severe among the state's 11
metropolitan areas. Several areas which experiencedsevere declines,
in manufacturing employment due to the slump in the automobile
industry during the recession, Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Flint, and
Saginaw, for example, suffered milder setbacks in total deposits
than the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA. Since the recession low, both
series have expanded, but by mid-1978 neither had surpassed its
pre-recession peak.

The current-dollar volume of lodns is shown in Chart K8.
Consumer insttAlment loans experienced a slowdown in growth
during the recasion, but that was rather brief. The growth of
commercial and industrial, loans Also slowed substantially as a
result of the recessiom But after remaining fairly level from 1974 to
1976, they expanded in 1977 and, like consumer installment loans,
were considerably above recession levels as of mid-1978. Total loans
in the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA were more cyclically sensitive,
declining 5.1 percent in current dollars during 'the recession. Only
the Battle Creek, Detroit, and Jackson SMSAs had relatively larger
declines in total loans. However, as Chart K8 shows, the current-
dollar volume of total loans in the area rose substantiallig during the
recent expansion.. In the, second guirrt,ey of 1978, they were up 32.1
percent from a low in 1975 and 25.5 percent above the 1974 peak:

Overall, then, the Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA was the most
cyclically stable metropolitan area in the state in terms of wage and
salary employment and the unemployment rate. However,
indicators of local construction and banking activity exhibited a
higher degree of cyclical volatility. Nevertheless, this area ranks
with the Orand Rapids SMSA in terms of overall cyclical stability.

14 5



Lansing-East Lansing SMSA

The Lansing-East Lansing SMSA includes _four counties in the
south cehtral part of the lower peninsula: Ionia, Eaton, Clinton, and
Ingham. From 1970 ,to 1977, the population of Eaton County rose
16.6 percent,followed by increases of 12.6 pOrcent in Clinton, 6.8
percent in Ionia, and 4.2 percent in Ingham County. The result was
a 7.3 percent increase in the population of the Lansing-East Lansing
SMSA over that period, the largest rise among the/ state's
metropolitan areas and considerably above the 2.8 percent increase
statewide. In 1977, the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA had an
estimated population of 466,100, making this metropolitan area the
fourth largest in Michigan with 6 percent of the state total.
Although four counties comprise the metropolitan area, 60 percent,4
of the population lives in Ingham County, wherothe central cities of
Lansing and East Lansing are focated.

This metropolitan area also ranked fourth in terms of total
personal income, estimated at $2,863 million in 1976. Over the
1969=76 period, personal income in the farea rose at dn annual rate of(
9.3 percent, third highest among the 11 metropolitan areas in the
state. However, the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA ranked only
seventh in terms of per capita income. In 1976, its per capita incoine
was $6,377, which was below the statewide level of $6,767 and
slightly less than the nationivide level of $6,396.

Table Ll shows that this metropolitan area, which has the state
capital located in the City of Lansing and Michigan State
University in East Lansing, has a large government sector
competed to thostate as a whole. In 1977, 35.2 percent of the area's
wage and salary workers were employed in publicly funded jobs,
nearly twice the size of the government employment share
statewide..Only the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti .SMSA, with 32.0 percent
of its wage and salary employment accounted for by government,

147
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had a public sector whose relative share came close to that of the
Lansing-East Lansing SMSA. The 10 other Michkan metropolitan
areas had less than 20 percent of their wage afilli salary workers
emPloyed by the puhlic sector in 1977.

TABLE Ll

Percentage Distribution of Total Wage and Salary Employmint
LansingEast Lansing SMSA and Michigan, 1972 and 1977

Item

Lansing-East.
Lansing SMSA Michigan

1972 1977 1972 1977

Total Wage and Salary 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Manufacturing 25.0 22.9 a5.1 32.4

Durables . . 22.2 20.2 28.1 26.9
Nondurables 2.8 2.7 7.0 6.6

Nonmanufacturing 42.0 41.9 48.0 49.6

Governnient 33.0 35.2 16.9 18.0

Saara: Michigan Employment Security Commission.

As Table Ll shows, the manufacturing sector Accounts for a
smaller proportion of wage.and salary employment in this area than
statewide. In 1977, 22,9 percent of total wage and salary
employment in the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA was accounted for
by .manufacturing iindustriefi. And manufacturing in the area was,
heavily concentrated inliurable goods production linked closely tp
the automobile industry. In' 1977, 63.8 percent of the area's
manufacturing workers were emploYed by the transportation
equipment industry and another 11.6 percent employed by, the
metal industry. Among the state's metropolitan areas only the Flint
SMSA had a Ngher percentage of its manufacturiing workers
employed by the transportation equipment industry. Of course, the
Lansing-East Lansing SMSA has a relatively high wagestructure
and a relatively long workweek, like other areas heavily dependent
on the automobile industry. However, it is,this industry that largely
accounts for' the sizable cyclical swings in manufacturing
employmekt in this part of the state.
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Bus'iness Conditions in the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA

Labor Market Conditions

The major employment categories, shown in Chart Ll, reveal a
fairly high degree of 'cyclical sensitivity in local manufacturing
employment and relative stability in nonmanufacturing and
government employment. The latter was unaffected by the 1973-75
recession' and continued to pow. That growth was fairly steady
throughout the 1970-78 period at an annual/rate ,pf 3.5 percent,
slightly above the 3 percent growth statewide (kw Table L2).
Nonmanufacturing in the area did fall off for"a brief period in late
1974, but the decline was very slight. In contrast, employment in
the cyclically sensit* manufacturing sector fell 24.6 perce.nt
during the recession, -ale fourth most severe contraction among the
state's 11 metropolitan areas. Because that fairly sizable drop
directly affected less than one.fourth of the workers in the area-,
total wage and salary employment experienced a moderate decline

w
of 3.9 percent during the recession. That was the second mildest
slump among the metropolitan areas in the state, ranking just
behind the 3.2 percent decline in total wage and salary employment
in the Kalamazoo-Portage SM,SA`.

TABLE L2

Average Annual Growth Rates of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

Lansing-East Lansing SMSA and Michigan'

(percent)

Lan iiikgaet, .,

Indicator Lane SMSA Mtfhigan '

Total wage and salary employment . . 2.7 1.8
Manufacturing employment 0.6 0.2
Nonmanufacturing employtnent 3.2 2.6
Governmenkemploymont \ 3.6 3.0

4 Civilian labor force , 30 2.0
Unemployment rate 3.3 2.8
Average weekly initial claims for Ulh . 44 7.3
Average workweek, production .

workers, mfg . 0.6 O.
rr.

: a E x c o p t where indicated otherwise, estimated grcwth rates are based on log-linear
trends for the 1970-78 period,

bComputed for the 1968.78 period,

i I8
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Chart Ll shows that each employment ctitegory has increased
substantially during the recent expansion. By the end Of 1978, the
area's manufacturing employment stood 2.1 percent above its pre-
receseion peak. As a result of its fairly strdng recovery since the
recession, manufacturing ernployment exhibited a slight positi've
growth for the nine-year period of 0.6 percent per year. Table L2
shows that for the 1970-78 eeriod each of the four erriployment
categories grew more rapidly in the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA
than in the state as a whole. The'2.7 percent annual growth rate in
total wage and salary employment ranks third, along with the
Kalamazoo-Portage SMSA, among the 11 metropolitan areas in
Michigan, behind the 3.1 percent and 2.8 percent growth in the
Grand Kepi& and Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSAs, respectively. ,

Chart L2 shows that the jobless rate in the Lansing-East Lansing
SMSA moved closely with the state average during Vie 1970-78
period. The local unemployment rate generally remained below the
state average during the expansion periods from 1971 to 1973 and
1975 to 1978, but was about equal to the stapewide rate during
recessions. During 4re 1973-75 slump, the jW3less rate in the
Lansing-East Lansing SMSA rose from 4.4 percent to 13.4 percent,
conwared to the rifie in the statewide rate from 5.4 percent to 13,4.-
percent. By the* knit quarter of 1978 the local unemploYment rate

ihad (allen to 6.0 ercent, a full percentage point below the state
quarterly avera e. However, over the nine-year period the
unemployment rate in the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA d !Jted
upward at a 3,3,Percent annual rate, compared to 2.8 percent ior the
state as a whdle. ;hat 'represents the fifth highest growth rate
among Michi an 4tropolitan areas. .

,
Average eekly initial ciaims for unemployment insurance

exhibited a attern of behavior over the 1968-78 period quite similar
to the stet as a whole (see Chart L3). The major difference between
the two i that the local series jumped up considerably at the
beginnin of each recession, mostnotably at the start of the 1973-75
slump. Similar behavior occurred in tile Flint SMSA, whOse
manufa uring sector ,is also dominated by General Motors:

i

Averottge weekly initial claims have fallen substantially since the
recesaion but, as Chart L3 shows, the levels in 1978 were still aboye
the cfrclical low in 1973. This situation is evident in all Michigan
metropolitan areas, the state as a whoke, and theliation.` However,

N
i s

I. In the Saginaw SMSA, the quarterly average haa twice dipped below pro- .rs
recinision Loyola but, has not remained there.
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for the entire 1968-78 periOd, fnitial claims in the LansinEast
Lansing SMSA grew at a slower annull rate than the state, 4.4
percent comeared to 7.3 percent, and that local growth rate ranks,
fifth lowest among the 11/ metrOpolitan areas in Michigan, well
below the most rapid gro*th of 11.1 percent per year in the Ann
Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA.

The average workweek of manufacturing producan workers in'
the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA vas the most cyflically volatile
amdrig the metropolitan tut-eas in the state. Of course, this is not
surprising given the heavy dependence on automobileproduction fn
the area's manufacturing sectet. Other metropolitan areas in^

t" Michigan with similar extreme concentrations in manufacturing,
for example, Flint!Saginaw, and AN Arbor-Ypsilanti, also exhibit
a high degree oCwolatility. 'Chart, IA shows that the average
Workweek rose to inmost 46 hours in the second quarter of 1973,
then plunged 14.0 percent during the recessio5, That contraction
was the most severe amongmithe state's Metropolitan areas, ranking
just ahead,ottlie decline in Me Fline SMSA. Since the recession, the
average workweek in the area has riSen substantially, but the most
recent igh of 44.8 hours in early 1977 was stillbelow the 103 peak..
tn both the Flint and Saginaw SMSAs, wherelhe sensitivity of the
average workweek is similar to that of the Lansing-East Lansing
SMSA, hours worked in manufacturing -have risen above pre-
recession levels during the current expan6ion.

Construction
Construction activity in the area is highly cyclically sensitive.

Chart L5 shows that new ..tbuilding permits for private housing
moved up and down with swin* in national business activity, but
with a lead particularly at' p9aks. As the chart shows, the moving
average of the unadjustrdrndfix of New Building Permits began
falling abotit seven quarters before' the 1969-70 recession started,
tind the following upswtig began .before the national recession
ended. This behavior is exactly the .same as the national Index of
New Building Permits during that period. The local dowlowing was
,much more sewere, however. Fi'om peak to trough the moving
- ,
average fell 63.4 percent in this SMSA; corripared to a 24.5 percent
drop in-the national series and a,21,6 percept drop statewide. That
slump in new building:permits in the Lansing-Edit pulsing SMSA
was the second most sevete amOtig jhe tate'ff/11 Metropolitan
areas.

P1

Like most other areas in4 Mangan, new Blinding pernOs
recovered strongly during the 1970-73 expansion, then plunged '11.2

'4
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percent during the 1973-76 recession. Since the low in early 1975,
new building permits in the area have risen, but preliminary data for
1978 show that recent highs in the moving average are still
considerably below the pre-recession peak. A sifnilar situation
exists in the state, the nation, and all Michigan metropolitan areas

110xcept the Jackson SMSA.

Employment in the local construction industry was especially
hard hit during the last recession, dropping 24.2 percent from a high
in the second quarter of 1973 to a low in the first quarter of 1977.
That, represents one of the longest slumps in construction
employment among Michigan metropolitan areas. Chart L6 shows
that construction employment in the area remains depressed, with
little upward momentum evident. As a result, the Lansing-East
Lansing SMSA has had the weakest recovery for this series among
all Michigan metropolitan areas. By the last quarter of 1978, local
construction employment was still 13 percent below its pre-
recession level. Because of this weak recovery following a relatively
severe slump, construction employment declinad at an annual rate
of 1.6 percent over the entire 1970-78 period. The Lansing-East
Lansing SMSA, therefore, joins .five other metropolitan areas in the
state, Alin Arbor-Ypsilanti, Battle Creek, Flint, Jackson, and
Saginaw, where.employment in the construction industry eihibited
negative growth over the nine-year period.

Banking.Activity

Deposits and loans at commercial banks performed somewhat
more poorly in the Lansing-East Lansing SMSA than in the state as
a whole over the 1970-78 period. Table L3 shows that the growth in
total lbans and deposits was slower in the local arep than statewide. ,

Moreover, the 6.6 percent annual growth in the current-dollar
/-

volume of total loans was second lowest among the metropolitan
areas in Michigan, ranking just above the 6.3 percent growth in the
Detroit SMSA. However, the 10.2 percent annual growth in
consumer installment loans ranked fourth highest and commercial
and industrial loans fifth highest among Michigan metropolitan
areas, and both rates exceeded the growth in those loan categories
in, the state as a whole.

Chart L7 shows that after astment for price increases, demand
and total deposits in tlutarea experienced a long downswing lasting
18 and 13 quarters, r.00 (lively. Those declines wereelso rather
sizable. Deflated deman8 deposits fell 28.6 percent, and deflated
total deposits &dined 1 17 percent over that .period. The former
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was the fourth ost severe drop among the 11 metropolitan arm;
and the latter 1anked second, along with the decline in the Battle
Creek WM.. in addition, Chart L7 reveals that ekpansions in both

. local series haive been rather weak. As result, in mid-1978 both
indexes were still 'well below pre-recession levels.

'FABLE L3

Average Annual Growth Rates ot
Selected Commercial Banking Indicators

Lansing-East Lansing SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

Indicator
Lansing-East

Lansing SMSA Michigan

Demand deposits (current dollars) 3.9 3.7

Deflated deinand deposits') -2.8 -3.0
Total deposits (current dollars) 6.2 7 .3

Deflated total deposits') -0.6 0.4

Total loans (current dollars). . 6.6 7.(i

Commercial and industrial loans
(current dollars) - 8.7 7.3

COnsumer installment loans
(current dollars) 10.2 9.1

4Except where indicated otherwise, estimated growth rates are based On log-linear
trends for the 1970-78 period.

bCu
rront-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. gonsumer Price Index.

The current-dohar volume of total loans fell briefly during the last
recession by about 6.1 Percent. That shinnp rankb fourth in severity
among the state's metropolitan areas. Brief declines were also
evident in consumer installment loans and commercial and
industrial loans during the recession. Chart L8 shows, however, that
the ciirrent-dollar volume of loans has.expanded considerably since
the itcession. By mid-1978 total loans kkd increased 17.9 Acent
from the cyclical low in the second quarter of 1975.

In summary, the. Lansing-East Lansing SMS exhibited a good
deal of variation in growth and fluctuations amo local economic
activities, Total wage and salary employment was aracterized by
relative cyclical stability and fairly strong growth ompared to

1 5
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CHART L 7
INDEX OF DEFLATED TOTAL DEPOSITS AND INDEX OF DEFLATED DEMAND OEPOSITS
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other metropolitan areas in the state. On the other hand, the
manufacturing sector exhibited a good deal of cyclical volptility,
with employment and hours worked experiencing sizable upswings
and downswings. Construction activity was also subject to large
cyclical swings. A most notabl aracteristic of this area was the
relatively weak recovery in cons ction employment after the last
recession. Finally, the area's banking performance was not
particularastrong, with total koans and deposits at commercial
banks grogMg at relatively slow rates.

C.



Muskegon-Norton Shores-
Muskegon Heights SMSA

The Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA
(hereafter referred to as the Muskegon SMSA) is made up of two
eo nties, Muskegon and Oceana, located in the wedt cenbal part of

lower peninsula on the Lake Michigan shoreline. In terms of
opulation, it is one of the smallest metropolitan areas in Michigan.

In 1977( its population of 179,000 Made it the third smallest
metrop litan area, ranking just ahead of the Bay City and Jackson
SMSA4. Between 1970 and 1977, this area's population rose by only
2.1 per nt, with the population of Muskegon County rising dtnere
0.4 percent. During this eight-year period the two-county region
experienced an estimated net outmiaation of 3.4 percent, which
offset a natural rfsebirths exceeding deathsof 5.5
percent,resulting in a modest overall population increase. Among
the Aate's 11 metropolitan areas, only Battle Creek, Detroit, and
Flint experienced slower population growth.

Total personal income in the area amounted 'to $980 millidn in
1976, niilth largest among the 11 metropolitan areas. However, the
Muskegon SMSA has the distinction of having the lowestper capita ,
income, In 1976, the area's per capita income was $5,496, which was
well below the statewide level of $6,757 `and the high of $7,496 in the

.Detroit. 8MSA. In the same yeats average weekly manufacturing
wages in the Muskegon SMSA were the second lowest in the state.
Moreover, incOme growth was quite slow during the 1969-76 period,
with personal income rising at an annual rate of 7.7 percent, second
lowest among the state's metropolitan-areas.

Table M1 shows that the Muskegon SMSA is more dependent on
the manufacturing sector for jobs than is the state as a whole. In
1972, 42.1 percent of its wage and salary workers were employed by
danufacturing firms, That proportion hed fallen to 37.0 percent by

169
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1977. Only the Saginaw grid Flint SMSAs are more- dependent on
manufacturing, each having more than 40 pereent of their wage and
salary workers emplgyed by manufacturini firms.

'TABLE MI .1

J
Percentage Distribution of Total Wage 'and Salary: Employment

Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA and Michigan
1972 and 1977

Muskegon SMSA Michigan

Item 1972 1917 1972 ., 1977

Total Wage and Salary 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Manufacturing 42.1 37.0 32.4

Durables 36.0 31.6 28.1 25.9
Nondurables 6.1 6.4 . 7.0

Nonmanufacturing . 42.8 46.4 48.0 49.6

Government . 16.1 17.6 16.9. 18.0

Sour;v: Michigan Employment Seturity Commission.

Table M1 also shows that this area's\manufacturing einployment
is heavily concentrated in durable goods industries. The metal and
nonelectrical machinery industries are the major employers in the.
area, accounting for slightly more than 68 percent of manufat4uring.
ernployment iti 1977. However, those indust:ries have not be& ex-
panding in the Muskegon SMSA and, mike result, the tlea's
nianufacturing base has been shrinking for some time. Thus,- the
area's economy exhibited behavior characteristic of dedining urban
areas: slow growth of populatiok employment and 'income, aad a
ii)high unemployment rate over a relatively long .eriOd of time.

Bushiest) conditions in the Muskegoii SMSA

Labor Market Conditions

.The most notable feature of total wage and salary employment in
this area during the 1970-78 period is its relatively slew growth.
tible M2 shows that wage and salary employment grew at an an-
nual rate of 1.6 percent over that nine-year period, compared to 1.8

r-
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percent for the state as a whole, Moreover, the employment growth
in the Muskegon SMSA only ranks ahead of the three slowest
growth areas in MichiOn, Battle Creek, Jackstv, and Detroit,
which had annual growth rates for wage and salary'employment of
0.9 percent, 1.1 perCent, ,and 1.3 percent, respectively, over that
nine.year perikd. In addition, the growth of the labor force in the
area was quite inodest, 1.4 percent per year. Only the Battle Creek
and Detroit SMSAs exhibited slower labor force growth from 1970
to-1978.

TABLE M2

Average Annual Growth Rates of
Selected Labor Market Indicators

Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA and Michigan°

(percent)

Indicator
Muskegon

Heights SMSA'
_

Michigan

Totalovage and salary employment 1.5 1.8

Manufacturing employment -1.1 0.2

Nonmanufacturing employment 3.0 2.6

Government employment 4.5 3.0

Civilian labor force 1.4 2.0

U nemploy men t rate 1!0 2.8. Average weekly initial claims for UIb 6.8 7.3

Average workweek, production
workers, mfg. 0.4 0.6

"Except where indite ted otherwise, estimated growth rates are based on log-linear
trends for the 14170-78 period.

"Computed for the 1968-78,petiod.'

Like the Battle Creek, Detroit, and Jackson SMSAs, the'
Muskegon SMSA experienced negative growth in manufacturing
employment over the 1970-78 period. It is the-decline in the area's
manufacturing base, reflected in this downtrend, that accounts for
much of the slow growth in total wage and salary employment. As
Chart M I shows, the long-term decline in manufacturing reduced
that sector from the largest in the area to the second largest, behind
nonmanufacturing industries, a situation that haiTexisted since the
last recession, During the recession, local manufacturing employ-

1 60
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CHART NO
WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT, MUSKEGON-NORTON SHORES-MUSKBGON HEIGHTS EWA
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rnent fell 15.3 percent. While that Was the second mildest cyclical
decline among the state's 11 metropolitan areas, it was followed by
a weak reCovery in which, as Chart M1 shows, the area's
manufacturing employment remained below its pre-recession peak.
By the end of 1978, local manufacturing employment was 11.7
percent above its recession low of late 1975; but still 5.4 percent
below its 1974 high. Only in the Battle Creek and Jackson SMSAs
were manufacturing employmeht levels iri the last quarter of 1978
farther below thek pre-recession peaks.

Bepuse of the r atfve stability of nonmanufacturing
employment and the ise in government employment in. the area
during the last r ession, total wage ahd salary employment
behaved,comparatively well, declining just 4.3 pement from peak to
trough. That was the third mildest contraction among the state's
metropolitan areas, ranking just behind the declines of 3.2 percent
and 3.9 percent in the Kalamazoo-Portage and Lansing-East
Lansing SMSAs, respectively. However, unlike those two areas, the
expansion of wage and salary employment in the Muskegon SMSA
since the recession has been quite modest. By the fourth quarter of
1978, this area's total wage and salary employthent was t percent
above its 1974 Only the Battle Creek, Detroit, and Jackson
SMSAs performed more poorly in this respect.

The weakness of the local economy is aiso reflected in, its
unemployment rate which, as Chart M2 shows, remained above the
state average thrpughout the 1970-78 period. The local jobless rate
rose to a seasonally-adjusted high of 11.4 percent in the fourth
quarter of 1970. Among the state's 11 metropolitan areas, only
Flint registered a higher jobless rate during the 1969-70 recession.
During the expansion period from 1971 through 1973, Muskegon'
%efts the only metrepolitan area in Michigan where the
unemployment rate remained above 6 percent, with the cyclfcal low
of 6.5 percent occurring in the first quarter of 1974. The 1973-75
national recession, combined with a shrinking manufacturing base
in the area, reSialted in a 16.5 percent unemployment rate by, the
third quarter Of 1975. Again, only the Flint SMSA registered .a

higher unemployment rate. Chart M2 shows that while ,the local
unemployment rate has fallen considerably during the recent
business expansion, it remained over 8 percent for 19'7kr highest .

among Michigan metropolitan areas and well above the state
average. It is quite clear from the behavior of the jobletis rate that
the unemployment situation was worse,in this metropolitantrea
than in any other in Michigan over the 1970-78 period.

.4
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There is nothing particularly surprising .about the behavior of
average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance in the
Muskegon SMSA. Chart M3 shows that over the 1968-78 period,
state and local claims tended to rise and fall in similar cyclical
patterns. During the 1969-70 recession, initial claims rose 227.2 aN
percent in the Muskegon SMSA, compared to 195.2 . percent
statewide. However, the magnitude of the cyclical upswing during
the 1973-75 recession was greater for the state as a whole than for
the local area, 301.1 percent compareAto 198,3 percent. The
declines in initial claims during the business expansion periods were
about the same. 'Table M2 shows that for the entire eleven-year
period, average weekly initial claims for unehiployment insurance
grew at an annual rate of 6.8 pet:cent, slightly below the statewide
growth rate of 7.3 percent. The growth rate in the Muskegon SMSA
ranked below that of four other Michigan metropolitan'areas, ah
interesting feature of locali labor iflarket behavior which may be due
to the relatively slow growth of employment and the high
unemployeent rate in this area, which did not allow insured UI
claimants to requalify for benefits. -

Finally, the average workweek of manufacturing production
workers varied less in the Muskegon SMSA than in the state as a
whole. Chart M4 shoWs that the average workweek rose to about
42.5 hours in the second quarter of 1973, belew the peak of044.2
hours for the state as a whole. The decline of 7.1 percent during the
1973-75, rece:g.sion %fps less severe than the statewide contraction of
9.7 percent. In addition, six other metropolittiii areas Vi Michigan
ewerienced more severe de during the last business slump.
The average workweek in t ea has recovered substantially,
rising in late 1977 to a level above the pre-recessioh peak. That
situation has not occurred for the state as whole.

Construction

Building- activity, in the Muskegon SMSA did not reflect -the
weaknesseS evident in the local labor mallet, Both new building

,
perinitp for private housing and employment in he local
construction industry exhibited a fair amount of strength compared
to many other metropolitamareas in Michigan. This is somewhat
surptiping given the relatively weak performance of income and
employment in this areit.

Chart/15 sho*s ttie Index of New Building PermiEs by quarter,,in
its unat usted form (dashed Bite) and a moving average (solid line).
As is thtl case in other Michigan metropttlitan areaas new building

\
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permits in ithe Muskegon: SMSA move iia Cyclical manner,
generally conforming to national business cycle patternalowith *a
lead at peaks. The magnitude of the cyclical swings was larger for
this loeal atia cotnparedto the state and nation. During the 1969-70
recesaion, new building permits (the moving average in Chart M5)
fell 331 pardprit in,the Muskegon SMSA. The decline statewide was
a coAparatively modest 21.6 percent, while nationwide new
building permita fell 24.5.percent. Of course, the contraction during.,

73-75 national recession was Mnsiderably more severe. New
building permits dropped 72.7 percent inthe Muskegon SMSA, 56.2
percent oip the state as a whole, and 69A percent nationwide. It
should at rfoted that dttring this period, 9 of 11 metropolitan areas
in Miehigan experienced a more sipble falloff in new building
permits' than did the sttate 'as a whole..Thus, the behavior in the
Muskegon:Si' kis quite similar to most other metropolitan areas
iii the'stateo 74. rig the recession in the nild-1970W.

4.

Chart M5 shows that the expansion of new building permits,since
the rece§sion appears to be rather shoh, with a'deCline evident from
mid-1976 to mid-1977. Preliminary data for 197'8 reveal, however,
that the Index of 'New Building Permits in the area again moved
upward,after -a good deal of sluggishness in 1977. The most recen,t
quarterly data available put the moving average above the high in
1976, but still about 19 percent belowjhe prtrecession peak. A
similar situation exists in till Michigan metopolitan_ areas except
Jackson. where ne,,v building permipi moved abovelire-recession
levels during the recent expansion period.

,

Employment in the local construction industry, shown in Chart
M6, was relatively :strong throughout; the 1970-78 period. The most
notable characteristic is its strong upwardtrend. Oimi,the nitie-yhar
period Fonstructiort employment grew at 'an annual rate of 6.1

.percent the highest growth rate among 'Michigan metrOpolitan
areas. This fairly strong growth is even more outslanding when it is
realized that 6 of 11 metropolitan areas in the state experienCed
negative growth over those nine years. Also, the cyclical decline in

"construction . employment during the 1973-75 recession Wei;
-comparatively short and mild. From peak to trough, construction
employment fell 13.0 percent, the least severe decline among the 11
'metropolitan areas in the state and well below the 23.5 percent drop .

statewide. As Chart IVI6 shows, construction, employment has4.
expanded cpsiderably in Ws area since the recession. At the end of -
1978 it mks 30:4 percent above its previous cyclical high ire1974. In

41.
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CHART M.6
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no other metropolitan area has construction employment exhibited
ouch strength.

Banking Activity
Over the 1970-77 period, loans and Gi4osits nt commercial banks

grew more rapidly in the Muskegon SMSA than in the state as a
whole. Especi'ally impressive is the 9.3 percent annual growth in the
currentrdollar volume of total dopbsits whiCh, as Table M3 shows,
exceeded the 7.3 percent growth statewide; In addition, the growth
of total deposits in the Muskegon SMSA was the third highest of
the Michigan metropolitan areas over this eight.year period.' The
growth in the current-dollar volume of total loans was also
relatively rapid in this area, increasing '10.3 percent per year
compared to 7.6 percent for the state as a whole. Among the state's
11 metropolitan areas, this,growthin total loans ranks second, just
behind the 11.6 percent _growth rate in the Saginaw SMSA. Mid is
also the case for the 13.3 percent growth in this area's commercial

TABLE M3

Average Annual Growth Rates of
Selected Commercial Banking Indicators

Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights SMSA and Michigan'

(percent)

Indicator.
. .

Muskegon
SMSA Michigan

_

Demand deposits (current dollars) 4.0 3.7

Dtlflated demand depositsb -2.7 -3.0

Total deposits (current dollars) 9.3 7.3

Deflated,total depositsli 0.4

Total loans (current dollars) 10.3 7.6

Commercial and industrial loans
(current dollars) . 13.3- 1 7.3

Consumer installment loans
(current dollars) 10.8 9.1

"Except where indicatiid otherwise, estimated growth rates aro based on log-linear
trends for the 1970-18 period.

I)Current-dollar values adjusted for changes in the U.S. Consumer Price Index.

I"
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and industrial loan volume, whick matched the growth rate in tiCe
Ann A;.bor-Ypsilanti arekt The 10.8 percent annual growth in
consumer installment loans in the Muskegon SMSA is also
relatively rapid. Only the Saginaw and Kalamazoo-Portage SMSAs
experienced more rapid growth, 14.5 percent and 12,6 percent,
respectively.'

Chart M7 shows that, after adjusting for price increases, demand
deposits experienced a longer and deeper slump than total deposits
during the mid-1970s. This is similar to the behavior of these two
indexes in all other Michigan metropolitan areas. The cyclical
decline in the Index Of Deflated Total Deposits was 11 percent, the
fifth mildest!downswing among the 11 metropolitan areas in the
state. As the chart shows, the total deposits index has'recovered
substantially during the current business expansion, but by
mid-197$ it was still 5.9 percent below its pre-recession peak.

The current-dollar vblume of total loans, commercial and
industrial loans, and consumer ins-klIment loans it, shown in Chart
M8. Of the three, only consumer jnalallment loans fell during the

s1973-75 recession, and that decline was about 6.3 percent,from peak
to trough. Total loans and commetcial Eind industrial loans did
experience a slowdown in their growth rates during the recession
but, as Chart .Z/18 shows, this was brief. After that, both.continued
their fairly rapid expansion, which restated in levels in 19784
considerably above pre-recession levels. Although consumer
installment loans did fall off during the' recession, they too
experienced a fairly vigorous expansion, so that by mid-1978 the
current-dollar volume was 31.0 percent above the previous cyclical
high of the fourth quarter of 1973.

In summary, therefore, indicators of economic activity in the
Muskegon SMSA present a' rather mixed picture ot the lotal
economy over roughly the last ten years. There is no question that
the manufacturing base has been shrinking and, as ft result,
employment growth has been weak compared to many other
Michigan metropolitan areas. In addition, relatively high
unemployment rates exist in this two-County region. However,
building -activity is not 'depressed in this area, and construction
employment grew more rapidly than in any other metropolitan area
in the stata,during the 197078 period. Alan, loan activity at local
comqnercial banks has beell fairly strong, with no long .otr: severe
setbacks evident during 1thila8t reces.sion.

4.
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! The $aginaW SMSA is a : single-cotiii4 metropolltanc\ area47-' ''
Saginaw County.---located in Pie east central part 'of the, low0

, peninsula. It, is bordered by je Hay City SMSA to tha'northAtnd
tlie Flint SM$A to t iout In 1977, the population Of this area

- ws 226,700, maki the fseventh largest among the state's 11
:metropolitan., 1 area . \ Fr 970' to 1977 the area's population
increased by 8i1 percent, h h is slightly above the tatewide rise
of 2.8 percent. ..41

The Saginaw S zo anki seventh in terms of personal
income. In 197 ; ; 's total personal income itinount,d-fb
$1,N3 million. 0 er the 969-76 perfod, personal income grew at an
annual rate of 9.7 ercent, fiocond onlf to the 9.8 percent growilt in
the Ann Arbor-Yp ilanti SMSA. In terms of per capita income, the
Saginaw SMSA ra ked fourth among the state's 11 metropolitan
areas, with a level f $6,6.92 in 1976. Average hourly earnings of
manufacturing workers in Saginaw are the highest in thwtate due
to the heavy dependance on the automobile industry. As in the Flint
SMSA to the south', General Motors is the largest employer in the ,
Saginaw SMSA, giving those two adjacent metropolitan areas the
highest hotfrly-wage rotes in Michigan.

,.
Table SI shows quit the Saginaw SMSA is heavily concentrated

in manufacturing. In 1977, 41.2 perceitt of the area's wage and
salary workers were eniployed by man t. facturing industries. Only
the Flint SMSA had a higher prop rtion of woikers in the
manufacturing sector. Also, as Talk) 1 shoWs, manufacturing
employment is predomintintlir in durable goods industries. In 1977,
87.8 perceint of the area's wake and salary workers Were engaged inn
the production of durable goods, compqed to 264) percent
statewide. ,The transportatijon equipment industry acCounted Mr
the largeat share of thenufa4uring workers, 41.6 percent, followed

1711
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172 Saginaw SMSA

by the metal and the nonelectrical machinery industries. Therefore,
like the Flint SMSA, this area has an industrial structure
dominated lay t Cyclicaily sensitive, but hOgh-wage, automobile
industry.

TABLE S1

Percentage Distribution of Total ,Wage.and Salary Employment
Salim SMSA and Michigari, 1972 and 1977

Saginaw. pais

1972 1977

Michigan

1972 1977

Total Wage and Salary 100.0% 100.0% : 100.0%

Manufactufing . . . 42.2 41.2 35.1

Durables 38.8 37.8 28.1

Nondurables 3.4 3.4 7.0

Nonmanufacturing 45.9 4 48.0

Government 11.9 10.4 16.9

li
Sollree: Michigan &ploy! ont. Securi;Commiaaion.

Business Conditions in the Saginaw SMSA

100.0%

32.4

25.9
6.5

49.6

18.9

Labor Market Conditions

Over the 1970-78 period, the Saginaw SMSA experiended more
rapid growth and larger cyclical swings in Kaployment than the
state as a whole. Table 52 shows that total wage and salary
employment in this area grew at an annual rate of 2.4 percent,
compared to a statewide growth rate of 1.8 percent. This difference
is attributilbl4 mainly tb thefigher growth rates in manufacturing

,
and government employment ir the local area than in the state as a
whole. The 1.8 percent annual increime in manufacturing
employment in the Saginaw SMSA over this nine-year period
represents one of the strongest performances among Michigan
metropolitan areas. In fact, only the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA,
with an annual growth rate of 2.1 percent for Manufacturing
eniployment, outperformed the Saginaw SMSA in this respect. In
addition, the 4.4 percent annual giowstli in edvernment employment
was the third highest among the state's 11 Inetropelitan areas.
Therefore, 'as hart S1 shows, this iffell's totak,wage,and salary

,
1
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employment was bolstered by moderate, but fairly steady, growth
otnonmanufacturing employment, combined with relatively rapid
growth of employment in local manufacturing industries and in the
government vector.

However, Ch 4rt S1 reveals that growth in manufacturing
employment was not steady throughout the period, but was subject
to siziible cyclical swings. Of course thisiis not surprising, given the
area's heavy dependence on the automobile industry. During the
1973-76 recession, local manufacturing employment fell 20,6
percent, exceeding the statewide decline of 18.7 percent and
contributing substantially to the 7.7 percent drop in the area's total
wage and salary employment. It should be noted, however, tfriat the
downswing in manufacturing employment in the Saginaw SMSA1
ranks as the fifth moSt severe, behind declines in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti, Flint, Jackson, and Lansing-East Lansing SMSAs.

TABLE Si

Average Annual Growth Rates of Selected Labor Market
IndicatOrs

Saginaw SMSA and Michigan"

(percent)

Indicator Saginaw SMSA Michigan

Total wage and salary employment

Manufacturing employment

v
2.4

1.8

1.4dr

OT2

Nonmanufacturing employment 2.6 2.6

Government employment 4.4 3.0

Civil* labor force 2.4 2.0

Unemployment rate 3.9 201

Average weekly initial claims for U lb 3.8 7.3

Average workwook, production
workers, mfg.b 0.7 0,2,

nExcept wIi*Ore indicated Otherwise, ostimated.growth totes are based oti log-linear
trends for the 1970-78 period.

b
Computed for the 1968.78 period.

Chart SI also shows that while nonmanufacturing employment
dki full off during the rece8sio9, the decline was brief tOid fairly mild.

41:
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In contrast, government employment rose throughout the
recession; as it did in Om* all Mkhigan'inetropolitan areas.'

Employment in the Saginaw:SMSA. has expanded. substantially
since the last 'recession. By .the end pf 1978. 'manufactme g
employment, which suffered the largest setback during the
recession, was up 34.5 percent Over its recession low, and as a r stilt
was 6.8 percent above its prelecession peolt.-OhlY in t'he Ann'Arbor-
Tpsilanti:and Bay City SMSAs hathmántifacturing employment
risen :farther above the pre-recession high. Combined With the
steadY imcreases in liOnnianufacturing 'and government
employment, the 'recovery in, manufactUring resulted in a level Of
total wage.and salary employment at" the end of.19.7t3 that was 1
percent above its previous cyclical .high,. which occurred in the third
quarter of 1973:

The unempl6yment rate. in the Saginaw SMSA :remained below
the state average tihrotighOut ino*pf, thi4970-78 period, although
both exhibited similar cyclical patterns. Chart S2 shows.that-during
'the expansion, period.4from 1971 through 1973 there was
cOnsiderable differencehetikeen the state and' kVeal johlesii rates. In
the Saginaw SMSA the unemployment rate hit a. seasonally
adjusted low of 4.2 Wert in the third quarter pf 1973, compared to

'-a statewide4AteOf -5;1 percent: Only in the Jackson SMSA was the
junemployment ta,te lOWer. Dur,ing:thexectbssion the unemployment
raik rose considerebly, hitting a high of 12.3peftent in *first And
second quartersog 1976. At that-time thZi jobless rate statewkle
more than onle'percentage point higher. ,

-As ha,rt S2,, shows, the unemplOyment rate has lalien
'considerably sinee the rimession as a result of the' general.business
expansion nittiOnwide and the recovery lo6ally of the automobile
industry aiid Manufacturing employment. But, like other
metropolitan areas in Michigan. the unemployment rate in' the

SMSA at.the end of 1978 was still aboite its 1073 low. Vor
tbsentir6nine-year period, thisarea's jobless rate drifted vpwkd at

A e.

an.annual rate Of 2 .9 _percent, compared to a more modest 1,8
percent oeild:,4a4CiAiide (see Table S2). The Uptrend in the Saginaix.r

.,.,SOSA ranked third behind the jaeltion.and Battle Creek SMSAs.

AVerage. weekly initial cleitnei for unemployment insurance are
shoWn it* Chart..83. the SaginaW.: SMSA .etpetienced sizable

, . .
.

;I.. , -

axe.0.0.iono Are tim tpittlo Crotlk, Flintitind Ji;ilisontAe. where cycikel
omplOrneht dig occ* duripg roe() nion.

.
.
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increases in initial 'claims during both recessions, followed
declines during the business expansion periods, During the 1969-70
recession, average weekly initial claims in this prea rose 456.1
percenCeSeeond only to the increase in the Apt SMSA and much
more severe than the 193.2 percent rise statewide. The local
upswing during the more severe recession of 1973-75 WaS 503.9
percent, again considerably above the statewide increase Of 301:1
percent. During that recession, the rise in average weekly initial
claims in the Saginaw SMSA ranked third behind the increases in
the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti and Flint SMSAs.

fAs, .Chart S3 sho s, average weekly initial claims for
unemployment insuran e in this area declined considerably during
the recent expansion period. In fact, in the third quarter of 1977,
average weekly initial claims were below their pre-recenion low.
Thus, the Saginaw SMSA is the only metropolitan area in Which
initial claims have recengy fallen below pre-recession lows. As
Chart S3 shows, average weekly initial claims statewide have
remained well above their 1973 low.

Despite the 'relatively good performance in the last three years,
average weekly initial claims rpse at an annual rate of 3.8 percent

ever the entire 1968-78 period. That is not only lower than the 7.3
pement growth rate for the state as a whole, it also represents one of
the lowest among the state's 11 metropolitan areas. The Bay City
and Flint SMSAs did experience lower growths than the Saginaw
SMSA, with Flint registering the lowest rate of increase, 1.6
percent, oVer the eleven-year period.

Finally, the average workweek of manufacturing production
_markers in .t,he Saginaw SMSA exhiVits a high degree of cyclical

sensitivity, similar to other areas thaf are heavily dependent on the
automobile industry. During. the 1968-78 peried shown in Chart S4,
the average workweek fluctuated within a range extending from a
low of 37.7 hours in the third quarter of 1971 to a high of 47 hours in
the fourth quarter of 1977. Only the Flint SMSA had a comparable
range of variation in hours worked in the local manufacturing
sector.

In the Saginaw SMSA the average workweek actually declined
more during the 1969-70 recession than during the 1973-75 slump,
14.3 percent compared to 12.5 percent. The latter exceeded the 9.7
percent fall for the state as a whole and ranked fourth behind
declines in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Flint, and Lansing-East
Lansing SMSAs. Chart S4 shows that the expansion in the average

71--
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irkw week ,has been sizable since the recession ended. In fact, the
ost recent high of 47 hours in the forth quarter of 1977 was well

above the 39.2 hours recorded during the second quarter of 1974,
and exCeeded by slightly more than.2 hours the pre-recession high of
44.8' hours.

Con§truction

/Vs is the case in other metropolitan areas in Michigan, building
activity in the Saginaw SMSA exhibits a high degree of cyclical-
volatility. New' building permits for /private housing are shown in
Ch'ari, S. The unadjusted quarterly index (dashed line) varies
consideably from quarter to quarter. Them; fluduations are
'réthicedsnd the cyclical swings revealed by a moving average of the
unadjusfed ;data (solid line). As is the case in- all Michigan
metropoliten areas, the decline during the 1,96&7O recession was
much less severe' than that which took place g the 1973-76
recession..41n, Elie former -period, the moving verage' fell 31.5
percent, and'during the more recent recession!it opped a sizable
73.2 percent..Both exceeded the declines registered statewide and
nationwide. It should be noted, however, tlhat neither of the
downswings in the Saginaw .SMSA were the most severe among the
state's metropolitan areas. In fact, the contraction in the late. 1960s
was one of thernildest among Michigan metropolitan areas. During
the 1973-75 recessiOn the( slump in the Saginaw MSA ranked fifth
behind relatively large downswings in the Alin Arbor-Ypsilaftti,
Battle Creek, Flint, and Kalamazoo-Pottage SMSAs. T us, over the
period shown in Chart SI, new b
SMSA were much more volatile .th

lding permits in t e Saginaw
n fe the state as a whole, but

among the 11 metropolitan ateas in chigan their cyclical swings
were compartitively mild. It should also be noted that, like all other
Michigan metropolitan areas, except Jackson, the upswing in new
building permits during the recent expansion has failed to reach
levels attained before elle recession. Preliininary data for 1978
indicate that the upward momentum in this series may very well
have ended.

In contrast to new building permits, construction employment in
this area experienced a severe contraction.dur,ing the last recession
(see Chart S6).,From peak to trough it fell 40.6 percent, the largest
relative decline among Michigan metropolitan areas, and well in
excess of the 23.5 percent drop statewide. Chart S6 shoWS, however,.)

that employment ii the construction industry, has, recovered W
some extent since the recession low in .the second quarter of 1975.

7?
V.
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,

In the fOurth quarter of .1978 construction employment was up
aboo 41 percent over its recessierf low. However, it was étill 16
percent below the pre-ryeesion high of the first quarter of 1972.
Over the entire period fVom 1970 to 1978 construction employme
has declined at an annual rate of 3.7 pc?cent, which Is the. steepesr
dow ntrend among. the 11 metropolitan areas in he state'..Thus, the
Saginaw SMSA is one of the six metropolitan areas in MiChigan
where' eMployment in the loqal &construction industry has
experienceame,ative growth since, 1/70.

TAl3LE S3

Average Annual Growth Rates of Aelect'ed
Commercial Bankjng Indicators
Saginaw SMSA andllichigana

(percent)

ii- - Indica Or Saginaw
. ,--

Demand deposits (current dollars) 6.0

Deflated demand depositsb 0.6
Total deposits (current dollys) . 10.3

--\ Deflated total depositah i 3.2

Total loans (current dollars) . . 11:6
,

'. IommercW and industrial loans
(currentlollars)

'COrtsumer installment Ivens a

1443.,

_
(current dolTars) '-

two, t. I
14.5

_ --t--
... 1 , t

I( ...* e -
a i -

SNISA Michigan

3.7

-3.6

7.3

6.4

7 .6'

7 .3

9.1

4 A;.
Except where indicated otherwise. estimatod growth sate% are based on 'log-

linear trends lett. 1'970-78 period. .

rrent-MAr vuJues adjusted for in the U.S. Consumer Price Index.

ahking Acti6ity
7

Lohn and deposit growtIK at comercial banks. in the S4Orkaw
SMSA was 'cohsiderat)ly Higher tylen that; of the' etpte over the
1,970-V7 period. Table T.3 shows that cwent-dollar deMand &wilts
-and total &posits grew lit hnnuijj..rates of 6.3 percenV.am.M3
,percent, respectively, Over this eight-year, per441.-71it comparable
growth rates statewide were percent.for demand epOsits and- .

7.3 percent for total deposits. The growth in 'the cur nt-dollar
W
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alamazoo-Portage SMSA. In addition,' this area's

volume of dem nd deposits in the Saginaw SMSA ranked second
arnong the eta ''s 11 metropolitan areas, just behind the 6.9 percent
growth in the
growth rate in ,total deposits was the highest, just as the annual
growth rates for the current-dollar volume of loans, shown in Table
S3; Were the highest among Michigan metropolitan areas.

The strong uptrend in the current-dollar, volume of deposits
bolstered the deflated value of the two series shpwn in Ch'art S7.

41 Although the cyclical downswing in th* Index of Deflated Dignand "
Deposita was long and amounted to a 19.9 percent drop from peak

, to trough, it was the mildest slump in this index among Michigan
mellopolitan areas..That was:also Ghocase for the Index of Deflated
Total Depoyits, Which fell just 6 percent during tho last recession.

Chart SI shows thtit both indexes have moved up conaiderably
.;during the recent expansion period. By mid-1978 the total deposits

. Iliclex had increased 17.1 percent from its recession low and' stood
1011, percent above its pre-recession peak. Although the demand

c deposits index had expanded '21.6 pacent by mid-1978, it was still
slightly below its pre-recession high, a situation similar, tosother
metropolitan areaa in the state. 6

. . , -

Although there was a slight falloff 'lir the current-dollar volume of
commercial and industrial loans and consumer installment loans
during the recessiqp, Chart S8 shows that total loans grew steadily
throughout the 1g70-78 period, essentially uninterrupted by the
national recession. Thus, the .SagInaw SMSA joins the Ann Arbory
Ypsilanti and Muskegon SMSAs as' areas in which the dollar+,::

volume of total. loans did not decline during the 1973-75 slump in
,overall business activity. By mid-1978 the lOan categories shown in
Chart S8 were considerably aboveflijoir pre-recession levels.

In summary, _the Saginaw SMSA oxhibited relatively rapid
growth and a cornuaratively higher degree of stability idlts banking

. activiV than other metro olitan areas in Michigan. Local
employitient also experience fairly strong growth, :but was
characterized by aizable cy ical swings in the mamifacturing
sector, not kan unexivAiit sult of the heavy concentration on
automobil la d godu don in the area. Therefore, like other
metropolit eas in the titaite which are heavily dependent on the
automobile in Wiry, the Sa'gtnaw SMSA experienced large declines s,

in mandfacturing employment' during recessions. But these slumps
were followed by vigorous (ocpansions. On the other nd
behavior of construction emplbyrent, which also suffer e
downswing during the last recession, over the 1970-78 period
exhibited the largest negative giowth rate among the fl,
metropolitan artias in Michigan. ,
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